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ABSTRACT

In this thesis, we present a new method of comparing the extra-galactic kinematic para-

meters as measured in observations and simulations. We have investigated the reliability

of kinematics within isolated simulations as a function of various resolution parameters,

such as particle numbers and softening sizes. Software has been developed by the author to

generate mock integral-field spectroscopy observations of these reliable systems, and the kine-

matic data cubes produced have been used to probe the relationship between theoretical and

observational definitions of galaxy spin. Using our knowledge of the kinematics intrinsic to a

model, we have explored the effects of observation on the recovered values, such as the impact of

seeing conditions and aperture effects. Finally, we have used our mock observations to generate

two empirically-derived formulae to correct observed kinematics back to their intrinsic values.

The outcomes of this body of work are two-fold: (1) Our corrections allow the evolutionary

pathways of galaxies to be probed in the context of the kinematic-morphology density relation; (2)

the tool generated over the course of this project presents a powerful strategy for making timely

improvements to the sub-grid physics within cosmological simulations based on observed trends.

We conclude by highlighting the various possible extensions to this work, such as additions to

the software that allow mock observables to be processed exactly as observations, including the

construction of spectral data cubes, and further examining necessary kinematic corrections for

cosmological simulations.
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INTRODUCTION

Our aim, as extra-galactic astronomers, is to uncover the formation and evolutionary

mechanisms that produce the assortment of galaxies that we observe across the Uni-

verse. This investigation can be approached from two sides. Practically, by making

detailed observations of these systems and categorising them across a range of environments; or

theoretically, by proposing mathematical descriptions of such systems and modelling them using

computers.

Both routes have obstacles.

Observationally, our most fundamental limitation is that, although the Universe is three-

dimensional, our location within it restricts observers to a fixed, two-dimensional projection.

Further environmental effects compound this problem. Ground-based telescopes have atmo-

spheric conditions to contend with. Space-based telescopes are limited by the size of mirror

that can be launched into orbit. These issues can be overcome by advances in technology and

in recent years we have seen a revolution in adaptive optics that has allowed the resolution of

ground-based optical images to overtake the clarity of space-based Hubble Space Telescope (HST)

data (Close et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2013; Follette et al., 2013). However, we are still limited by the

tension between cost and capability - building bigger and better telescopes requires significant

investment, of the order of billions of dollars, and the support of governments (e.g. the SKA

consortium; Department of Industry & Science, 2019; Ministers for the Department of Industry

& Science, 2015). In addition, competition for using these facilities is fierce. Time on telescopes

around the world is consistently oversubscribed (ESO, 2018a,b) and limited by the length of a

night, the phase of the moon, the location of your object in the sky, the weather, etc.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Theoretical simulations have a similar set of technological, environmental and economic

limitations. In contrast to observers, simulators can generate a three-dimensional model that

can be rotated and observed from any angle. These models can be evolved across time and,

in principle, can be used to explore physical processes of arbitrary complexity. For theorists,

the greatest obstacle is technology and the availability of computing power. The Universe is

estimated to contain over 200 billion galaxies (Gott III et al., 2005) and a single galaxy can

contain more than ten billion stars (Marov, 2015). Tracking even the motions of individual stars

in a cosmological simulation under the force of gravity alone is a significant computational

problem - and this neglects any further important astrophysical processes (e.g. star formation,

radiative cooling, etc.). This means we must make choices about how to sample mass within

these models, and ensure that these compromises do not effect the final conclusions. State-of-

the-art astrophysical simulations rely on tens of millions of CPU hours on the worlds largest

supercomputers. Requirements for annual processing hours within Australia alone is likely to

rise from 300 million to 500 million CPU hours over the next 5 years (Bock et al., 2019; Australian

Academy of Science, 2019). While there are advances, such as the design of specific architectures

to tackle particular problems in order to improve efficiency1, the electrical energy requirements

for running supercomputers and their cooling systems are costly and have significant knock-on

effects for the environment (Matzner et al., 2019). Furthermore, just as the largest telescopes in

the world are over-allocated, so are the biggest computers. Competition for time on these systems

comes from all scientific disciplines around the world - not just astronomers (NCMAS, 2019).

In this thesis, we present a method by which further progress can be made in the study of

galaxy evolution, by more effectively connecting the advantages of observation and simulation.

Of course, despite these current limitations, astronomers have made significant progress over the

last 40 years to begin piecing together the puzzle of how structure in the Universe has formed

and evolved.

The cosmological context

Through the combined efforts of observational and theoretical astronomy, our current cosmological

picture is one of a hierarchical, Lambda Cold Dark Matter (§CDM) Universe. In this concordance

model, the Universe is composed of three main constituents - baryonic matter (ª 5%), dark

matter (ª 25%), and dark energy (ª 70%) (where the current epoch fractions are reported by

the Planck Collaboration et al., 2018). Baryonic is a term used to describe ordinary matter and

1Systems such as the Extreme Scaling computer at DiRAC, Edinburgh. The hardware in this system, nicknamed
“Tesseract”, has been designed to tackle large lattice quantum chromo-dynamic (QCD) problems for the field of particle
physics. Because the requirements of the software are well suited to this architecture, more equations can be run at a
greater rate at higher efficiencies (Wilkinson, 2019).
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refers to the composition of an odd number of elementary particles known as quarks. Protons

and neutrons are baryons which make up the nuclei of atoms, and hence gas, dust, planets,

stars, and galaxies (although astronomers are renowned for using the term “baryonic” to describe

all matter, including electrons even though these are actually leptons, much to the frustration

of particle physicists!). While the observable Universe is vast, it only makes up a very small

portion of the total energy-density. Dark matter describes another form of matter that does not

emit any kind of electromagnetic radiation. Both matter portions (visible and dark) interact

gravitationally and the motions of visible matter give the implication that other invisible mass

must be present. Finally, dark energy describes the repulsive energy that acts against gravity,

pushing the Universe apart.

The distribution of these three fundamental constituents has varied over time. Initially, dark

matter was the dominant component. After the Big Bang, the Universe went through a rapid

period of inflation. Small density perturbations caused over-dense regions to pull more and

more matter towards them and under-dense regions to become more rarefied as a result. As

gravitational instabilities won against expansion, massive halos of collision-less dark matter

collapsed and virialised (Jeans et al., 1902; Binney & Tremaine, 2008). Baryonic matter, in the

form of a primordial gaseous mix of elements, settled within the gravitational wells of these

structures, giving opportunity for stars to form as the gas further cooled and contracted. Smaller

structures merged to form larger ones, building the large-scale structure of the Universe from

the “bottom-up” (Peebles, 1965; Mo et al., 2010).

The vast, cosmic web of structure that is built via hierarchical growth is well established

today (Primack, 2005; Frenk & White, 2012; Bullock & Boylan-Kolchin, 2017). Simulations of

the Universe reproduce the distribution of structure from the largest scales at the observable

horizon (ª 15 Gpc) to the scale of galaxies, groups and clusters (ª 1 Mpc) (Springel et al., 2005b;

Klypin et al., 2011; Schaye et al., 2015; Vogelsberger et al., 2014b). The predicted amplitudes of

perturbations in the early Universe have been observed in the Cosmic Microwave Background

(CMB) radiation by the COBE satellite (Cosmic Background Explorer; Smoot et al., 1992) and

these fluctuations have since been studied in exquisite detail using WMAP (Wilkinson Microwave

Anisotropy Probe; Hinshaw et al., 2013) and Planck (Planck Collaboration et al., 2018). Obser-

vations of Type 1a supernovae confirm the accelerating expansion of the Universe (Riess et al.,

1998; Perlmutter et al., 1999), Cepheid stars provide methods of measuring the present-day ex-

pansion rate, H0, (Freedman et al., 1994; Jensen et al., 2015) and the cosmic distance scale can be

measured using Baryon Acoustic Oscillations (BAO) in the clustering of galaxies (Anderson et al.,

2014; Icaza-Lizaola et al., 2020). Such measurements provide tight constraints on theoretical

parameters and the strong agreement between theory and observation highlight many successes

for §CDM cosmology.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

FIGURE 1.1. The solid black line demonstrates the global dark matter mass function which
describes the number density of different mass systems expected in the Universe, as derived
by Sheth et al. (2001). Put simply, we expect more smaller, low-mass systems than large,
high-mass systems in a hierarchical model. The dashed line is a simple approximation for
the expected mass function of stars in which it is assumed that each dark matter halo
contains some fraction of the cosmic budget of baryons, fB ª 0.15, and that these baryons
form stars with a constant efficiency, M§ ª ≤§ fBMvir. The coloured points show results from
SDSS (Bernardi et al., 2013) and GAMA (Wright et al., 2017) in red and green respectively.
We see that this constant efficiency prediction fails at the high and low stellar masses, where
simulations have been used to suggest that AGN activity and stellar feedback play important
roles. Adapted from Bullock & Boylan-Kolchin (2017).

While the growth of structure on large scales is considered well-constrained, the finer details

on galactic scales (.1 Mpc) is still a broad and active field of research (Somerville & Davé,

2015). The relationship between the visible baryons, that make up stars and galaxies, and the

underlying dark matter cannot be simply approximated. For example, as shown in Figure 1.1,

the assumption that each dark matter halo receives some share of the cosmic budget of baryons,

fB ª 0.15, and that these baryons form stars with a constant efficiency, M§ ª ≤§ fBMvir, does not

tally with the observed stellar mass function. By making comparisons between predicted global

dark matter mass functions (Sheth et al., 2001) and the observed stellar mass function (Bernardi

et al., 2013; Wright et al., 2017), we see departures between the two at both low and high masses.

These discrepancies imply that the efficiency of galaxy formation depends on halo mass, which

in turn is interpreted as a signature of feedback processes, where stars and black holes inject
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FIGURE 1.2. A sketch to illustrate Hubble’s morphology varieties. The elliptical, rounder,
gas-poor systems are shown on the left and the systems containing disks that are gas-rich
and star-forming are shown on the right.

energy and momentum into their surroundings. This energy, in turn, acts to regulate the mass of

the host galaxy. In order to reconcile these differences, we require a greater understanding of

these complex, small-scale processes that govern the efficiency of galaxy formation and shape the

properties of the galaxy population.

Theorists have determined that active galactic nuclei (AGN) are particularly important for

regulating high mass galaxies (Choi et al., 2015; Schaye et al., 2015) while stellar feedback

processes play a big role at low stellar mass regimes (Henriques et al., 2015). Although this

gives statistical properties that agree with observations, such prescriptions are still not perfect

across all redshifts (Somerville & Davé, 2015; Schaye et al., 2015). Furthermore, the details of

individual feedback processes can produce a wide variety of galaxy appearances and kinematic

signatures, that when paired with environmental processes result in strange, and often beau-

tiful, morphologies. Detailed studies of these individual systems are important for refining the

prescriptions that are implemented for the full cosmological model.

Classifying galaxies, morphologically

A pivotal step in advancing any scientific discipline is categorising the objects under scrutiny,

by building boxes that describe their properties. Once a classification system has been designed,

possible causes for transitions between each box can be investigated. Often this process leads to

refinement of the original classification system, and the number of boxes used to describe the
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population grow.

We seek to advance our understanding of galaxy formation and evolution by building boxes

that describe their observed morphology and kinematics. These boxes grow more numerous as we

acquire more and more data from all-sky, multi-wavelength surveys (Madau & Dickinson, 2014;

Cappellari, 2016). The principle branch of classification is based on appearance, considering the

morphology or shape of a galaxy. In 1926, Hubble organised galaxies into two distinct types, as

illustrated by the Hubble sequence in Figure 1.2. Detailed properties of these two groups have

been enhanced over the years by many astronomers (see Conselice, 2014, for a thorough review),

but the basic features can be summarised: spiral galaxies are generally gas-rich systems with

bright star-forming regions that rotate in a disk-like structure, sometimes with varying degrees

of spiral arms and bars; and elliptical galaxies are rounder, with dispersion supported orbits, are

gas-poor and contain a greater proportion of older stars.

However, “Morphological studies are no substitute for physics”, as stated by Dressler in 1980.

While the number of boxes grow, it is important to understand the physical processes that dictate

the evolutionary pathways between our categories. Throughout the 1970s it had been noted

that morphology has a strong dependence on environment (Oemler, 1974; Davis & Geller, 1976;

Melnick & Sargent, 1977). Dressler (1980) went a step further and examined the distribution of

ª 6000 galaxies occupying 55 different rich, cluster systems. He classified these galaxies by their

morphology and looked for trends between the position of the system within the cluster and their

appearance. This was the first examination of the morphology-density relation that connected

environmental processes to physical changes in morphology. This is often shortened to “the T °ß
relation”, where T refers to the numerical morphological index proposed by de Vaucouleurs (1974)

and ß is used to represent density. Dressler found that, to first order, elliptical systems tend to

reside in dense environments close to the centres of clusters, while spiral and disk systems seem

to occupy the edges.

One plausible interpretation of these results is that, in denser environments where the

gravitational well is deeper and galaxy-galaxy interactions are more prevalent, spirals are

transformed into lenticulars and then into elliptical systems, via mergers and environmental

processes (Aragon-Salamanca et al., 2006; Barway et al., 2009; Laurikainen et al., 2010). However,

galaxies also become more massive in denser environments (Kauffmann et al., 2004; Consolandi

et al., 2016). A galaxy’s structure shows significant trends with the formation of stars in that

system (Kauffmann et al., 2003, 2006; Hogg et al., 2004), and although star-formation is seen

to correlate strongly with environment (Hogg et al., 2004; Zehavi et al., 2011), the dependence

between galaxy structure and environment is much less pronounced (Blanton et al., 2005; Skibba

et al., 2009). While the effects of mass and environment can be disentangled by examining the

relationship within fixed mass bins (e.g. Bamford et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2012), where the
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FIGURE 1.3. A sketch to illustrate the differences between IFS and long-slit spectroscopy.

T °ß relation remains, environment alone cannot be the sole driver for these observed trends

(Welikala et al., 2009; Van Der Wel et al., 2010; Alpaslan et al., 2015).

Hence, the T°ß relation is surprisingly difficult to interpret in the context of galaxy formation

and evolution for two reasons: (1) “Morphology” is essentially qualitative. It can be a combination

of many different properties, such as bulge-to-disk ratios, concentration, or star formation activity

(Mo et al., 2010; Binney & Merrifield, 1998). (2) Many of these parameters that we use to define

morphology are connected to one another (Dressler, 1980; Bamford et al., 2009; Skibba et al.,

2009; Van Der Wel et al., 2010; Moffett et al., 2015).

Classifying galaxies, kinematically

In order to tackle these issues, Cappellari et al. (2011b) extended the T °ß relation to include

a numerical component. This refinement of the classification system relies on the kinematic

information embedded within the stellar and gas distributions of individual galaxies, as observed

using integral field spectroscopy (IFS).

IFS observations give spectra at multiple locations across the projected surface of a galaxy

and allow an astronomer to measure the velocity along the line-of-sight at every position that

a spectrum is taken. This has revolutionised the field, as prior to the millennium (Bacon et al.,
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2001) the kinematics of a galaxy would be characterised using the spectra from a single long-slit

spectrograph placed along the semi-major axis of a galaxy, as shown in Figure 1.3. This would

sometimes be enhanced using a second spectrum from a circular aperture placed at the galaxy

centre to measure the level of dispersion at the location of the bulge. IFS significantly improved

this process by removing the precision at which the slit must be placed and meant that galaxy

kinematics could be investigated in more detail (Bacon & Monnet, 2017).

The addition of this kinematic information allows the effects of environmental processes to

be disentangled. While the observed light distribution, or photometry, alone can provide clues

about a galaxy’s assembly history, the inclusion of kinematics has added a whole new perspective

that uncovers the imprints of mergers and accretion. This kinematic morphology-density (kT°ß)

relation has enriched our understanding of spheroidal systems and their distribution (Cappellari,

2016). In particular, kinematic studies have shown that elliptical galaxies cannot be classed by

their observed photometry alone, as the added kinematics imply that a bi-modality may exist:

elliptical systems with and without rotation (Cappellari et al., 2011b, 2013; Houghton et al., 2013;

D’Eugenio et al., 2013; Fogarty et al., 2015).

However, the resolution of observations is limited and kinematic observations made using

IFS are also susceptible to the effects of the atmosphere, projection and instrumental limitations,

such as beam smearing and aperture size. The effects of such limitations on the recovery of galaxy

kinematics has been touched upon in numerous works since the IFS revolution (Gebhardt et al.,

2003; Cappellari & Emsellem, 2004; Binney, 2005; D’Eugenio et al., 2013; Bellovary et al., 2014;

van de Sande et al., 2017a,b; Graham et al., 2018; Greene et al., 2018). In understanding these

limitations, we can see that there are systematic biases in the kT °ß relation that need to be

explored in further detail.

Connecting classifications to physical processes

We expect our cosmological models, at least those that faithfully reproduce trends in morphology,

to also reproduce these observed kinematic trends. Using simulations as a tool, we can investigate

these observational limitations and the impact they have on the kinematic parameters that

are recovered. We can also use our models to explore plausible links between known kinematic

morphology classifications.

As with observations, the relationships between galaxy morphology, colour, mass and kinemat-

ics have been assessed in a variety of cosmological galaxy formation simulations. Investigations

into the EAGLE (Evolution and Assembly of GaLaxies and their Environments; Schaye et al.,

2015) simulation have confirmed that kinematic morphology is well correlated with visual mor-

phology (Correa et al., 2017; Thob et al., 2019; Trayford & Schaye, 2019; Trayford et al., 2019).

Often, such studies predict observational signatures that may be present, such as effects of
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mergers on galaxy spin (Lagos et al., 2018a) and gas structures around systems due to specific

feedback mechanisms (Kauffmann et al., 2019). Further investigations have also attempted to

unravel the co-dependence of kinematics and galaxy properties on one another (Teklu et al., 2015;

Zenocratti et al., 2019).

Unfortunately, these models do not give the concrete and definite answers we might have

hoped for. At the most basic level, simulations have a finite numerical resolution and so effects,

such as the softening size and temperature floor, will impact galaxy structure and kinematics.

In probing the kinematics of galaxies, we enter the small-scale regime that §CDM struggles

to reproduce and where we require additional baryonic processes to match the observed stellar

mass function with theoretical predictions. In comparing ILLUSTRIS (Vogelsberger et al., 2014a)

and IllustrisTNG (Pillepich et al., 2018), it is shown that the disk formation process is highly

dependent on the stellar and AGN feedback prescriptions, causing different kinematic signatures

(Kauffmann et al., 2019). Furthermore, the kinematics of the stellar components in models such

as ILLUSTRIS, EAGLE and ILLUSTRISTNG may be subject to resolution issues arising from the

differing mass fractions for the dark matter and stellar particles (Ludlow et al., 2019).

There are also difficulties regarding how the kinematics within simulations are quantified

and compared with observable measurements. In some cases, comparisons have been made on

an even footing, for example in (Jesseit et al., 2009), in which the observable analogues of spin

were measured from two-dimensional kinematic maps. However, more often bulk properties

are plotted because complex data products such as IFS kinematic data cubes are difficult and

time-consuming to produce (Overzier et al., 2013). In recent years, we have seen many works

that aim to compare the kinematics measured in simulations with observable results (van de

Sande et al., 2019; Lagos et al., 2018b; Duckworth et al., 2020), but using inconsistent methods

to construct these mock observables.

Connecting theory and observation

In an effort to understand the potential biases in the kT °ß relation and the implications that

these biases have on the formation and evolution of galaxies, we have designed a third route

to investigate and overcome the limitations of both observations and simulations. We meet in

the middle by making faithful comparisons between the two, with a particular focus on galaxy

kinematics. Using the advantages of each, we can inform and improve the limitations of the other.

That is, we can use simulated data sets to understand the nature of observational biases and, in

return, use observational data to inform and improve our modelling of galaxy formation.

In this thesis, we begin by investigating how limitations of simulations, such as spatial

resolution, impact the realism of our models. This investigation is an important examination of
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how reliable kinematics from cosmological simulations can be. We have developed software for

generating mock-observable kinematic data cubes of these models in order to make consistent and

repeatable comparisons between IFS observations and simulations. We then use high resolution,

idealised simulations with realistic kinematics to investigate the limitations of observations, to

understand how observing conditions, such as aperture size, projection and seeing conditions,

may bias our interpretation of the kT °ß relation.

In the remainder of this introduction, we set the scene. We describe the two current routes for

interpreting galaxy kinematics, beginning observationally, then using simulations. We highlight

the limitations that have been found along the way. We finally discuss how our approach is a

compromise that allows us to harness the positives of both methodologies.

1.2 Kinematics in observations

Kinematics of galaxies beyond our own have been explored since the the early 20th Century.

Slipher (1914) and Pease (1916) used stellar spectra to estimate the rotational velocities of

galaxies in the nearby Universe, while observations of our own Galaxy (Oort, 1927) were later

found as evidence for our own galactic rotation. However, it wasn’t until fifty years later that this

was confirmed for most disc galaxies in the nearby Universe (van der Kruit & Allen, 1978).

The 1970s were a particularly fruitful era for kinematic studies. Using long-slit spectrographs,

the rotation of a galaxy could be examined as a function of radius by aligning the spectrograph

with the semi-major axis of a galaxy, as demonstrated in the top panel of Figure 1.3. Similarly, a

central aperture could be used to determine the average velocity dispersion along the line-of-sight.

Such measurements enabled the discovery that elliptical systems and bulges at the centres of

spirals also rotate (Illingworth, 1977; Binney, 1978; Kormendy & Illingworth, 1982; Davies et al.,

1983; Whitmore et al., 1984; Bender, 1988; Bertola et al., 1989). However, both long-slit and

central aperture spectroscopy are susceptible to significant biases. For example, when aligning

a slit with the semi-major axis of a galaxy, it is difficult to be accurate; similar biases are true

when placing the central aperture to measure velocity dispersion.

With the emergence of the Integral Field Spectrograph (IFS) in the 1990s, these biases became

an issue of the past. The IFS instrument TIGER (Traitement Intégral des Galaxies par l’Etude

de leurs Raise; Bacon et al., 1995) was the first application of the Courtes (1982) concept. Using

this system, a three-dimensional spectrum (x,y,∏) could be taken for a galaxy using lens-let arrays

spatially distributed over the projected surface. This gave a powerful new dimension to galaxy

kinematics.

SAURON (Bacon et al., 2001; de Zeeuw et al., 2002) was the first IFS survey with sufficient

data quality to map two-dimensional stellar and ionised gas kinematics in galaxies. This instru-
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ment and survey produced maps for 48 nearby early-type elliptical galaxies. From these images,

we could begin to access the internal structure and kinematics of systems with respect to their

observed morphology and shape. This additional information led to the further separation of

kinematic morphologies within the elliptical class. In studying these maps, Emsellem et al. (2004)

recognised a distinction; some fraction of the population showed evidence of regular rotation at

various inclinations while another group had more erratic velocity fields. It was this insight that

led to the quantitative assignment of kinematic morphology developed by Emsellem et al. (2007)

and Cappellari et al. (2007).

1.2.1 Kinematic morphology-density relation

The ATLAS3D project (Cappellari et al., 2011a) that followed SAURON was a multi-wavelength

survey spanning radio to optical wavelengths, including IFS observations for 260 early-type

systems with a minimum stellar mass of 6£109 MØ. This sample was the first used to justify

the inclusion of kinematics in the T °ß relation (Cappellari et al., 2011b). ATLAS3D confirmed

that there was a significant visual distinction between the kinematics of regular and non-regular

rotators (Krajnović et al., 2011) and further divided this “non-regular” class into sub-categories

based on specific features within the kinematic maps (such as kinematically decoupled cores and

counter rotation).

Within the kT °ß relation, kinematics of galaxies are broadly classified using the spin and

ellipticity of the system. Galaxy spin is quantified by the observable spin parameter, ∏R , as

defined by Emsellem et al. (2007),

(1.1) ∏R =
Pnp

i=1 FiRi|Vi|
Pnp

i=1 FiRi

q
V

2
i
+æ2

i

,

where Fi is the observed flux, Ri is the circularised radial position, Vi is the line-of-sight (LOS)

velocity, æi is the LOS velocity dispersion all quantified per image pixel, i, and summed across

the total number of pixels, np, within some measurement radius.

A similar quantity, V /æ (Binney, 2005; Cappellari et al., 2007), is described by,

(1.2) V /æ=

vuut
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i=1 FiV
2
iPnp

i=1 Fiæ
2
i

.

Both of these parameters are useful for understanding the relative proportion of energy contained

within regularly rotating versus dispersion-supported orbits. Simply put, the higher the value,

the faster the observed system is rotating. When plotted against the observed ellipticity, ≤, we see

that the rotation and shape are related in an intuitive way, in so much as the flatter something

appears, the faster it is rotating. Mathematically, this can be derived using the Tensor Virial
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FIGURE 1.4. Adapted from Cappellari et al. (2011b); Cappellari (2016) demonstrating the
kinematic morphology-density relation (kT °ß). Red circles represent SR ellipticals, purple
ellipses represent FR ellipticals, and green spirals represent spiral galaxies. By incorporating
kinematics, the distinction between FR and SR ellipticals can be explored. With current data,
it appears that SR ellipticals occur in the densest environments, while ellipticals in general
exist at lower densities. This distinction is only observed when kinematics are incorporated.

Theorem (TVT) (Binney, 2005; Binney & Tremaine, 2008), with a spread in the relationship that

is determined by the anisotropy of the system.

Using the projected shape, as categorised by ellipticity, and the kinematics, as defined by ∏R ,

galaxies appear to fall into two distinct kinematic classes: slow rotator (SR) and fast rotator (FR)

systems. This distinction was first defined by Emsellem et al. (2007, 2011) and depends on the

kinematics measured within a half-light isophote (i.e. an ellipse of pixels of equal brightness

that, internally, contains half the total light of the system). Most galaxies in the nearby Universe

appear to be FR systems (e.g. ª 90%; van de Sande et al., 2017a; Graham et al., 2019). Within

the elliptical class however, there appears to be a bi-modal distribution of kinematic states, FR or

SR, which may imply that two very different routes for galaxy evolution exist. This appears to be

closely related to the environment of a galaxy, as demonstrated by Figure 1.4.

The FR/SR boundary has changed several times over the last 15 years. Initially, the dis-

tinction was purely based on kinematics (Emsellem et al., 2004), ∏R e < 0.1 classified as a SR

(where subscript e specifies measurements made at the half-light isophote). However, due to

the relationship between shape and kinematics, it is useful to incorporate a shape dependence
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into this boundary condition, leading to ∏R e < 0.31p≤e. In his comprehensive review, Cappellari

(2016) used the growing sample of observations to further constrain this division:

(1.3) ∏Re < 0.08+≤e/4, where ≤e < 0.4.

The boundary based on ellipticity, ≤e < 0.4, ensures that counter-rotating disks are not classified as

slow rotators (Fogarty et al., 2015; Falcón-Barroso et al., 2017; Cappellari, 2016). With kinematic

classes measured and defined in this way, Cappellari (2016) demonstrated that a dichotomy exists

in kinematics of elliptical galaxies, rather than a continuum.

1.2.2 Current status

The study of the kT °ß relation is still maturing and significant progress has been seen in this

field over the duration of this PhD (Cappellari, 2016). Previously, only the Virgo (Cappellari et al.,

2011b) and Fornax (Scott et al., 2014) clusters had been mapped with sufficient detail using IFS.

Surveys such as SAURON, ATLAS3D and CALIFA (Calar Alto Legacy Integral Field Area; Sanchez

et al., 2012) only observed one galaxy at a time. With these small samples, a few mis-classified

systems can cause a large bias in the overall conclusions (Cappellari, 2016).

Multi-object IFS surveys have since increased the number of observations significantly for

galaxies across a range of environments. The SAMI survey (Sydney-AAO Multi-Object Integral

Field Spectrograph; Croom et al., 2012; Bryant et al., 2015) has recently finished collecting

observations of over 3,000 galaxies (z < 0.12), with the final data release scheduled for later this

year (Green et al., 2018; Scott et al., 2018). Similarly, the MANGA survey (Mapping Nearby

Galaxies at Apache Point; Bundy et al., 2015; Blanton et al., 2017) has released almost 5,000

galaxies (z < 0.15) as part of the 15th SDSS data release (Aguado et al., 2019; Westfall et al., 2019;

Belfiore et al., 2019). Upon the completion of the secondary sample, this number is set to increase

to ª 10,000 galaxies. Future surveys, such as Hector (Bryant et al., 2016) are looking to observe

tens of thousands of galaxies out to 2 Reff. Furthermore, with the adaptive optics capabilities

of MUSE (Bacon et al., 2010), spatially resolved galaxies can be observed at higher and higher

redshifts, informing us about the rapid morphological transition period at z ª 0.25°0.35 with

surveys such as MAGPI2. While the number of these higher redshift galaxies is small, this data

allows us to begin piecing together the kinematic evolution of these systems over time.

With such large samples, we will have the statistical power to study the kT °ß plane across

significant redshift and environmental ranges. Particularly, we will be able to investigate whether

the dichotomy observed in kinematic classes is an effect of sampling or resolution, or real

environmental and evolutionary processes. However, there are still a few limitations that need

2http://magpisurvey.org/
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to be addressed. Just as a few mis-classified systems in a small sample can bias results, any

systematic biases in a large sample can have considerable effect on the conclusions we make.

The limitations explored in this thesis include: (1) definition biases and (2) seeing conditions. We

summarise these topics here:

The ∏R parameter has been designed to better distinguish internal kinematic features (in

comparison to V /æ) due to the incorporated radial weighting (Emsellem et al., 2007) and hence

does a better job of distinguishing FR and SR. However, this radial weighting also adds some

confusion to the quantity. Different research groups tend to parameterise the radial component

in different ways. While Emsellem et al. defined ∏R using the circularised radius, there are cases

in which the radius is defined as the semi-major axis length of an ellipse that would pass through

that pixel (van de Sande et al., 2017b; Cortese et al., 2016; Rawlings et al., 2020). Sometimes this

elliptical radius definition is based on a single ellipticity value for the entire system, while in

other cases the ellipticity is computed as a function of radius. This can lead to difficulties when

comparing ∏R measurements presented by different teams. Similarly, the definition of the FR/SR

division shown in Equation 1.3, requires the measurement be made within the half-light isophote.

This means that, with the next generation of telescopes when kinematics are measured out to

greater and greater radii, this added information will not inform the FR/SR division.

Finally, several groups have already demonstrated that ∏R and V /æ are negatively impacted

by seeing conditions (D’Eugenio et al., 2013; van de Sande et al., 2017b,a; Greene et al., 2018;

Graham et al., 2018). While this effect is dependent on the spatial sampling of the galaxy in

question, this effect is especially important for surveys that operate close to this resolution limit

(i.e. SAMI and MANGA). For observations of tens of thousands of galaxies, each is measured at

a variety of different seeing conditions, these effects can result in biases, especially if the effect of

seeing is dependent on kinematic morphology.

1.3 Kinematics in simulations

At a similar time to long-slit spectroscopy becoming popular, simulations were being designed to

model the formation and evolution of structure in the Universe. The earliest of these models used

gravity alone to investigate the spatial and mass distribution of galaxies and clusters (Press &

Schechter, 1974), to study the assembly process of massive clusters (White, 1976) and eventually

to examine the growth of large-scale structure (Aarseth et al., 1979; Efstathiou, 1979).

In the last forty years, our models have come a long way. The simulations of Efstathiou

used only 1000 particles to sample structure in the Universe. Today, simulations contain tens of

billions of particles, and model multiple complex processes beyond just gravity, including baryonic

processes such as gas cooling, formation and evolution of stars, feedback from supernova and
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FIGURE 1.5. Demonstrating the range of astronomical scales that are explored in different
cosmological simulations. The objects in green are sizes that can be explored using hydro-
dynamical or semi-analytic modelling techniques. The items in red lie below the resolution
limits of either type and must be modelled using sub-grid recipes.

super-massive black holes, magnetic fields, cosmic rays, etc. (Vogelsberger et al., 2020).

Modern simulations studying the formation and evolution of galaxies fall into two main types:

(1) semi-analytic models (SAMs) and (2) hydro-dynamical simulations. The range of scales that

these simulations can distinguish is demonstrated in Figure 1.5.

The former methodology has several perceived advantages over the latter - mostly because

SAMs are much quicker and less computationally-expensive to run. These models generally only

require input from a dark matter only, N-body simulation, which provide the histories of how

the underlying dark matter structures have merged across time, as recorded in a “merger-tree”.

The physics of galaxy formation and evolution is modelled using empirical approximations that

vary with inputs from these dark matter merger-trees (Baugh, 2006; Benson, 2010). Such models

parameterise the physics so that the underlying equations can be calibrated until the constructed

Universe model matches what we observe. This means that SAMs have been critically important

for understanding which parameters (such as stellar evolution, supernova and black-hole feedback

prescriptions, gas cooling etc.) impact which observables (i.e. galaxy colours, size-mass relations,

and star formation histories), and for exploring degeneracies within these parameters (Henriques

et al., 2009; Lu et al., 2011).

Cosmological hydro-dynamical simulations hold a number of important advantages over

SAMs, however (Schaye et al., 2015; Somerville & Davé, 2015). We wish to probe the evolutionary
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pathways and possible formation mechanisms of observed kinematic morphologies. Not only do the

processes that occur inside galaxies need to be accurately modelled, but also their environments.

Interactions between galaxies, the inter-galactic medium and processes that occur at the interface

between them are all necessary to complete the picture. In a hydro-dynamical simulation,

particles or grid cells that represent dark matter, gas and stars are evolved simultaneously

using equations of gravity, hydrodynamics and thermodynamics. This means that they are much

more computationally expensive to run, but also allow us to better recover these environmental

effects because they make fewer simplifying assumptions about what happens at these interfaces

between galaxies and their surroundings.

For a long time, however, hydro-dynamical simulations struggled to reproduce disk galaxies

similar in appearance to the Milky-Way (i.e. thin disks with small bulges and realistic rotation

curves). This unrealistic trait led to conclusions that our cosmological model must be flawed as,

using the §CDM paradigm, we fail to reproduce small scale structures (Navarro & Steinmetz,

2000). This issue was actually due to an angular momentum deficit that caused central concen-

trations to be too high (Scannapieco et al., 2012), which was solved by increasing the spatial

resolution and improving feedback prescription within the models (Kaufmann et al., 2007; Zavala

et al., 2007; Governato et al., 2009; Danovich et al., 2015).

With the angular momentum deficit resolved, Naab et al. (2014) were able to use cosmological

hydro-dynamical zoom simulations of 44 systems to examine the evolutionary processes that lead

to the variety of elliptical galaxies observed in the ATLAS3D survey. A “zoom” simulation is one in

which an individual galaxy is selected from a full hydro-dynamical simulation and re-simulated

at a much higher resolution, such that the broader environmental effects of the system are

captured by the full model but the spatial resolution of the galaxy can be studied in much greater

detail. Naab et al. (2014) used the hydro-dynamical simulation outlined in Moster et al. (2011)

and selected 44 central systems from the sample used in Oser et al. (2010) to re-simulate. Using

these models, they were able to link distinct evolutionary pathways to six different present-

day kinematic morphologies within a §CDM cosmology. Of course, there were several model

limitations to account for. For example, while their kinematics did reproduce observed kinematic-

morphology trends, they failed to see very fast rotating systems. Furthermore, only a subset of all

physical galaxy processes could be included in the simulation; the star formation physics, black

hole formation and their respective interactions with the surrounding inter-galactic medium were

sub-grid equations that required assumptions and simplifications. Further investigation was

required to understand how these assumptions fed into the details of kinematic morphologies.

It wasn’t until ILLUSTRIS (Vogelsberger et al., 2014a) that hydro-dynamical cosmological

simulations began to approach the spatial resolution required to give a more realistic variety

of galaxy kinematic-morphologies for a statistical sample. ILLUSTRIS succeeded in producing
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blue spirals and red elliptical galaxies with the metal and hydrogen content corresponding to

expectations from observations. Similar successes were seen in the EAGLE simulation (Schaye

et al., 2015; McAlpine et al., 2016). While reproducing realistic thin galaxy disks is still a challenge

for these cosmological models, we are reaching a level of sophistication where statistical studies

of galaxy kinematics can be examined. In 2016, Lagos et al. presented a thorough analysis of the

angular momentum of galaxies in EAGLE. A similar exploration of ILLUSTRIS was presented by

Genel et al. (2015). They studied the dependence of specific angular momentum ( j = J/M) with

a variety of other properties with which j is commonly found to correlate in observations (e.g.

stellar ages, colours, and gas fractions) (Romanowsky & Fall, 2012; Obreschkow & Glazebrook,

2014; Cortese et al., 2016) and found that these relationships were reproduced to first order. They

also suggest the evolutionary trends that should be observed in the next generation of higher

resolution observational surveys.

Hence, hydro-dynamical simulations provide us with a powerful way to explore the forma-

tion and evolutionary mechanisms that shape the kinematic morphologies observed across the

Universe. These models, and their higher resolution successors ILLUSTRISTNG (Illustris - The

Next Generation; Genel et al., 2018; Pillepich et al., 2018) and EAGLE-XL, will allow us to test

how small-scale galactic processes fit into the §CDM paradigm, making faithful comparisons

between our simulations and observations even more important.

1.3.1 Comparing apples to oranges

In the past, comparisons between observations and simulations have often been based on bulk

physical properties (Overzier et al., 2013). For example, in attempts to reproduce the galaxy

stellar mass function, as introduced in Figure 1.1, simulations have often tweaked the underlying

feedback models to find qualitative agreement with observations (Okamoto et al., 2010; Oppen-

heimer et al., 2010; Puchwein & Springel, 2013; Vogelsberger et al., 2013; Hopkins et al., 2014;

Vogelsberger et al., 2014a). While this approach is informative and useful for theorists to under-

stand the relative impact of each feedback process, these comparisons are fundementally flawed.

We are comparing apples and oranges. Like-for-like comparisons are required to understand the

details that individual feedback events have on the structure of galaxies (Crain et al., 2015).

In order to compare apples to apples, we need to post-process our simulated galaxies to adjust

for limitations of real world observations. The ILLUSTRIS and EAGLE teams have produced

photometric, synthetic observations of thousands of galaxies (Torrey et al., 2015; Trayford et al.,

2015) using radiative transfer codes such as SUNRISE3 (Jonsson, 2006; Jonsson et al., 2010). A

radiative transfer code allows the effect of dust to be incorporated to the observed spectra for

3SUNRISE is publicly available and open-source. It can be found at https://bitbucket.org/lutorm/sunrise.
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each stellar particle in a galaxy. These spectra can then be used to quantify the luminosity of

galaxies and generate synthetic photometric images of simulated galaxies. Such data sets are

particularly useful for measuring morphology and colour in a similar manner to how an observer

would.

While codes for generating mock spectra and corresponding photometry are readily accessible

for post-processing simulated galaxies, there is not a similar standard for producing mock kine-

matic maps. It is often more time efficient to compute properties based on the particle information

itself. Each particle contains position and velocity information and, as such, quantities like the

Bullock spin parameter (Bullock et al., 2001), ∏0 = J/
p

2MVcR, which describes the angular

momentum of a system, is straight forward to calculate without the hassle of creating a mock

observation. Such values are often qualitatively compared with an observable counter-part. For

example, the calculations of stellar angular momentum made for the ILLUSTRIS simulation

(Genel et al., 2015) have been compared to observations made by Fall & Romanowsky (2013)

by plotting similar quantities, but not directly comparing the same quantification of angular

momentum. Similar processes have been followed in the MAGNETICUM simulations (Dolag et al.,

2016; Teklu et al., 2015), where galaxies are classified by particle positions and kinematics, rather

than their appearance within a flux-weighted projected image, for comparison with observed

quantities. This is true for a wide variety of different simulations (Pedrosa & Tissera, 2015;

Zavala et al., 2016; Lagos et al., 2017; Schulze et al., 2018).

In some respects, this process of making comparisons faithfully is more straightforward

when working with SAMs. Due to the lower computational cost associated with these models,

large volumes can be generated and mock surveys can be built using codes such as STINGRAY

(originally presented in Obreschkow et al., 2009, but recently updated and named as such) that

generate realistic observable light-cones, reflecting the telescope specifications of the survey you

are trying to mimic. This has recently be done for the neutral hydrogen (HI) survey ALFALFA

(Chauhan et al., 2019), in which output from the semi-analytic model SHARK (Lagos et al., 2018c)

is used to model HI emission lines and make more faithful comparisons between the HI velocity

function measured in simulations and observations. When similar avenues were explored in

the past, simulations were not presented in a consistent manner with observations. Despite

mock observations being generated for numerical hydro-dynamical models, the galaxy sample

chosen was not representative of those contained within ALFALFA which significantly affected

the conclusions made with respect to the underlying cosmological model (Macciò et al., 2016;

Brooks et al., 2017).

This is beginning to change. Studying the formation of individual kinematic-morphologies is

possible in hydro-dynamical simulations, unlike SAMs, and this practice is becoming popular. The

investigation of Naab et al. (2014) did involve generating kinematic maps for the 44 simulated
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galaxies, in a similar manner to the ATLAS3D observations that they are compared to. Of course,

in this case just 44 zoom simulations were performed. Only in recent years have we gained

the spatial resolution within full cosmological runs to generate statistically significant samples.

van de Sande et al. (2019) made mock kinematic maps for thousands of galaxies in the EAGLE,

MAGNETICUM and HORIZON-AGN hydro-dynamical simulations (Dubois et al., 2014) to be

compared with observations made by SAMI, ATLAS3D, and CALIFA. This work showed that,

while there were discrepancies between individual models, and none of the simulations managed

to reproduce realistic vertical disk structures, the improvements of cosmological models has

progressed significantly. Further improvements to the spatial resolution and inter-stellar medium

between stars in a galaxy is required to reduce tensions. In particular, thin, fast-rotating systems

seem to be missing across models.

This outcome implies that we should see better results with the higher resolution simulations,

ILLUSTRISTNG and EAGLE-XL. However, despite these successful comparisons, the “mock-

observation” methodology has not been developed into a public code that can be applied to any

simulation. Although such codes have been written for generating mock observations of globular

clusters (Bianchini et al., 2015) and CALIFA galaxies (Guidi et al., 2018), these are not public,

which makes the methodology difficult to recreate in a consistent manner.

1.3.2 Current status

For modelling and comparing kinematics of galaxies specifically, we rely on hydro-dynamical

simulations which allow us to construct mock observables in a manner that can be compared

to IFS data. Throughout the duration of this thesis, several publications have generated mock

observations for comparisons between hydro-dynamical simulations and real, kinematic IFS

surveys (Lagos et al., 2018b; Bassett & Foster, 2019; Duckworth et al., 2020; Welker et al., 2020).

This process of constructing mock observables is not consistent however, and, in some cases, do

not include consideration of the kinematic stability of the models in question.

Hence, there are several limitations to consider if we wish to investigate the connection

between observable kinematics, the underlying cosmological model and the formation and evolu-

tion of galaxies within this model. These limitations, addressed in this thesis, include: (1) the

reliability of the kinematics within numerical models and (2) the manner of constructing and

working with mock observable data products. We summarise these topics here:

Current tests of realism in our simulations often rely on bulk property comparisons. One

difficulty with current cosmological hydro-dynamical simulations is that particles of different

components are sampled with different masses. Often the particles used to represent gas and

stars have smaller masses than the dark matter counter-part. This seems sensible in the case of
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simulations when we consider that the focus in these models is on hydro-dynamical processes

that occur in these constituents and we would like to model them at higher resolution than the

dark matter background. However, in practice this can lead to numerical artefacts that impact

the higher resolution component significantly (Power et al., 2016). Within these models, all

components are assumed to be “collisionless”. In scenarios where this assumption breaks down,

the evolution of the model is subject to two-body scattering and energy equipartition (Spitzer

& Hart, 1971; Ludlow et al., 2019). In these cases, more massive particles give energy to the

less massive ones and the dark matter “heats up” the stellar component, causing thin disks to

appear thicker than they should, and perhaps confusing the effects of feedback (Schaye et al.,

2015; Crain et al., 2015). This reiterates the need for making spatially resolved comparisons.

Tools such as SISCO (Simulating IFU Star Cluster Observations; Bianchini et al., 2015) have

been used to generate IFS observations of globular clusters for exploring kinematic signatures of

intermediate-mass black holes (De Vita et al., 2017). However, similar complex data products

for detailed comparisons of kinematic features in cosmological models are time-consuming and

difficult to produce. While this is now a problem tackled by many groups around the world, few

codes for making such mock observables have been made public such that we can start making

consistent comparisons.

1.4 From particles to pixels

For the field of extra-galactic astronomy, it is our aim to understand how the variety of galax-

ies observed across the Universe have formed and evolved. We do so by building boxes that

describe a galaxy’s observed shape, morphology and kinematic profile. These categorical boxes

have grown more numerous as we acquire more and more data from all-sky, multi-wavelength

surveys. Linking these varieties by possible evolutionary pathways has been the role of cosmolog-

ical simulations and our understanding of important physical processes has been enriched by

comparing the bulk properties of these models to observations. These two approaches, practical

and theoretical, have been the predominant strategies used to investigate galaxy evolution for

the last 50 years.

In this age where our resolution is limited, whether that be in observations or simulations,

we can no longer rely on technological advances alone to progress our science. We need a third

approach - a step that will allow us to improve our understanding of the physical processes that

occur below the resolution of our models and to improve the conclusions we make based on poorly-

resolved observations, without having to wait another decade for telescopes and supercomputers

to advance sufficiently to tackle the problems.

In this thesis, we aim to address a few of these limitations, as outlined above, in order to:
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(1) allow faithful comparisons between observations and simulations to be made, (2) to design

methods of reducing observational limitations that hinder our understanding of the kT °ß
relation and (3) to use this information to inform the feedback prescriptions and realism of

next-generation simulations.

• In Chapter 2, we present the method by which all numerical galaxy models have been

constructed throughout this project. These models give us isolated tests of galaxy dynamics

dictated only by gravity. These N-body simulations are important for understanding the

numerical limitation of low particle resolution. They also allow us to generate a consistent

way of evaluating “observational” limitations such as seeing conditions and projection

effects.

• Chapter 3 explains how mock observations of these systems have been constructed. It

outlines the conceptual framework of the open-source R-package, SIMSPIN, which has been

built over the course of this project. This chapter has been accepted for publication within

the Publications of the Astronomical Society of Australia (PASA) in March 2020.

• In Chapter 4, we present our analysis of the observational spin parameter, ∏R . Having

constructed mock observations of a series of galaxy models, we consider the comparison of

bulk, simulated properties and their observational counter-parts. We also demonstrate that

observations of the spin parameter are negatively effected by seeing conditions and that

care must be taken when comparing measurements made at a variety of these conditions.

This chapter has been published in the Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society

(MNRAS) in February 2019.

• In Chapter 5, we present a detailed analysis of the seeing conditions that impair measure-

ments of observable kinematics, ∏R and V /æ. In this, we derive a model for the effects of

seeing conditions on these kinematic parameters and present an empirical formula that

can be applied to a wide range of survey measurements. This allows kinematic parameters

to be compared on a more level footing, and hence a more detailed and reliable analysis

of the kT °ß relation to be made. This chapter has been submitted for publication in the

Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society (MNRAS) in February 2020.

• A summary and conclusions are presented in Chapter 6.
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BUILDING GALAXIES FOR KINEMATIC-MORPHOLOGY STUDIES

Isolated, N-body galaxy simulations are the ideal theoretical tool to help us understand

how reliably we can reconstruct a galaxy’s observable kinematics. For example, we can

explore the effects of projection with full knowledge of the actual shape and inherent

kinematic properties of the model in question. Because we are not modelling these systems in

a cosmological context, we can produce a large number of high resolution models over a short

time-frame1. However, such models are not trivial to construct because this requires knowledge

of the full distribution function (DF) of the system in question. Throughout this body of work,

we have used the code GALIC to construct N-body models of galaxies that satisfy a stationary

solution of the collisionless Boltzmann equation (Yurin & Springel, 2014). While this code will

give a stable equilibrium system as output, when further evolved using GADGET-2 (Springel,

2005), discreteness-driven instabilities may contaminate the dynamics. There are a number of

resolution parameters that can affect the stability of the constructed system, most importantly

the gravitational softening and the mass ratio of particle species within the simulation.

In this chapter, we present a thorough examination of such galaxy models. We begin by

laying the foundation mathematics required to understand such simulations and the method-

ology underpinning GALIC. We then examine the effects of various resolution parameters and

demonstrate the ideal case. Finally we justify the use of an analytic potential for the dark matter

(DM) component in order to maintain stable and reliable stellar disks for the study of stellar

kinematics in later chapters.

1Over the last three and a half years, I believe I have built and evolved hundreds of models.
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2.1 N-body models

Galaxies, being a collection of DM, stars and gas bound together by a gravitational potential,

are a perfect target for collisionless N-body investigations. In such simulations, we model the

evolution of N§ stars using N particles (where N denotes the number of objects and N << N§).

The gravitational force that each particle exerts on all others is computed and the position and

momentum of each particle is advanced across some time-step. While individual particles follow

orbits within the system’s potential, their masses, in theory, do not significantly perturb the

paths of other nearby particles. We therefore assume that they are (1) perfectly collisionless, and

(2) self-gravitating, dynamically equilibrated, systems governed by the Boltzman and Poisson

equations.

The first of these assumptions is a fairly safe one to make. Its validity can be demonstrated by

considering a galaxy similar to our own - as done on pg. 3 of (Binney & Tremaine, 2008). Assuming

that we have 1011 sun-like stars (i.e. with cross-sections equivalent to our sun, æ = 4ºR
2
Ø)

distributed evenly across a disk of radius 10 kpc and thickness 0.5 kpc such that the number

density of stars is 0.6 pc°3, the mean free path of the stars in the disk will be ∏= 1/(næ)= 2£1014pc.

Using this, we can calculate the mean time between collisions of stars in the disk, approximately

given by ∏/∫ where ∫ is the random velocity of stars. Again, taking the average for stars around

our own sun, ∫ ª 50km/s (Dehnen & Binney, 1998; Binney & Merrifield, 1998). The collision

interval will be ª 5£1018 yrs - over 108 times longer than the age of the galaxy. Hence, it is safe

to assume that most galaxies are collisionless systems.

The second assumption, that the system is self-gravitating and in dynamical equilibrium

requires it to be a stationary solution of the collisionless Boltzmann equation. For isolated N-body

models in perfect equilibrium, free from interactions with other systems and internal feedback

processes, this is also reasonable. Such stationary solutions are only known for a limited number

of distribution functions (DFs), however. Comparisons between galaxy models and observations

often rely on the velocity moments of this DF. In the case that the DF is unknown, trying to find

a suitable DF is not straight-forward (Kuijken & Dubinski, 1995; Widrow & Dubinski, 2005) and

any solutions found are often not unique.

GALIC (Yurin & Springel, 2014) constructs axisymmetric N-body models with multiple

components (DM halo, stellar bulge and stellar disk) that should be stable solutions of the

collisionless Boltzmann equation. This method requires that you describe the density profile

of each component, along with a selection of properties that describe the velocity structure of

the system, such as the degree of rotational support. The prescribed density structure is used

to describe the probability field for a Poisson point process, which assign the particle positions

to the N-body distribution. Assigning the individual velocities to these particles is the difficult
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step, however, as the full phase-space distribution function of the system is not known from the

density function alone. An out-of-equilibrium state will be amplified during the evolution of the

system and will result in the formation of a galaxy that is chaotically blown apart.

GALIC avoids this problem by taking an iterative approach. An initial guess for the velocity

distribution is made using a local-Maxwellian approximation, in which particle velocities are

drawn randomly from Gaussian distributions that have the correct local dispersion. Small

corrections are then made iteratively such that the system converges to the equilibrium state

specified by the second moments of the Jeans equation. Each particle velocity is optimised

directly using a basic merit function. This method is very similar to the orbit-based Schwarzschild

method (Schwarzschild, 1979) in which possible orbits within a potential are computed and the

density distribution is populated statistically. However, this method is limited by computation

- a vast amount of memory space is required to store the orbit library. To avoid this memory

limitation, Syer & Tremaine (1996) introduced the “Made-to-measure” technique, in which the

orbit integration and the assignment of weights to each orbit is combined into a single process.

This makes the use of an orbit library unnecessary, but still requires a smoothing procedure to

generate suitable velocity distributions (Syer & Tremaine, 1996; Dehnen, 2009).

The GALIC code seeks to bypass this memory disadvantage by using the particles within the

N-body model to define the orbit set, removing the need for the explicit orbit library reference and

smoothing process for the velocity distribution. Hence, we can use GALIC to construct a large

number of models with various components and velocity structures in equilibrium. The models

can contain a DM halo, with any combination of a stellar disk and bulge. We describe the density

profiles and measurable properties for each of these components below.

2.1.1 Density distributions

Dark matter halo model Within the GalIC code, the DM density profile is modelled as a

spherically symmetric halo with a density given by a modified Hernquist profile (Hernquist, 1990;

Navarro et al., 1996; Yurin & Springel, 2014):

Ωdm(r)= Mdm

2º
a

r(r+a)3 = a
3Ωhernq,(2.1)

a = r200

c

p
2[log(1+ c)° c/(1+ c)].(2.2)

where r200 is the virial radius, and r denotes the radius. The scale factor, a, is defined by

equation 2.2 such that the density is identical to the inner regions of an Navarro-Frenk-White

(NFW) (Navarro et al., 1996) density profile with concentration, c, and mass Mdm = M200, where

M200 is the virial mass of the system.
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Using this definition, we can also define the mass profile of the system within radius, r, as

M(r)=
R
ΩdV . Assuming that we have a spherically symmetric particle distribution, the mass for

the constructed DM halo will follow:

(2.3) M(< r)= Mdm

r
2

(a+ r)2 .

Finally, the potential created by this mass distribution is simply,

(2.4) ©dm(r)=°G

Z1

r

dr
M(< r)

r2 =°GM(< r)
(a+ r)

r2 =°GMdm

(a+ r)
.

With these properties established, we can also define some kinematic properties, such as

the circular and escape velocities of the particles in the system, which are solely reliant on the

structural properties of the system. The first of these is the relationship between the circular

velocity and radius.

For DM halo particles following the density profile described by equation 2.1, the expected

circular velocity should follow:

(2.5) vcirc,dm =

s
GM(< r)

r
=

s
GMdmr

(a+ r)2 .

Similarly, the escape velocities of DM halo particles should abide by the relationship given by:

(2.6) vesc,dm =
p

°2©dm =
s

2
GMdm

(a+ r)
.

Using these definitions, GalIC constructs a DM halo model. We can then describe further density

structures to arrange the stellar component within this potential.

Bulge model When adding a bulge component into our models, the density profile of the bulge

particles follow a Hernquist profile (Hernquist, 1990), traditionally given:

(2.7) Ωhernq(r)= Ω0
r

a
(1+ r

a
)3 .

This is modified in the GalIC code for the bulge mass, Mb, and bulge scale length parameter, b:

(2.8) Ωb(r)= Mb

2º
b

r(r+b)3 .

The bulge scale length, b, is defined as a specified fraction of the DM halo scale length, a, while

the bulge mass is chosen as a fraction, mb, of the total mass in the model, i.e. Mb = mbMtot and

r, again, is the radius from the centre.

As before, we can calculate the associated mass distribution by integrating the density profile

with respect to the volume element, assuming the system has spherical symmetry.

(2.9) Mb(< r)= Mb

r
2

(b+ r)2 ,
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and the potential generated by this distribution of mass is,

(2.10) ©b(r)=°G

Z1

r

dr
M(< r)

r2 =°GMb(< r)
(b+ r)

r2 =° GMb

(b+ r)
.

Once we have established these properties, we can also measure kinematics. The relationship

between the circular velocity and radius for bulge particles is given by,

(2.11) vcirc,b =

s
GMb(< r)

r
=

s
GMbr

(b+ r)2 .

The escape velocities of particles from the bulge is then given by the same form as the DM halo

particles:

(2.12) vesc,b =
p

°2©b =
s

2
GMb

(b+ r)
.

Using these definitions, GalIC constructs a bulge component within the DM halo.

Disk model The final component to be added to our models is the disk. Within GalIC, this is

created using a general model with an exponential radial scale length and a sech
2-profile in the

vertical direction,

(2.13) Ωd(r, z)= Md

4ºz0h2 sech
2
µ

z

z0

∂
e
°r/h.

Here, h is the disk scale length; z0 is then the radially constant disk scale height parameterised

in terms of h, with typical disks having a value z0/h ª 0.1°0.3.

To simplify matters, we can consider that the disk constructed will be axisymmetric. Hence, if

we only consider the distribution of the disk along the equatorial plane, we can more easily calcu-

late the mass and potential distributions that we expect to observe. Following the mathematical

methods outlined in section 2.6 of (Binney & Tremaine, 2008), we find the mass profile of the

disk using the surface mass density of the disk, ß(R), which is by definition exponential, i.e.

(2.14) ß(R)=ß0e
°r/h,

where ß0 = Md

2ºh2 . From this, the mass interior to a given radius, r, can be found via:

(2.15) M(< r)= 2º
Z

r

0
r
0ß0e

°r
0/h

dr
0 = Md

h
1° e

°r/h
≥
1+ r

h

¥i
,

where the symbol r
0 is used here to denote the integration over radius from 0 °! r. The potential

is given in the midplane (i.e. z=0) by,

(2.16) ©d(R,0)=°4ºß0

Z
r

0

aK1(a/h)
p

r2 °a2
da =°GMdr

2h2

h
I0

≥
r

2h

¥
K1

≥
r

2h

¥
° I1

≥
r

2h

¥
K0

≥
r

2h

¥i
,
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where a is the semi-major axis and Ii and Ki are modified Bessel functions. Finally, the circular

and escape velocities are given by:

(2.17) vcirc,d =

s
GM(< r)

r
=

s
GMd

£
1° e°r/h

°
1+ r

h

¢§

r
,

(2.18) vesc,d =
p

°2©d =

s

2
GMdr

2h2

h
I0

≥
r

2h

¥
K1

≥
r

2h

¥
° I1

≥
r

2h

¥
K0

≥
r

2h

¥i
.

Using these equations, GalIC constructs a stellar disk component to be included in the DM halo.

2.1.2 Velocity distributions

For a given density distribution, there will be a vast number of possible DFs, of which only a

small number of solutions are analytically known. For a spherical stellar system alone in a known

spherical potential, the unique DF that is dependent on the phase-space coordinates can be found

using the Hamiltonian, H(x,v), as demonstrated in chapter 4 of Binney & Tremaine (2008). For

example, the DF of the Hernquist density distribution, of which the stellar bulges in GALIC are

constructed, has a known analytic solution for the DF, which can be expressed as a function of

the total specific energy, E (Hernquist, 1990):

(2.19) f (E)= M

8
p

2º3(GMa)3/2

1
(1° q)5/2 £

"

(1°2q)(8q
2 °8q°3)+

3sin°1p
q

p
q(1° q)

#

,

where q = °Ea

GM
, M is the total mass and a is the scale length. We plot this DF as a function of the

specific energy in Figure 2.1.

However, when constructing a multi-component system including a DM halo, bulge and

disk, an analytic solution for the DF is no longer available. To find the correct, unique solution

numerically, further constraints must be placed on the initial velocity distribution. This can

be done by specifying the velocity ellipsoid for a given velocity distribution. GALIC does this

using the second moments of the velocity distribution and forcing the solution to converge across

each iteration to a solution which satisfy the higher order moments of the velocity distribution

function.

The second moments are calculated using the Jeans equation (Jeans et al., 1902). Here, we

follow through a simple example for a spherically symmetric bulge with a Hernquist density

profile in order to find the radial dependence for the velocity dispersion. This equation would be

used to provide these additional constraints before the iteration procedure.

A spherically symmetric bulge with density described by a Hernquist profile is described in

Equation 2.8. To determine the behaviour of the velocity dispersion in this distribution, we use
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FIGURE 2.1. Demonstrating the Hernquist (1990) DF as a function of specific energy, E. The
units are such that M =G = 1, and a = 0.45.

the Jeans equation:

1
Ω(r)

d

dr

°
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r

r
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dr
.

In the case where we have isotropic orbits, Ø¥ 1°
æ2
µ+æ

2
¡

2æ2
r

= 0 (where ær, æµ and æ¡ represent the

dispersion in each of the spherical coordinates (r, µ, ¡) respectively) such that we can solve for

the velocity dispersion using the integral:

1
Ω(r)

d

dr

°
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r =
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Ω
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To solve this integral, we first need to expand the fraction into the sum of partial fractions,

a

r(r+a)5 = A

r
+ B

(r+a)
+ C

(r+a)2 + D

(r+a)3 + E

(r+a)4 + F

(r+a)5 ,
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where the coefficients can be found by constructing simultaneous equations, having first multi-

plied through by the denominator of the equation on the left hand side,

a = A(r+a)5 +Br(r+a)4 +Cr(r+a)3 +Dr(r+a)2 +Er(r+a)+Fr,

a = A[a5 +5a
4
r+10a

3
r

2 +10a
2
r

3 +5ar
4 + r

5]

+B[a4
r+4a

3
r

2 +6a
2
r

3 +4ar
4 + r

5]

+C[a3
r+3a

2
r

2 +3ar
3 + r

4]

+D[a2
r+2ar

2 + r
3]

+E[ar+ r
2]

+F[r],

a = [A+B]r5

+ [5aA+4aB+C]r4

+ [10a
2
A+6a

2
B+3aC+D]r3

+ [10a
3
A+4a

3
B+3a

2
C+2aD+E]r2

+ [5a
4
A+a

4
B+a

3
C+a

2
D+aE+F]r

+ [Aa
5],

which gives us 6 simultaneous equations,

(1) A+B = 0,

(2) 5aA+4aB+C = 0,

(3) 10a
2
A+6a

2
B+3aC+D = 0,

(4) 10a
3
A+4a

3
B+3a

2
C+2aD+E = 0,

(5) 5a
4
A+a

4
B+a

3
C+a

2
D+aE+F = 0,

(6) Aa
5 = a.

The solution of which can easily be found,

(6) A= a°4,

(1) a
°4 +B = 0)B=°a°4,

(2) 5a
°3 °4a

°3 +C = 0)C=°a°3,

(3) 10a°2°6a
°2 °3a

°2 +D = 0)D=°a°2,

(4) 10a
°1 °4a

°1 °3a
°1 °2a

°1 +E = 0)E=°a°1,

(5) 5°1°1°1°1+F = 0)F=°1.
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Hence,
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This function can then be integrated much more easily as the sum of each function integrated

separately.
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We note here that this moment-based process is complex for even a very simple spherical,

isotropic model. If we used this second-moment constraint alone to assign particle velocities,

without iterating, this process is also flawed. To begin the procedure, we have assumed that the

local velocity distribution is Maxwellian (by initially guessing particle velocities drawn randomly

from a Gaussian distribution). When using this method to construct a spherical Hernquist model,

this assumption is false; near the centre, the velocity distribution is actually more strongly peaked

than a Gaussian as shown in figure 4 of Kazantzidis et al. (2004). However, GALIC’s iterative

procedure allows a suitable velocity distribution to be found by numerically reaching higher-order

moments of the velocity DF. This allows us to recover the peaked velocity distribution near the

centre, as shown in figure 4 of Yurin & Springel (2014). The second moment constraint is used to

accelerate the convergence of the code.

Ultimately, this iterative procedure is also necessary because our models contain multiple

components (spherical bulges and exponential disks) which force us to depart from spherical

symmetry. GALIC has been designed to generate suitable particle velocities for arbitrary ax-

isymmetric density profiles, which would difficult using the second-order moment based method

described analytically in the example above. Further information about the range of velocity

structures available can be found within Yurin & Springel (2014).

2.2 Testing simulation stability

Having defined a model and velocity constraints for each of these components, GALIC produces

an optimal set of initial particle positions and velocities. These are output in a file formatted such

that they can be evolved using GADGET-2, containing the Cartesian coordinates and velocities of

the specified number of particles, their assigned particle ID and their mass.

While GALIC presents a model that satisfies the equilibrium conditions, there are still factors

that can effect the stability of these models throughout their evolution. In this section, we

examine a series of resolution properties including particle softening and the mass ratio between

components; we demonstrate that a careful choice of these values is important to maintaining a

balance between realism and computational cost.

2.2.1 Gravitational softening

In an N-body simulation, we use point particles as tracers of mass elements, sampling the

underlying density field. While this approach is useful in general, it can present difficulties

when particles experience small separations. As particles get close to one another (r ! 0) the

denominator of our gravitational force equation goes to zero. The force calculation diverges and
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2.2. TESTING SIMULATION STABILITY

FIGURE 2.2. Examining the vertical scale height (left) and the vertical velocity structure
(right) of three N-body models with various softening sizes. Colours are used to demonstrate
the age in Gyr.
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FIGURE 2.3. Examining the vertical scale height evolution of three N-body models with
various softening sizes. Blue particles show the DM halo structure and green particles show
the disk component.

time-steps for the integration become infinitely small,

F = Gm1m2

r2 .

This divergence is unphysical in a collisionless N-body simulation, where we have assumed that

the mass distribution is inherently smooth. Any such divergence is simply due to numerical

discreteness.

The gravitational softening in an N-body simulation is used to avoid unphysical divergence

of forces. A simple way to avoid such divergences is to introduce a small, constant, epsilon, such

that the force calculation becomes,

F = Gm1m2

r2 +≤2 .

This ≤ is known as Plummer softening. Within GADGET-2, the gravitational softening is a

cubic spline rather than Plummer, and particle orbits are integrated in a softened potential.

This allows us to select softening sizes for each component of the N-body model in units of kpc.

The value chosen will have an effect on the resolution and stability of the galaxy, as well as the
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computational cost. The smaller the softening, the smaller the spatial scale that can be resolved

within the model, but the shorter the time-steps that are required, and the greater the risk that

other effects, such as artificial relaxation, might occur. Fundamentally, reducing the softening

will also tend to drive up the computational cost.

In Figure 2.2, we demonstrate the effect of three softening lengths for all particle types

within our model. Each simulation has the same number of DM halo (NDM =1,725,000) and disk

particles (Ndisk =100,000) of stellar mass 1£1010 MØ with softening sizes (≤=0.001, 0.1, 10 kpc).

When the softening size chosen is too large (≤= 10 kpc), at the first time-step all the particles

undergo a dramatic reconfiguration of their vertical distribution after their initial time-step. In

Figure 2.3, we see the disk structure “pop” apart and settle into a larger arrangement. When the

softening chosen is particularly small, (≤= 0.001 kpc) a small amount of disk spreading is seen

vertically, but the difference between the larger ≤= 0.1 kpc is negligible for the added computation

time.

2.2.2 Mass ratios

When building our N-body models, we have full control over how many particles we choose to

represent the density distribution for each component. The greater the number of particles, the

greater the mass resolution of our simulation. The computational cost for computing the forces

between that number of particles also increases. A balance must be found between the number of

particles and the time spent waiting for your model to equilibrate and evolve.

Furthermore, it is common to simulate different components of your galaxy at different mass

resolutions. This seems sensible at a surface level. Throughout this work, we are interested

in the dynamics of the stellar disk and hence we would use a higher mass resolution for this

component than the DM halo. This is the methodology followed in most cosmological simulations,

for example. While the control over the mass ratio is limited in hydro-dynamical simulations due

to the cosmic baryon fraction, unlike in N-body models, the effect of this mass difference can

be explored here. In EAGLE (Schaye et al., 2015), the ratio between baryonic particles and DM

particles is ª 5 : 1. The same ratio is used in ILLUSTRIS-TNG (Pillepich et al., 2018).

However, this mass ratio can play a significant role in the evolution of the stellar disk. When

we have a mass ratio of 5 : 1, each DM particle is five times heavier than each disk particle. While

we have set up our model as a stationary solution to the collisionless Boltzmann equation, the

effect of having particles representing different masses causes energy exchange between the disk

and DM halo (Ludlow et al., 2019).

We examined this effect by running four simulations with increasingly large mass ratios

between the disk and DM halo (1:1, 5:1, 10:1, 100:1), where the largest of these ratios has been
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FIGURE 2.4. Examining the vertical scale height (left) and the vertical velocity structure
(right) of four N-body models with various mass ratios between the stellar disk particles
and DM halo particles. Colours are used to demonstrate the age in Gyr.
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FIGURE 2.5. Examining the vertical scale height evolution of four N-body models with
various mass ratios between disk and DM particles. Colour denotes the particle density, with
blue showing the DM halo structure and green showing the disk component.
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FIGURE 2.6. Demonstrating the increasing standard deviation in the scale height density
distribution of disk particles. The two plotted simulations contain 25,000 disk particles
representing a ª 1010 MØ galaxy. The live DM halo represented by the red line contained
3£106 particles. The scale height is not well maintained in this simulation when compared
to the same disk in an analytic Hernquist potential.

chosen as an extreme to show visible effects in the disk structure. The results of this are shown in

Figure 2.4. Each of these simulations contain only a DM halo and stellar disk of mass 1£1010 MØ.

We have used 100,000 particles to sample to disk and scale the number of DM halo particles to

reach the desired mass ratio. In these simulations, the softening size is fixed for all components

at ≤= 0.1 kpc.

The effect of the chosen mass ratio on the disk is to cause the vertical structure to increase

with time, as can be seen by the increasing width of the Gaussian distributions in Figure 2.4.

Ideally, we want to reduce this effect as much as possible using a mass ratio of 1:1. However, this

requires spending the majority of your computational power simulating the motions of the DM

component that will not be examined in this work.

2.3 The analytic potential

For this reason, we decided to experiment with replacing the live DM halo with an analytic

prescription within GADGET-2. This is done for two reasons. The first is that it reduces the

computational cost of our simulations by removing the need to simulate the time evolution of
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& 106 DM particles when our interest is in the evolution of the stellar component. The second is

implicitly related to the first; particle discreteness gives rise to an increase in the scale-height

of the disc over time, as shown in Figure 2.6, which modifies the velocity distribution of stars

in the disc. Although the magnitude of this effect can be suppressed by increasing the mass

resolution of the DM halo relative to the stellar disk, it is more expedient to adopt an analytical

potential instead, which allows us to simulate the 1£106 stars in the disk needed for a careful

measurement of kinematics at a relatively modest computational cost.

When evolving the stellar components of the N-body models, we replace the underlying

N-body DM halo with the analytical form assumed when setting up the initial conditions with

GALIC; we do this by modifying directly the GADGET-2 source code so that the gravitational force

and potential calculations already include the expected contribution from a DM halo (i.e. we use

a static rather than a live DM halo).

In practice, before evolving our initial conditions with GADGET-2, we remove all DM particles

from the GALIC output and ensure that GADGET-2 is initialised with the correct halo virial

mass, concentration and virial overdensity, and spherically symmetric mass profile. We use the

modified Hernquist profile adopted by GALIC, as shown in Equation 2.8. With these changes

to GADGET-2, we can evolve our stellar-only initial conditions and ensure that they remain in

dynamical equilibrium.

2.3.1 Testing the robustness of the analytic potential

We have taken care to ensure that swapping the live DM halo for its static, analytical, form does

not affect the evolution of the stellar disk. In Fig. 2.7 and 2.8, we assess whether or not our choices

of disk mass (Fig. 2.7) and gravitational softening (Fig. 2.8) influence the disk scale-height.

In Fig. 2.7, we check how disk mass impacts scale-height when the live halo is swapped

for a static halo. GALIC ensures that the initial conditions are in dynamical equilibrium, and

it does this by modifying the dynamical structure of the DM halo in which the N-body stellar

components are embedded; the more massive the disk, the larger the correction to the dynamical

structure of the halo. Practically, this leads to a flattening of the DM halo, which is neglected

when adopting the static halo in GADGET-2 (which assumes spherical symmetry). Our tests

suggest that stellar discs that contain more than ª 5% of the mass of the DM component will start

to deviate systematically from expected equilibrium evolution. As long as the disc is sufficiently

low mass, the use of the analytic potential is valid.

In Fig. 2.8, we show how the disk scale-height is influenced by gravitational softening.

Softening leads to a modification of the gravitational potential within which particle trajectories

are evolved, and so we expect to see differences only when the softenings are too large. Our
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FIGURE 2.7. Showing the change in standard deviation of the scale height density distribu-
tion of disk particles in four models with increasing disk mass. Each model has been evolved
within the analytic DM potential. As long as the mass of the disk stays below 5% of the mass
of the DM component, the scale height of the disk remains stable.

results indicate that disk softening can be as large as ≤= 0.3 kpc (roughly 1/3rd of z0) and as small

as 0.01 kpc without any adverse effects on the scale-height over time. This gives us confidence

that our results are not compromised by choice of softening.

2.4 Conclusions

It is important, when working with any software for generating galaxy simulations, to push each

parameter until the model breaks. Through such an exercise, you gain the intuition required to

tweak certain parameters and an understanding as to how far you can trust other models. Using

this approach, we have seen the effect that gravitational softening and mass ratios have on the

structure and kinematics of galaxy disks.

As shown in Figure 2.3, the chosen value of ≤ directly plays a role in the vertical density and

structure of the disk. Similarly, the mass of the particles impacts the disk stability. In Figure

2.5, we have shown that if we choose to represent the mass distribution of the DM halo with

fewer particles than the disk, we cause an energy exchange between components. This causes the

galaxy disk to “puff-up” artificially. Again, this numerical noise detracts from the true kinematics

of the model.
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FIGURE 2.8. Considering how the scale height density distributions of disk particles change
over time in five models with different disk softening values. Each model has been evolved
within the analytic DM potential. This implies that the simulation can be run at a range of
resolutions without effecting the outcome of the kinematic analyses.

Throughout this thesis, we will be examining the stellar component of galaxies (i.e. the bulge

and disk components) and hence, we wish to reduce this numerical noise as much as possible.

Because of this, we have implemented an analytic DM potential within our version of GADGET-2.

We have shown this approach to be stable for models in which the mass of the disk is kept below

5% of the DM component, and for gravitational softening sizes of order 10°2 kpc. We use this

approach for every N-body galaxy model constructed in the following chapters.
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3
COMPARING SYNTHETIC AND OBSERVATIONAL DATA

Over the last few decades, the resolution within simulations has improved sufficiently

to generate individual galaxies within a cosmological context. The successes of these

models are most often measured by making bulk comparisons between numerical

properties, such as the stellar mass function, morphology, colour distributions, ages etc. and their

observational counter parts. However, such bulk comparisons do not always fairly reflect the

way that the observational measurements have been collected. This makes true apples-to-apples

comparisons difficult without forward modelling the observational procedure - which is often

time-consuming and difficult.

With this in mind, we designed an open-source software package, SIMSPIN, which allows

mock IFS data products to be produced in a repeatable and consistent manner. In this chapter, we

outline the methodology of this software and give several examples of its application, including

analysing in detail the effect of aperture size on the measurement of V /æ.

The remainder of this chapter has been accepted for publication in Publications of the Astro-

nomical Society of Australia (PASA) in March 2020.
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SIMSPIN - CONSTRUCTING MOCK IFS KINEMATIC DATA CUBES

Abstract

We present SIMSPIN, a new, public, software framework for generating integral field

spectroscopy (IFS) data cubes from N-body/hydrodynamical simulations of galaxies, which

can be compared directly with observational data sets. SIMSPIN provides a consistent method

for studying a galaxy’s stellar component. It can be used to explore how observationally

inferred measurements of kinematics, such as the spin parameter ∏R , are impacted by the

effects of, for example, inclination, seeing conditions, distance, etc. SIMSPIN is written in

R and has been designed to be highly modular, flexible, and extensible. It is already being

used by the astrophysics community to generate IFS-like cubes and FITS files for direct

comparison of simulations to observations. In this paper, we explain the conceptual framework

of SIMSPIN; how it is implemented in R; and we demonstrate SIMSPIN’s current capabilities,

providing as an example a brief investigation of how numerical resolution affects how reliably

we can recover the intrinsic stellar kinematics of a simulated galaxy.

3.1 Introduction

Over the last few decades, we have seen vast improvements in our understanding of galaxy

evolution by combining photometric measurements of galaxies with observed, projected, stellar

kinematics. While photometry provides clues about a galaxy’s assembly history, the inclusion of

kinematics has revealed a whole new perspective that highlights the imprints of accretion and

merger events. These imprints can be quantified and connected to the mass and environment of a

galaxy. This new perspective has opened up new avenues to investigate the drivers of galactic

evolution (Binney, 2005; Emsellem et al., 2007; Cappellari et al., 2011b; Cortese et al., 2016;

van de Sande et al., 2017a). During the same period, advances in numerical simulations of

galaxy formation and evolution have enabled comparable kinematic measurements to be made

of simulated galaxies. This has provided a physically motivated framework to understand how

galactic structure and kinematics are entwined, and to interpret the astrophysical significance of

observed kinematic signatures (Jesseit et al., 2009; Naab et al., 2014; Teklu et al., 2015; Lagos

et al., 2018a).

As observations and simulations have grown in both scope and sophistication, the question of

how to compare them in a faithful manner has become more important. The now well-established

standard approach is to generate synthetic data products from theoretical datasets. This sub-

stantially reduces the inherent uncertainties in translating from an observed dataset to an
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estimate of the physical quantity of interest. The mock images produced can be passed through

the same software tools that observers use to give consistent comparisons, and also allows for

the incorporation of observational limitations, such as the effects of the atmosphere that can

artificially distort the observed line-of-sight (LOS) velocities. This approach is already being

pursued by the SAMI (the Sydney-AAO Multi-object Integral field spectrograph survey; Croom

et al., 2012; Bryant et al., 2015) and MaNGA (Mapping Nearby Galaxies at Apache Point; Bundy

et al., 2015; Blanton et al., 2017) teams (see, for example, Lagos et al., 2018b; Bassett & Foster,

2019; Duckworth et al., 2020). This alone suggests that a tool for creating such data products in a

publicly accessible and repeatable way is advantageous for the community.

Mock data products from large cosmological simulations such as MILLENIUM (Springel et al.,

2005b) and ILLUSTRIS (Vogelsberger et al., 2014b) are available via corresponding “observatories”

- the Millenium Run Observatory, MRObs (Overzier et al., 2013) and the Illustris Simulation Ob-

servatory (Torrey et al., 2015). Tools such as SISCO (Simulating IFU Star Cluster Observations;

Bianchini et al., 2015) have also been used to generate IFS observations of globular clusters for

exploring kinematic signatures of intermediate-mass black holes (De Vita et al., 2017). However,

similar complex data products for galaxy-scale models can be difficult and time-consuming to

produce, and so often the focus has been on bulk physical properties (Overzier et al., 2013),

such as the angular momentum and structure of galaxies (Genel et al., 2015; Teklu et al., 2015;

Pedrosa & Tissera, 2015).

This approach is no longer viable, however; not only does it limit the complexity of the obser-

vational data that can be compared to, but it also limits how these data can be used to benefit

theoretical modeling. Mock observations not only assist our interpretation of observable kine-

matics, but also allow us to tune our sub-grid physics models within simulations. To understand

whether our models of feedback in simulations are sensible, we need to be investigating the more

detailed gas and stellar kinematics as well as comparing to the cutting edge HI (Papastergis &

Ponomareva, 2017) and IFS surveys (van de Sande et al., 2019). Sub-grid recipes used in the

latest galaxy formation simulations tend to be based on older stellar formation and feedback

models; for example, ILLUSTRIS (Genel et al., 2014), and its successor ILLUSTRISTNG (Pillepich

et al., 2018), models the star-forming inter-stellar medium (ISM) gas as an effective equation of

state, first proposed by Springel & Hernquist (2003). This approach is common in simulations

where ISM structure is below the resolution limit of the model (Ascasibar et al., 2002; Few et al.,

2012). However, as simulations drive towards higher resolutions and start to model, for example,

the star-forming ISM in more detail, the kinds of comparisons required to verify the utility of

these models must similarly become more sophisticated.

These considerations have led us to develop SIMSPIN, a framework to allow for a fair com-
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parison of simulated and observed datasets. SIMSPIN is a modular R-package that takes a

particle model and creates a synthetic stellar-kinematic data cube from which we can generate

mock flux, LOS velocity, and LOS velocity dispersion images using the specifications of any IFS.

Observational effects, such as the resolution of the cube and distortions in the atmosphere, can

be incorporated. From these images we can study the specific effects that observing has on the

kinematic properties recovered, given that we have access to the intrinsic properties of the model

under scrutiny. Each simulated galaxy can be analyzed many times from a range of projected

distances and angles.

SIMSPIN is designed to be quick and repeatable, allowing a small number of models to produce

a large number of observations. This is the first open-source package of its kind (registered with

the Astrophysics Source Code Library (Harborne, 2019)), and allows any astronomer to generate

mock kinematic images for comparison with real observations. This code can work with simple

N-body models, but also has facilities to incorporate simple stellar population (SSP) synthesis

models for processing hydrodynamic simulations. All data products can be output in a FITS

file format similar to what would be produced by an observation. Furthermore, it is written in

a highly modular fashion that allows modifications and extensions to be easily added in the

future, i.e. radiative transfer outputs, dust screens, telescope specifics and further kinematic data

manipulation.

The purpose of SIMSPIN is to ease the communication between practical and theoretical

astronomers and accelerate our progress in understanding how specific stellar kinematic features

evolve over time. Here, we present the initial framework for creating synthetic IFS kinematic

data cubes from simulated galaxies. In Section 3.2, we briefly describe the methodology of the code

and show how each function of the package can be implemented in Section 3.3. Full astronomical

examples can be found in Section 3.4. Finally, we discuss possible extensions of this work and

give a summary in Section 3.5.

3.2 Methodology

The purpose of the SIMSPIN package is to take a simulation of a galaxy and to produce a data

cube corresponding to that which would be obtained if it had been observed using an IFS - spatial

information in projection with kinematic information along the line-of-sight. A kinematic data

cube can be produced using the functions in this package, from which “observables” can be

measured and compared to the true (i.e. intrinsic) kinematic properties of the simulation.

In this section, we present the methodology chosen to achieve this in a consistent and

repeatable way:
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1. Understand the true kinematics of the model.

2. Construct the simulation particle data into an “observable format” and bin data into a 3D

kinematic cube.

3. Convolve the data cube with a point spread function (PSF) in order to replicate the effects

of the atmosphere.

4. Construct synthetic images from 3D mock data cube.

5. Calculate observable properties from the images produced (i.e. measure the effective radius

of the galaxy, calculate the observable spin parameter within a given radius, etc.)

We will briefly address the approach to each of these matters in turn.

3.2.1 Understanding the true kinematics

It is necessary to understand the inherent nature of the galaxy model in question in order to

assess how observation impacts kinematic measurements. Hence, SIMSPIN provides a method for

analysing the phase-space information of the particles within a simulation before constructing

the mock observables.

Particle-based simulations provide the user with the particle IDs, positions (x, y, z), velocities

(vx, vy, vz) and masses. These properties are used within SIMSPIN to describe the intrinsic

physical and kinematic profiles of the galaxy. To construct profiles, we take each particle and

compute several additional properties. The particle phase space distribution is centered by

subtracting the median in position and velocity space. The radial distribution of the physical

properties can then be mapped. We add the spherical polar coordinates for each particle (r, µ, ¡),

the corresponding velocities (vr, vµ, v¡) and components of the angular momentum (Jx, Jy, Jz).

Particles are divided into bins (spherical shells, cylindrical shells or stacks - as shown in

Figure 3.1) and the following properties are computed:

• the mass distribution,

• the log(density) distribution,

• the circular and rotational velocity distributions,

• the velocity anisotropy (Ø) distribution (Binney & Tremaine, 2008),

• the Bullock spin parameter (∏) distribution, (Bullock et al., 2001).

These reflect the true nature of the system and allow us to explore the limitations of the

synthetic observables - for example, when seeing conditions become more severe.
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FIGURE 3.1. (a) bin_type = “r” Demonstrating the 3D spherical bins. (b) bin_type =

“cr” The 2D circular annuli bins that spread out radially along the plane of the disk. (c)
bin_type = “z” The 2D circular bins that grow in 1D out of the plane of the disk.

3.2.2 Creating the “observable” format

In order to generate a projected galaxy image, as if the simulation is being observed in the sky, a

few additional properties are added to each particle, such as the projected quantities of position

and line-of-sight velocity at inclination, i, to the observer.

zobs = zsin(i)+ ycos(i),(3.1)

vlos = vzcos(i)°vysin(i),(3.2)

robs =
q

x2 + z
2
obs

,(3.3)

where i = 0± is the galaxy projected face-on and 90± is edge on.

SIMSPIN then accounts for the physical properties of the observing telescope. Particulars

such as the size and shape of the field of view, and the size of the galaxy within that aperture are

specified. Further instrument specifics, such as CCD noise and detailed fibre arrangements, are

not included in the current implementation, but we intend to add these in later iterations of the

code. Using the celestial package1, we compute the angular diameter size, dA, of the galaxy

when projected at a supplied redshift distance using equation 3.4. The reference cosmology in

this case is the most recent Planck data (H0 = 68.4, ≠M = 0.301, ≠L = 0.699, ≠R = 8.98£10°5,

æ8 = 0.793; Planck Collaboration et al., 2018).

(3.4) dA = Sk(r)
1+ z

,

1https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=celestial
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where r is the comoving distance and,

Sk(r)=

8
>>>><

>>>>:

sin(
p

°≠kH0r)
H0|≠k| , if ≠k < 0

r, if ≠k = 0
sin(

p
≠kH0r)

H0|≠k| , if ≠k > 0

where ≠k = 1°≠M °≠L °≠R is the curvature density and H0 is the Hubble parameter today.

Using this, we determine how large the galaxy appears within the aperture. A selection of

aperture shapes are available (circular, hexagonal or square) to mimic the current layouts of

modern IFS surveys, such as SAMI and MaNGA. The size of these apertures is user defined,

specified by the diameter in units of arc-seconds. We remove any particles belonging to the galaxy

that fall outside of the imaged region.

Each remaining particle is then assigned a luminosity, L. This can be done by specifying a

mass-to-light ratio for each luminous particle type (bulge, disc or star) and scaling the luminosity

to a flux, F, with respect to the luminosity distance at a given redshift, DL =
p

L/4ºF; alterna-

tively, if the user has computed a spectrum for each stellar particle, these can also be supplied

to the code and used to calculate more accurate fluxes within a chosen filter using PROSPECT2

(Robotham et al., 2020), a high-level spectral generation package designed to create spectral

energy distributions (SEDs) for the semi-analytic code, SHARK (Lagos et al., 2018c). PROSPECT

combines stellar synthesis libraries, such as Bruzual & Charlot (2003) (BC03 hereafter) and/or

EMILES (Vazdekis et al., 2016) with dust attenuation (Charlot & Fall, 2000) and re-emission

models (Dale et al., 2014). In this case we use PROSPECT in a purely generative mode, using the

SED generated for each stellar particle to calculate the flux contribution of each within a given

filter.

The dimensions of the data cube are constructed to contain just the remaining luminous

particles. We leave the specifics to the discretion of the user; for example, the apparent pixel

size for SAMI data cubes is 0.5 arcsec with a spectral sampling scale of 1.04 Å (Green et al.,

2018). These parameters are used to determine the widths of the bins in each direction. Physical

pixel size is computed by multiplying the spatial sampling scale by the angular diameter scale

calculated above, as this is dependent on the distance at which the galaxy is projected; the velocity

pixel size is approximated by ∫ª c¢∏/∏, where we take the central wavelength of the filter to

be ∏ and the spectral scale as ¢∏. Particles are filtered into their correct positions within the

position-velocity cube and output as a 3D array.

At this stage, we make a key assumption: that each particle in the simulation has some

inherent uncertainty in its velocity. This mimics the idea that, when astronomers observe

emission lines, those lines have a width representing an uncertainty in the true speed of the
2https://github.com/asgr/ProSpect
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FIGURE 3.2. Illustrating the method in which each kinematic data cube is constructed. (a)
We take each particle within the simulation - which will have some known velocity along
the projected LOS - and (b) convolve each with a Gaussian kernel such that it has a velocity
distribution with width dictated by the LSF. (c) This velocity distribution is then binned in
velocity space along each spatial pixel such that a single particle can occupy several velocity
bins. (d) Each pixel is then arranged in the cube to reconstruct the galaxy image.

host environment where the line originated. This uncertainty is encapsulated numerically by the

line spread function (LSF), lsf_fwhm, which is caused by a spectral response of the observing

telescope to a point like source. We use the LSF to fix the “width” of the particle’s velocity. As

the LSF of IFS instruments can be well approximated as Gaussian, we model the velocity of

each particle as a Gaussian centred on the known velocity of the simulated particle with a width

corresponding to the LSF associated to the mock observation telescope (van de Sande et al.,

2017a).

Each particle’s associated Gaussian is scaled by the flux of that particle and then summed,

with portions of each distribution contributing to several bins in velocity space. We fully bin the

particles in this manner within both projected spatial coordinates and velocity space to construct

the IFS kinematic data cube. An info-graphic of this process is shown in Figure 3.2.

These arrays can be output in FITS file format, or passed to further functions for the addition

of atmospheric effects and kinematic analysis.

3.2.3 Mimicking the effects of the atmosphere

Ground-based optical observations are limited by the blurring effects of our atmosphere. In

order to compare like-for-like, we replicate these “beam smearing" effects within our synthetic

observations. SIMSPIN does this by convolving each spatial plane within the data cube with a
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point spread function (PSF).

The user can specify the shape of this PSF - either a Gaussian or Moffat kernel (Moffat, 1969)

- and the full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of the kernel. Each x-y spatial plane is convolved

with the generated PSF, using functions from PROFIT (Robotham et al., 2017) which follow the

method:

(3.5) Fobs = Fi ~PSF,

where Fi is the flux within each pixel in each spatial plane, i, and ~ represents convolution.

3.2.4 Constructing synthetic images

Having generated a realistic kinematic data cube, SIMSPIN can be used to process images and

observable kinematics. Flux images and maps of the LOS velocity and velocity dispersion are

generated by collapsing the cube along the z-axis.

To generate the flux maps, the contribution of flux from each velocity plane is summed, Fi:

(3.6) F =
vmaxX

i=1
Fi,

where vmax is the last velocity bin along that pixel in the cube. The LOS velocity and LOS velocity

dispersion are given by flux-weighted statistics:

V =
P

vi £FiP
Fi

,(3.7)

æ=
P

Fi £ (vi °V )2
P

Fi

.(3.8)

Here, vi is the velocity assigned to each velocity bin, i, weighted by the flux in each bin, Fi, and

V is the mean velocity along that pixel in the cube given by eq 3.7. An example of such images

can be seen in Figure 3.3.

Sky noise can optionally be added to the images by using a sample of random, Normally

distributed values. The appropriate level is determined using the specified magnitude threshold,

zero point and spatial pixel scale. It is possible to export these images for Voronoi binning. While

this is not supported at this time within the SIMSPIN code, Cappellari & Copin (2003) provides a

standard method for binning these images so that the signal-to-noise is consistent across pixels.

VORBIN3 is a Python code that can be downloaded directly from PyPi. In future versions of

this code, we intend for re-binned images to be added back in to SIMSPIN for calculating the

observable properties.

3http://www-astro.physics.ox.ac.uk/~mxc/software/
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FIGURE 3.3. Demonstrating the mock images produced through SimSpin observations of the
S0 example model inclined to 70o with added Sky RMS noise. The black ellipse demonstrates
1 Re f f , within which ∏R is measured. Flux maps are shown with inverse hyperbolic sin
scaling, in line with the SDSS convention proposed by Lupton et al. (1999), with linear scaling
used for the velocity and dispersion images. This convention is followed in all SIMSPIN
images.

3.2.5 Calculating observable properties

The synthetic images can then be used to calculate various observational kinematic properties

of the galaxy in question. SIMSPIN has been used to investigate the observable spin parameter,

∏R (Emsellem et al., 2007; Harborne et al., 2019), and can further evaluate the V /æ parameter

(Cappellari et al., 2007).

The user can specify the radius within which the kinematic measurements are made. Often

these are made within an effective radius, Reff, but we give the user the freedom to fully specify the

size and ellipticity of this measurement radius. Either, the second-order moments are calculated

from the flux distribution by diagonalizing the inertia tensor and assuming the galaxy ellipticity

from this axial ratio, q. This ellipse is then grown from the centre until half the total flux is

contained within the radius. Alternatively, software like PROFOUND4 can be used to generate

concentric isophotes that contain equal amounts of flux within each (Robotham et al., 2017). This

axial ratio information can be used to specify the ellipse within which the kinematics will be

calculated. Only the pixels whose midpoints are contained within this ellipse will be used for

further calculations.

Currently, it is possible to calculate two kinematic properties: ∏R (Emsellem et al., 2007) and

V/æ (Cappellari et al., 2007). ∏R is calculated using Eq 3.9:

(3.9) ∏R =
Pnp

i=1 FiRi|Vi|
Pnp

i=1 FiRi

q
V

2
i
+æ2

i

,

4https://github.com/asgr/ProFit
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where Fi is the observed “flux” taken from the flux image, Ri is the circularised radial position,

Vi is the LOS velocity taken from the LOS velocity image, æi is the LOS velocity dispersion taken

from the LOS dispersion image per pixel, i, and summed across the total number of pixels, np.

We also give the option to compute the parameter using the elliptical radius where we define R
≤
i

as the semi-major axis of an ellipse that would pass through that pixel.

Similarly, V /æ is calculated:

(3.10) V /æ=

vuut
Pnp

i=1 FiV
2
iPnp

i=1 Fiæ
2
i

.

SIMSPIN computes these parameters in a manner consistent with the observational literature,

for simple and straightforward comparison with real observations

3.3 Implementation

Having outlined the methodology, we present the fully documented and tested R-package, SIM-

SPIN. This code can be downloaded from the github repository5 and the package can be installed

directly into R using the following commands:

> install.packages("devtools")

> library(devtools)

> install_github("kateharborne/SimSpin")

To load the package into your R session,

> library(SimSpin)

In Figure 3.4, we show the designed flow of the code. While it is possible to use each sub-

function within this package independently and examine the output at each stage, there are

three basic analysis functions designed to give the output information in a user friendly format.

1. sim_analysis() - This function outputs the inherent kinematic properties of the galaxy

model. This provides the comparison to the kinematic observables produced in the following

functions.

2. build_datacube() - This function produces the kinematic data cube prior to kinematic

analysis. This allows the user to take the cubes to use in some other form of analysis

without having to calculate ∏R .

5https://github.com/kateharborne/SimSpin
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FIGURE 3.4. Demonstrating the individual functions and queries used when running a
simulated galaxy through the SIMSPIN package. Three over-arching functions are identified
that link these sub-functions together: (1) sim_analysis() - as explained in Section 3.2.1, (2)
build_datacube() - as explained in Section 3.2.2 and (3) find_kinematics() - as explained
in Section 3.2.5
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3. find_kinematics() - This function produces a kinematic data cube and calculates the ob-

served spin parameter, with both circularised and elliptical radii, V/æ, ellipticity, inclination

and the corresponding flux, line-of-sight velocity and line-of-sight velocity dispersion images.

For individual ∏R or V/æ, we provide two functions (find_lambda()/ find_vsigma()) that

output their named kinematics.

For further information about the implementation of these functions, we direct the reader to

the repository and to RPubs where we present a series of vignette examples6. Each function is

fully documented with an demonstrated example.

3.4 Examples

In this section, we demonstrate two ways in which this package may be used. Section 3.4.1 shows

the simple analysis of an N-body model containing disc and bulge components, and examines

the effect of particle resolution on the profiles recovered. Section 3.4.2 expands further on this

exercise to examine a hydrodynamic EAGLE simulation with stellar particles and histories.

3.4.1 N-body model example

Here we use SIMSPIN to measure the inherent kinematics and the observable spin parameter for

five different N-body realisations of galaxies. We use repeated observations to explore how the

particle resolution of an N-body model can impact the precision and reliability of the physical

and observable kinematics recovered.

These models have been constructed in two phases: first, initial conditions are generated using

GALIC (Yurin & Springel, 2014) which constructs isolated particle distributions in equilibrium

by solving the collision-less Boltzmann equation; we then evolve these initial conditions using

a modified version of GADGET-2 (Springel, 2005) in which the “live” dark matter (DM) halo is

replaced with its “static” analytical form. This is done to maintain a stable, well-resolved galactic

disk at reasonable computational cost. The details of this simulated catalogue can be found in

Table 3.1 and is described in greater detail within Harborne et al. 2019.

First, we convert the simulation snapshots into SIMSPIN compatible HDF5 input files7

which can be read into R using the SIMSPIN function sim_data(), and the output data frame is

processed using sim_analysis() and find_lambda(). In each case, we examine our models at

full particle resolution initially and assume this to be an ideal case by which we benchmark.

6https://rpubs.com/kateharborne
7https://github.com/kateharborne/create_SimSpinFile
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TABLE 3.1. Outlining the properties of each N-body galaxy model in the catalogue explored
throughout the examples in Section 3.4.1.

B/T b/kpc n Ndisc Nbul ge

S0 0.60 2.14 2.84 1,000,000 1,500,000
Sa 0.40 1.38 2.26 1,500,000 1,000,000
Sb 0.25 0.90 1.64 1,875,000 625,000
Sc 0.05 0.17 0.99 2,375,000 125,000
Sd 0.02 0.07 0.97 2,450,000 50.000

3.4.1.1 Simulation properties

We begin by examining the kinematic properties inherent to the simulated models. This is done

using the code below. First we load in the simulation data, considering all components and then

the disc and bulge components separately.

> all_data = sim_data("S0.hdf5")

> disc_data = sim_data("S0.hdf5", ptype=2)

> bulge_data = sim_data("S0.hdf5", ptype=3)

Next, we run the sim_analysis() function for each loaded data set, supplying the information

about the DM profile that has been removed throughout the evolution and the number of radial

bins that we wish to examine the profile across. If DM particles were present in the supplied file,

the DM profile parameter would not be necessary.

> all_analysis = sim_analysis(all_data, rbin = 1000,

> DM_profile = list(profile=“Hernquist”,

> DM_mass=184.996, DM_a=34.5))

> disc_analysis = sim_analysis(disc_data, rbin = 1000,

> DM_profile = list(profile=“Hernquist”,

> DM_mass=184.996, DM_a=34.5))

> bulge_analysis = sim_analysis(bulge_data, rbin = 1000,

> DM_profile = list(profile=“Hernquist”,

> DM_mass=184.996, DM_a=34.5))

There are several outputs from the sim_analysis() function, as described in Section 3.2.1.

Some of these are shown in Figure 3.5. We demonstrate how simply we can examine different

simulation components in the top panel, where the mass profile of the disc and bulge are plotted

separately for each galaxy in the catalogue.
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FIGURE 3.5. Showing a selection of the profiles provided by the sim_analysis() function:
Mass (top), rotational velocity (middle), Bullock spin parameter (bottom). We demonstrate
the flexibility of the code in analyzing galaxy components separately.
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FIGURE 3.6. Demonstrating the effect of reduced particle resolution on the recovery of the
Bullock spin parameter, ∏. In the upper panel, we show the spin parameter radial profile
for the Sa galaxy at 13 different resolutions, as described by the colours shown on by the
colour bar on the right. The percentages describe the fraction of the Ntotal particles included
in each simulation. Residuals from the 100% Ntotal case are shown in the lower panel.

We have reduced the mass resolution of our simulations in order to examine what effect this

has on the recovered kinematics. For each test, we have rerun the GALIC initial conditions of

the galaxy but with a fraction of the original number of particles. These have then been evolved

for 10 Gyrs using GADGET-2. We have considered a further 12 iterations of each galaxy in the

catalogue, from 0.01% Ntotal increasing in increments to the full Ntotal. This gives a sample of 65

simulations to analyse overall.

The results of this experiment are shown for the measured Bullock spin parameter in Figure
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3.6 for the Sa galaxy. As we expect, the lower the resolution, the poorer our results become.

Clearly, for the lowest resolution considered, at 250 particles, we have very noisy variations (±0.1)

between measured lambda and the benchmark measurement made at full resolution. However,

these variations are much less significant at 10% Ntotal, where we only see ±0.005 and only

within the inner radii. In all but the worst case, the expected shape of the lambda profile is still

recovered. The effect of particle resolution is akin to adding numerical noise. While the general

trend is returned, we see the effective signal-to-noise drop as the number of particles used to

describe the mass distribution is reduced. It is interesting to investigate how the observable

kinematics are affected by similar reductions in resolution.

3.4.1.2 Synthetic observable properties

Using the find_lambda() function, we can generate synthetic observations of our models and

measure kinematic properties. The following code generates images as if our simulations were

observed using the blue arm of SAMI, which is the default output of the SIMSPIN observa-

tion functions. The projected distance, z, is set to 0.05 and the projected inclination for these

observations is 70±.

> all_data = sim_data("S0.hdf5")

> lambda = find_lambda(all_data)

We run this function on the 12 degraded iterations of each galaxy model in the catalogue,

examining each spin parameter at resolutions from 0.01% to 100% of the benchmark. In each

case, the recovered ∏R is plotted against the particle resolution; this is shown in Figure 3.7. In the

upper panel of the figure, we examine the log difference ¢∏R = log10(∏N

R
/∏total

R
), i.e. between the

value of ∏R observed at a degraded resolution and the value measured at the highest resolution.

In the lower panel of this figure, we consider the spread of the ¢∏R values at each resolution.

Within each bin we measure the standard deviation, æ, in order to give an indication of how

confident we are that the model returns the correct ∏R . This assumes that the full resolution,

2.5£106-particle model is the “true” value.

From the lower panel in Figure 3.7, we can see that at resolutions lower than 5£105 particles,

the measure becomes exponentially more noisy. At 0.01% Ntotal particles, æ peaks at ª 0.12.

However, the change in æ(¢∏R) is quite sudden, when the number of particles in the model

approaches 5£105. At higher resolutions than this, we see that the benchmark ∏R is recovered

with a precision of ª 0.002, which is much lower than normal observational uncertainties. The

assumption that the 2.5£106-particle model returns a benchmark value also seems reasonable.
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FIGURE 3.7. Considering how the observed spin parameter, ∏R , changes when the number
of particles within the simulated model is reduced from full resolution down to 0.01% Ntotal .
In the upper panel, we consider the log difference between ∏R at that resolution with respect
to the value measured at the benchmark resolution. In the lower panel, we measure the
scatter of those measurements at each resolution and find that it is well fit by an exponential
profile.
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The fairly flat trend in æ(¢∏R) from 30% - 100% Ntotal suggests that we have reached an

asymptotic value.

We also see that as the number of particles drops, the morphology of the model becomes

important for the associated uncertainty. At 0.01%, the S0 galaxy has the greatest uncertainty.

This makes sense when you consider that dispersion will dominate in the bulge component;

reducing the number of bulge particles that sample this velocity distribution will have a greater

impact on the measurement of æ, and hence ∏R and so we see the largest uncertainties in galaxies

with larger bulge components.

Overall, this demonstrates that galaxies represented by smaller numbers of particles will

give less accurate measurements, though in this example the uncertainty on the measurement at

N > 250,000 is ª 0.002, increasing to ª 0.02 as we approach smaller N, ª 25,000. In reality, even

at this number of particles, the related uncertainty is still much smaller than the uncertainty

generally associated with observational limitations (i.e. seeing and beam smearing) (D’Eugenio

et al., 2013; van de Sande et al., 2017a,b; Greene et al., 2018; Graham et al., 2018; Harborne

et al., 2019).

3.4.2 Full hydrodynamical model example

It is important to understand how uncertainties are associated with particle resolution because

when we examine galaxies from larger cosmological models, the number of particles making up

individual galaxies tends to be lower. In the following example, we use a small galaxy from the

EAGLE simulation, GalaxyID = 1056 taken from the RefL0100N1504 simulation. As a proof of

concept, we will demonstrate that we can process these galaxies using the same functions as the

simple N-body models in Section 3.4.1.

The EAGLE project (Schaye et al., 2015; Crain et al., 2015; McAlpine et al., 2016) is a suite

of cosmological hydrodynamical simulations that allows us to investigate the formation and

evolution of galaxies. We have been using the publicly available RefL0100N1504 simulation run;

this is a cubic volume with a side length of 100 co-moving Mpc, of intermediate resolution with

initial baryonic particle masses of mg = 1.81£106 MØ, and maximum gravitational softening

lengths of ≤prop = 0.70 pkpc.

The galaxy chosen, GalaxyID = 1056, contains 21,174 stellar particles. In EAGLE, each

stellar particle is initialized with a stellar mass described by the Chabrier (2003) initial mass

function; their metallicities are inherited from their parent gas particle and their ages recorded

from their formation to current snapshot time. We can use this information to generate particle

luminosities assuming a single stellar population (SSP). When providing SIMSPIN with stellar

particles, it is optional as to whether you would like to provide spectral energy distributions
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FIGURE 3.8. Showing the SEDs generated using PROSPECT for 500 of the stellar particles
within EAGLE GalaxyID = 1056. The colour of each line reflects the age of the stellar
particle in Gyr. These particles have been randomly selected from the 21,174 within the
model to show a representative number of the stellar distributions in this galaxy.

(SEDs) generated using stellar population synthesis models or just assume a mass-to-light ratio

for all stellar particles. For this example, we have used PROSPECT to generate SEDs for each

stellar particle by interpolating the BC03 tables in both age and metallicity. A subset of these

generated distributions are shown in Figure 3.8.

We store these SEDs in a SIMSPIN compatible stellar file and provide this information along

with the simulation data. This stellar file is in an HDF5 format that contains a PartType4 group

with two data-sets; Luminosity and Wavelength. When loading this data into SIMSPIN, we

specify this stellar file as below.

> eagle_data = sim_data("eagle.hdf5", SSP="eagle_stars.hdf5")

This prepares a structure that contains the luminosity at a range of wavelengths for the

stellar particles. We then pass this data structure on to the find_vsigma() function as we would

any other sim_data() output.
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FIGURE 3.9. The synthetic observation of the EAGLE galaxy (GalaxyID = 1056) inclined
edge-on, produced by SIMSPIN at a projected redshift distance z = 0.05.

> eagle_vsigma = find_vsigma(eagle_data, z=0.05, inc_deg=90)

The presence of these luminosity/wavelength tables means that, once passed to the SIMSPIN

analysis functions, the particle fluxes will be calculated using PROSPECT within a given filter.

In this case, given that the central wavelength of the blue arm of SAMI (ª4800Å), we use the

SDSS (Sloan Digital Sky Survey) g-filter to assign a flux to each particle at the specified redshift.

Currently, this process is the most computationally expensive stage because the flux calculation

takes on average ª 0.004s per particle. When increasing the number of particles above the small

number in this simulation, this becomes the main source of computation, mostly due to the large

arrays of luminosity and wavelength for each particle. For the purpose of proving that SIMSPIN

can perform with hydrodynamic simulations, we believe this to be sufficient, but highlight this

as an area for further work that would benefit from parallelisation. From this observation, we

recover V /æ = 0.32. In Figure 3.9, we show the observational images of this system, with the

fitted half-mass radius shown.

We now go on to use this galaxy to examine another way in which resolution, or spatial

sampling, can affect the recovery of the internal kinematics. With instruments like MUSE, there

are a large number of poorly resolved objects at distant redshifts for which we have a few pixels

worth of kinematic information (Guérou et al., 2017). Using SIMSPIN, we can examine what effect

this has on the recovered kinematics. With this in mind, we varied the projected distance of the

galaxy inclined edge-on from z = 0.05°1.00, to the point at which the measurement radius only

contains four pixels in the image (i.e. the minimum number of pixels at which a measurement

can actually be made). This is shown in Figure 3.10.

There are several interesting features in this plot. Firstly, there are large discontinuities
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FIGURE 3.10. Investigating the scatter in the measurement of V /æ with 100 redshift dis-
tances from z = 0.05 to 1.00 for the EAGLE galaxy (GalaxyID = 1056).

where the V /æ measure drops suddenly. Within each of the discrete chunks, there is a gradual

positive inclination of points. To explain these features, we have looked more closely at the

geometry of the images being produced for each measurement.

Throughout this experiment, we have fixed the shape of the measurement ellipse in physical

space (a = 5.68 kpc and b = 2.47 kpc) as was measured using the second-order moments of the

galaxy projected at 90±. Therefore, the only thing changing as we modify the projected redshift

distance is the size of the galaxy within the aperture. As the galaxy is moved further and further

from the telescope, a smaller number of pixels fit inside the measurement ellipse. Also, each

pixel begins to contain more particles within that system, which explains the gradual increases

we see within the discrete bins; to explain the discrete bins themselves, we first considered the

number of pixels that are contained within the ellipse in each case. As can be seen by the shaded

blocks behind the measurements, the jumps occur at the transitions when the ellipse crosses the
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midpoints of new pixels to be included in the measurement.

Finally, we see that the jumps can be positive or negative. To understand this effect, we looked

at the arrangement of additional particles in each of three cases. In the first, we consider the

transition from point 1 to 2, as shown in Figure 3.10. Here we see V /æ drop considerably from

0.35 to 0.23; the corresponding maps produced show that at this point, we go from 16 to 12 pixels,

and specifically we loose pixels that were contributing a higher proportion of the total velocity

than to the total dispersion. To verify this, we examine the pixels lost. We find that the additional

pixels contributing in panel 1 of Figure 3.10 contribute to 78% of the velocity, while the dispersion

is lower in panel 1 by 7%. Therefore, in a relative sense, a greater proportion of velocity is lost in

the transition to panel 2, the dispersion becomes larger and V /æ drops. Conversely, if we remove

pixels that contribute a greater proportion of the dispersion relative to the total, we reduce the

dispersion component relative to the velocity and so V /æ rises; this is shown in the highlighted 3

to 4 points and the 5 to 6 points. Again, considering the pixels lost between panels 5 and 6, the

velocity contribution at 6 is 2% higher than at 5, versus the dispersion measurement which is

only 1% greater. Both values increase in the loss of pixels and the difference is only small, but

relative to one another the velocity rises by a greater percentage. Hence the value of V /æ rises,

but only a little from 0.34 to 0.35. At this stage we are hitting the limit of our resolution because

we cannot calculate V /æ with fewer than 4 pixels.

This result will be dependent on several other factors such as the inclination and morphology

of the galaxy being observed. The magnitude of these jumps will also be changed by the manner in

which you choose to centre your pixels (for example, if the centre of your measurement ellipse is at

the centre of a single pixel), although we would still expect to see these jumps due to the discrete

nature of pixel resolution. In all cases, this is pause for thought when calculating kinematic

measures with only a very small number of pixels at the centre of your system.

3.5 Further work & conclusions

We have introduced SIMSPIN, a flexible and versatile framework for generating and analysing

IFS data cubes from N-body/hydrodynamical simulations, which can be compared directly with

observations from surveys such as SAMI and MaNGA.

We offer this current version of SIMSPIN via direct download from GitHub, or a web appli-

cation8. The benefit of using R is the ease with which an app can be created, and the R Shiny

application makes it simple to generate a standard JavaScript, web browser-compatible GUI.

The current version of this web app is designed for simplicity, and so there are fewer code options,

described by a series of drop down panels and slider bars, than available via the standard R

8The app is housed on the Nimbus server at the Pawsey Supercomputing Centre, http://simspin.icrar.org/
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interface. The outputs generated are basic, but allow you to intuitively explore how observational

effects such as seeing conditions and projected distance affect the observable kinematics. This

application can also be downloaded to your own system and run from there, available on GitHub9.

There are several aspects that we wish to develop further and in this section we will outline a

few of these ideas.

In the near term, we will:

• increase the efficiency and reduce the run-time of the conversion between intrinsic spectrum

and flux, which currently requires a large portion of computation time, as highlighted in

the EAGLE galaxy example in Section 3.4.2.

• add further kinematic observables, such as higher order Gauss-Hermite coefficients, h3

and h4, and output images, such as gas maps as we continue to implement improvements

for processing hydro-dynamical simulations.

In the longer term, we plan to:

• offer mock data cube outputs in a format that more closely mimics their observed counter

parts, i.e. cubes with (x, y,∏) rather then the current (x, y,vLOS). With the progression of

tools such as PROSPECT, each particle in a model can be associated with a spectra, as

demonstrated in Section 3.4.2. With these spectra used to describe the third dimension of

the mock-cube, we can generate a product that can be fully processed using observational

pipelines.

• further signal-to-noise treatments could be implemented at the level of the individual

spectra. Signal-to-noise values are important for observational kinematic measurements

and the current implementation of SIMSPIN does not yet incorporate this factor in a

physically meaningful way.

• additional instrument specifics and uncertainties can be implemented - CCD read-out noise,

fibre arrangements, dithering patterns, etc.

• provide multi-language implementations of SIMSPIN, in, for example, python and Julia.

Such versions are under development. Ideally, we would like several wrappers to allow

different users to generate the same results easily from different platforms, such as a

python wrapper using the r2py interface.

9https://github.com/kateharborne/SimSpin_app
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Finally, one of the key requirements of this code has been that it should be easily extendable.

All of the software is freely available through the GitHub repository and, with the use of this

paper, examples within the package and RPubs, we hope that general users can extend this work

to address many questions beyond those we have considered here.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the versatility and simplicity of the SIMSPIN code.

While this tool was initially created to measure the observational effects that come into play when

measuring kinematics such as ∏R , its extensibility makes the scope of this tool enormous. We

have demonstrated examples in which we consider how the resolution of simulated models and

the resolution of the observing instrument used may impact measurements of galactic kinematics.

These two examples barely scratch the surface of all the parameter variations that could be

considered.

We believe that SIMSPIN has uses within both the theoretical and observational astronomical

communities. The code has the ability to produce synthetic data products in FITS file format

that allows direct comparison between simulations and observations. This code has already

been used to examine how the observed kinematics vary with seeing conditions (Harborne et al.,

2019), and further projects include using synthetic SIMSPIN observations to design an empirical

correction to counteract these effects (Harborne et al., submitted). We present version 1.1.1 with

the capabilities outlined within this paper, and invite further collaboration to extend the reach of

this tool.
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4
INTERPRETING STELLAR KINEMATICS

The “spin” of a galaxy is often used to describe the angular momentum of the system. At

the time of writing, an observer could explore the spin of the stellar component using IFS

two-dimensional kinematic maps which illustrate projected properties the such as the

line-of-sight (LOS) velocity and LOS velocity dispersion. These maps can then be used to quantify

kinematic parameters, such as ∏R (Emsellem et al., 2007, 2011). A similar kinematic parameter is

often measured within simulations of galaxies, ∏0 (Bullock et al., 2001). While originally designed

to examine the kinematics of dark matter halos, the formulation of this equation means that it

can also be applied to the stellar component (for example, Teklu et al., 2015).

However, comparisons between ∏0 and ∏R are not trivial as, either an observer must make a

series of assumptions from projected properties, or a theorist must take mock observations of

their models. In this work, we take the latter option to make comparisons between observed ∏R

and the intrinsic ∏0 parameters. We further examine how observing conditions, such as seeing,

projected distance and aperture size, affect the value of ∏R that is recovered.

The remainder of this chapter has been published in the Monthly Notices of the Royal Astro-

nomical Society, Volume 483, Issue 1, 11 February 2019, Pages 249–262, https: // doi. org/ 10.

1093/ mnras/ sty3120 .
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CHAPTER 4. INTERPRETING STELLAR KINEMATICS

A NUMERICAL TWIST ON THE SPIN PARAMETER, ∏R

Abstract

A primary goal of integral field spectroscopic (IFS) surveys is to provide a statistical

census of galaxies classified by their internal kinematics. As a result, the observational spin

parameter, ∏R , has become one of the most popular methods of quantifying the relative

importance of velocity dispersion and rotation in supporting a galaxy’s inner structure.

The goal of this paper is to examine the relationship between the observationally deduced

∏R and one of the most commonly used theoretical spin parameters in the literature, the

Bullock et al. ∏0. Using a set of N-body realisations of galaxies from which we construct mock

IFS observations, we measure ∏R as an observer would, incorporating the effects of beam

smearing and seeing conditions. Assuming parameters typical of current IFS surveys, we

confirm that there are strong positive correlations between ∏R and measurement radius, and

strong negative correlations between ∏R and size of the PSF, for late-type galaxies; these

biases can be reduced using a recently proposed empirical correction. Once observational

biases are corrected for, we find that ∏R provides a good approximation to ª
p

3/2 ∏0(Reff),

where ∏0 is evaluated for the galactic stellar component within 1 Reff.

4.1 Introduction

Our aim, as extra-galactic astronomers, is to understand the formation and evolutionary mecha-

nisms that lead to the variety of galaxies that we observe across the Universe. The first step in

approaching any development in science is to categorise the objects under scrutiny. Beginning

with Hubble (1926), de Vaucouleurs (1959), Sandage et al. (1975) and many others, a visual

classification of galaxy morphology has been established with which we can investigate patterns

and generate hypotheses about the evolutionary paths that these objects have followed. While it

is useful to group galaxies by their appearance, all features need to be explained by some form of

physical process. With this in mind, it is necessary to further constrain galaxy classifications, and

hence models of formation, by folding in our growing knowledge of stellar kinematics (Conselice,

2014).

Traditionally, a galaxy’s kinematics have been characterised by taking measurements in two

separate apertures - in a long-slit aligned with the galaxy’s major axis to find the line-of-sight

(LOS) velocity, V ; and in a central aperture to calculate its LOS velocity dispersion, æ (Illingworth,

1977; Davies et al., 1983; Bender, 1988). Combining these measurements into the ratio, V /æ, then

provides a means to quantify the relative importance of ordered versus un-ordered motions in the
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galaxy. However, galaxies can have complex kinematic structures that are not easily characterised

by V /æ, as demonstrated by the results of de Zeeuw et al. (2002) and Emsellem et al. (2004), who

used the integral field Spectrographic Areal Unit for Research on Optical Nebulae (SAURON)

survey to show E/S0 galaxies have a diverse range kinematic structures; for example, galaxies

with kinematically decoupled cores and galaxies that exhibit regular rotation both occupy similar

regions of V /æ parameter space (Emsellem et al., 2007).

A luminosity-weighted measure of galaxy rotation has since become fashionable. In 2007,

Emsellem et al. presented SAURON galaxies in a parameter space described by an observational

spin parameter, ∏R , and ellipticity, ≤. ∏R utilises the radial distribution of kinematics provided by

integral field spectroscopy (IFS), defined by,

(4.1) ∏R ¥ hR|V |i
hR

p
V 2 +æ2i

,

where R is the circularised radial position, V is the LOS velocity, and æ is the LOS velocity

dispersion taken as luminosity-weighted averages denoted by the angular brackets. With their

internal kinematics defined in this way, galaxies split into two distinct groups that mirror the

morphology division between ellipticals and spirals: slow rotators (SR) and fast rotators (FR).

ATLAS3D (Cappellari et al., 2011b) gave the first statistical sample of galaxies within which these

spin properties could be examined.

With the emergence of large IFS surveys (SAMI, Sydney-AAO Multi-object Integral field

spectrometer, Croom et al. 2012; CALIFA, Calar Alto Legacy Integral Field Area, Sanchez et al.

2012; and MANGA, Mapping Nearby Galaxies at Apache point observatory, Bundy et al. 2015),

it is now possible to map gas and stellar motions, and to measure kinematic quantities such

as ∏R , in much larger, statistical samples of galaxies. These data-sets are being used to study

the relationship between ∏R , galaxy mass, and environment (Veale et al., 2017; van de Sande

et al., 2017b; Brough et al., 2017; Smethurst et al., 2018), and, as a consequence, are providing

unique insights into the assembly history of galaxies (Foster et al., 2013; Arnold et al., 2014;

Fogarty et al., 2015; Cortese et al., 2016). This work is complemented naturally by the emergence

of galaxy formation simulations of cosmological volumes, such as the ILLUSTRIS simulation

(Vogelsberger et al., 2014a) and EAGLE simulations (Schaye et al., 2015). These simulations,

which track galaxy growth over cosmic time and span a range of galaxy masses, environments,

and assembly histories, provide a powerful tool to study the physical origin of galactic angular

momentum (Teklu et al., 2015; Genel et al., 2015; Pedrosa & Tissera, 2015; Zavala et al., 2016;

Lagos et al., 2018a), and to understand the astrophysical implications of the observational data,

including V /æ and ∏R .

The utility of numerical simulations to interpret observational data relies upon our ability to

compare observational and simulated data sets in as similar a manner as is possible. It is worth
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noting that the form of ∏R , originally proposed by Emsellem et al. (2007), was constructed to

provide an observational proxy for the total amount of angular momentum per unit mass, which

is a natural analogue of the theoretical spin parameter widely used in numerical simulations.

Two definitions of the theoretical spin parameter are commonplace in the literature. The first

is the Peebles (1969) ∏; here,

(4.2) ∏= J|E|1/2

GM5/2 ;

where J is angular momentum, E is total energy, M is the virial mass and G is the gravitational

constant. Eq. 4.2 quantifies the relative importance of rotational and dispersion support to

maintaining the entire gravitation-ally bound structure in equilibrium, and it is often used to

measure specific angular momentum (e.g. Fall & Efstathiou, 1980; Mo et al., 1998; Knebe &

Power, 2008); indeed, Emsellem et al. (2007) showed how ∏ and ∏R are related to one another.

However, this form has an explicit dependence on the total (i.e. kinetic plus gravitational) energy

of the system and so special care must be taken when calculating the gravitational potential

energy1, and in its standard form it is only applicable when considering all matter out to some

encompassing radius (Teklu et al., 2015), usually the virial radius.

The second is the Bullock et al. (2001) ∏0, given by,

(4.3) ∏0 = J
p

2MVcR
,

where J, M and Vc are the angular momentum, mass and circular velocity all measured within

radius R. This form is particularly attractive because it depends only on material within R and

can be calculated for an individual component, k,

(4.4) ∏0
k
= jkp

2VcR
,

where the angular momentum is replaced with the specific angular momentum, jk = Jk/Mk. In

contrast to the Peebles form, Eq. 4.3 and 4.4 give us the ability to examine the radial distribution

of the spin parameter straightforwardly.

When evaluated for all components within the virial radius, ∏º∏0. Hence, when quoting the

kinematic properties of a galaxy, typically ∏0 is defined at the virial radius, rvir. In contrast, ∏R

is usually measured within an effective radius, Reff, of the galaxy, which is much smaller than

rvir. Although Emsellem et al. (2007) provides an approximate conversion between ∏ and ∏R ,

it is important to assess how well ∏R deduced from observational data and ∏/∏0 derived from

numerical simulations relate to one another in detail.
1This is because the gravitational potential depends on the mass distribution at all radii, not just interior to a

given radius. A surface pressure correction can account for this - as used previously in cosmological N-body simulations
(e.g. Shaw et al., 2006; Power et al., 2012) - but the size of this correction tends increase with decreasing halo-centric
radius decreases, and is likely to be large on the scale of galaxies.
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Previous work has shown that ∏R should be a robust tracer of intrinsic angular momentum

(e.g. Jesseit et al., 2009, who analysed N-body simulated merger remnants). The goal of this

paper is to characterise the relationship between ∏R , as it may be observationally deduced, and

∏0, as it is measured in a numerical simulation, for a set of N-body realisations of galaxies with

varying bulge-to-total mass (B/T) ratios. By constructing mock IFS observations of our data,

we can measure ∏R as an observer would, incorporating the effects of beam smearing, seeing,

and measurement radius. This allows us to assess how well we can correct the measured ∏R to

remove observational bias, and its relationship to the intrinsic ∏0 of the galaxy.

Understanding these observational biases is crucial if we wish to compare observations and

predictions from simulations. Spatial blurring caused by the Earth’s atmosphere introduces

uncertainties into kinematic measurements, such that velocity gradients are smoothed, LOS

velocity dispersion is reduced, and measurements of properties like ∏R become biased. Previous

studies have sought to quantify or correct this bias (e.g. D’Eugenio et al., 2013; van de Sande

et al., 2017b,a; Greene et al., 2018; Graham et al., 2018), and we investigate how well such

corrections perform. In particular, we focus on the recent work Graham et al. (2018), who used

Jeans Anisotropic Modelling (JAM) to derive a general analytic correction to ∏R for regularly

rotating galaxies of different types, based on the ratio of the width of the point spread function

(æPSF) to the effective radius of the galaxy (Reff); we investigate how well it performs when applied

to 3D dynamical galaxy models.

In the remaining sections of this paper, we describe the simulations and the method used to

construct our synthetic observations (§ 4.2). In § 4.3, we present the results of our investigations

and go on to discuss the outcome of these with respect to observational and definition bias

in section 4.4. Throughout, we assume a Lambda-cold dark matter (§CDM) cosmology with

≠m = 0.308,≠§ = 0.692 and H0 = 67.8.

4.2 Method

We have constructed a catalogue of five isolated, stable N-body realisations of galaxies across a

range of B/T ratios in order to explore the relationship between the observed ∏R and intrinsic

spin, ∏0. The simple models in this catalogue are shown in Fig. 4.1. The construction details of

these simulations are described in section 4.2.1. For each of the galaxy models, we make a series

of synthetic observations using the R package SIMSPIN2. This code allows the user to generate a

kinematic data cube based on simulated particle positions and velocities, vary the level of spatial

2This code can be found in a github repository at https://github.com/kateharborne/SimSpin. Worked exam-
ples can be found at https://rpubs.com/kateharborne.
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FIGURE 4.1. The mock catalogue of galaxies investigated in this work. From left to right, we
show the S0, Sa, Sb, Sc and Sd models. The top row shows each galaxy inclined to 0± (i.e.
face-on) and the middle row demonstrates the same particle distribution projected at 90± (i.e.
edge-on). These top two rows demonstrate the particles contained within a radius of 50kpc.
The bottom row shows the isophotal images of each galaxy within the SAMI field of view
inclined face on at 0±. The overlaid ellipses contain 0.25-0.75 of the total flux at increments
of 0.05. The Reff for each galaxy is shown by the bold black line.

blurring and measure ∏R within a specified radius. The method by which we make these mock

observations is explained in section 4.2.2.

4.2.1 The simulations

For each galaxy in the catalogue, initial conditions are constructed using GALIC (Yurin &

Springel, 2014). This code takes an iterative approach to solving the collision-less Boltzman

equation to create the initial conditions of isolated N-body galaxy models in equilibrium. Stellar

bulges are constructed in Hernquist profiles with ergodic velocity structures described by,

(4.5) Ωbulge(r)= Mb

2º
b

r(r+b)3 ,

where Mb is the bulge mass, r is the radius and b is the bulge scale length. Stellar disks are

formed with an axis-symmetric velocity structure within an exponential profile described by,

(4.6) Ωdisk(R, z)= Md

4ºz0h2 sech2
µ

z

z0

∂
exp

µ
°R

h

∂
,
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TABLE 4.1. Outlining the parameters defining each galaxy in the simulation catalogue. B/T
is the bulge-to-total mass ratio; b is the bulge scale height in kpc; n is the Sersic index; ∏0

describes the stellar component Bullock spin parameter evaluated at rvir; ∏0(Reff) is the
stellar Bullock parameter evaluated at Reff; ∏0

R
(Reff) describes the same value corrected

using Emsellem et al.’s conversion, ∏0 ª
p

2/3∏0
R

; ∏90
R

is the value of ∏R observed in perfect
seeing conditions (i.e. PSF = 0”) at SAMI resolution for each galaxy oriented at 90± (edge-on)
projected at z = 0.06.

B/T b/kpc n ∏0 ∏0(Reff) ∏0
R

(Reff) ∏90
R

S0 0.60 2.14 2.84 0.014 0.11 0.23 0.50
Sa 0.40 1.38 2.26 0.022 0.16 0.34 0.60
Sb 0.25 0.90 1.64 0.027 0.21 0.45 0.64
Sc 0.05 0.17 0.99 0.034 0.29 0.62 0.77
Sd 0.02 0.07 0.97 0.035 0.31 0.66 0.78

where Md is the disk mass, R is the radius in the plane of the disk, z is the height off the plane

of the disk, h is the scale length and z0 is the scale height.

To demonstrate that the galaxies are equilibrated, long-lived structures, we evolve them over

10 Gyr using an extended version of the N-body/SPH code GADGET-2 (Springel, 2005), in which

the underlying 1.85£1012MØ dark matter halo has been replaced with an analytical form of

the Hernquist dark matter profile used in GALIC. The use of an analytic potential suppresses

numerical artefacts (e.g. numerical heating of the disc) that usually arises when there is a

mismatch in dark matter and stellar particle mass, as occurs when high resolution is adopted in

the disc but not in the halo; further details are given in Chapter 2.3.

Every galaxy in the catalogue has a stellar mass of 1010MØ with the proportion of mass

contained in the bulge and disk specified in Table 4.1. Each model contains 2.5£106 particles

with individual masses of 4£103MØ and softening sizes of 100 pc. The stellar disks have radial

scale lengths of h = 4.25 kpc and scale heights of z0 = 0.85 kpc. In order to determine the ellipticity

of our galaxy models, we compute iso-density contours for each by first generating a flux image at

a high resolution (spaxels of 0.05”) projected at 90± using SIMSPIN with all particles within a

sphere of radius r200. We use a mass-to-light ratio of 1, such that this flux image is just a map of

the mass distribution within the model. The R-package PROFOUND then takes this image and

rank orders the pixels into concentric isophotes containing equal amounts of mass in each. The

ellipticity or flattening, ≤= 1° q, (where q is the axial ratio of each model) is calculated using

the ProFound::profoundGetEllipses() function, which takes all pixels within an isophote

containing half the total mass and diagonalizes the inertia tensor to give the axial ratio, q

(Robotham et al., 2018). This method ensures that our ellipticities are consistent with what

would be measured observationally, as shown in Fig 4.1. The elliptcity, ≤, is defined at Reff, as in

Cappellari et al. (2007); Cappellari (2016).
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FIGURE 4.2. Variation of ∏0 of the stellar component with radius for each of the galaxy
models. The point at which the Bullock parameter is traditionally measured (the virial
radius) is marked at rvir = 200 kpc with a black line. The measurements of ∏0 evaluated at
the half-mass radius are shown by the star points on each line.

We analyse a variety of the inherent kinematic properties of each galaxy to provide comparison

to the synthetic observations of ∏R later on. ∏0 is evaluated for the stellar component of our

models using Eq. 4.4 and plotted as a function of radius as shown in Fig. 4.2. In Bullock et al.’s

(2001) definition, the spin parameter of a dark matter subhalo is calculated at the virial radius

of that object. In Fig. 4.2, this radius is shown by the black line. When attempting to make a

comparison to observable data, it is very unlikely that the kinematics of a galaxy could be studied

out to ª 200 kpc; ∏R is typically measured out to one effective radius (on the order of a few kpc).

For this reason, we also calculate ∏0 of the stellar component at the half-mass radius, ∏0(Reff). We

have assumed that each particle in the simulation has an equal mass-to-light ratio throughout

our analysis and hence that the half-mass radius is equivalent to the half-light radius Reff; this

is the simplest assumption we can make with these basic galaxy models. These half-mass radii

are shown in Fig. 4.2 by the coloured stars for each galaxy and the associated spin denoted as

∏0(Reff) in Table 4.1. In the derivation of ∏R from Eq. 4.2 in appendix A of Emsellem et al. (2007),

it is shown that ∏ª
p

2/3∏R . Conversion factors are required to take account for the differences

between one parameter that is defined with full knowledge of the 3D distribution of mass and

another that is dependent on a 2D projected light distribution. In Appendix 4.6 of this thesis,

we show that a similar method can be followed in order to derive ∏R from Eq. 4.3. We use the
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same conversion factors to calculate the value we would expect to recover observationally at the

effective radius shown as ∏0
R

(Reff)) for each model in Table 4.1.

Each of these “inherent” spin parameter values may be valid to describe the kinematics of

a given galaxy. However, the ambiguity of “intrinsic” spin is dangerous. As shown in Table 4.1,

every value of the spin parameter belonging to each galaxy is quite different despite the fact

that they all provide measures of the specific angular momentum. While, qualitatively, each

flavour of spin gives us the same type of information (i.e., disks have a larger spins than the

more bulge dominated models), the variation across the Hubble sequence is quantitatively

different. When it comes to quantifying scaling relations and linking observations to theory

in cosmological simulations, it is important to understand which of these values is actually

recovered by observations of ∏R . It is not computationally efficient to take mock observations of

all galaxies in a cosmological volume when kinematic properties like the spin have already been

computed. Evidently, from the range of values in Table 4.1, it is not sufficient to compare ∏0 and

∏R directly without first considering what these values really mean. One of the aims of this work

is to examine and present the links between these inherent and observed spin parameters to aid

communication between the theoretical and practical communities. This is further discussed in

section 4.4.2.

4.2.2 The synthetic observations

For this experiment, we have generated images based on the parameters of the Sydney-AAO

Multi-Object Integral Field Spectrograph (SAMI) which is mounted at the prime focus of the

3.9m Anglo-Australian Telescope. SAMI has 13 imaging fibre bundles, known as “hexabundles”;

within each hexabundle, 61 multimode fibres each subtend a diameter of 1.6” such that each

bundle can view 15” across its diameter (Croom et al., 2012). All 793 fibres, plus 26 sky fibres,

are fed into the AAOmega dual beam spectrograph comprised of a red and blue arm.

The majority of the absorption lines used for stellar kinematic measurements fall on the

blue arm of the spectrograph and so these parameters are used to generate the mock images

for this experiment. For SAMI, a 580V grating is mounted on the blue arm, giving a resolution

of R ª 1700 and wavelength coverage of 3700-5700Å. It has been shown that the line spread

function (LSF) describing the spectral instrument response of the prism and gratings on the

extracted spectra from the blue arm is well approximated by a Gaussian profile with full-width

half-maximum, FWHMblue = 2.65 Å (van de Sande et al., 2017a). The kinematic data cubes

produced on this arm have a spatial pixel scale of 0.5" and velocity pixel scale of 1.04 Å(Green

et al., 2018). The flux in each spaxel is mimicked by assigning a luminosity to each particle type

using a mass-to-light ratio, 1®Ø, and approximating the flux from the projection distance.
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FIGURE 4.3. The process followed by SIMSPIN when constructing a kinematic data cube.
Each particle in the simulation has some known velocity, vtrue. Observationally, we cannot be
precise about the velocities we measure. To encode this uncertainty in the mock observation,
we assume that each particle’s velocity is a Gaussian distribution centred on vtrue with a
width described by the LSF. If the velocity distribution of each particle extends beyond the
width of a single voxel in the cube, fractional contributions will be assigned to each bin
accordingly.

Following the evolution of each galaxy model, a series of mock observations were made using

the R-package SIMSPIN. Given a GADGET-2 snapshot file, a kinematic data cube is constructed

using this code according to the SAMI specifications. The spatial and velocity bin (spaxel and

voxel) sizes supplied dictate the grid of the cube. Details such as the velocity uncertainty in an

observation is incorporated into the simulation by assuming that each particle has a Gaussian

distribution of possible velocities with width dictated by the LSF and summed such that portions

of each particle’s velocity distribution may fall across several voxels. This method is illustrated in

Fig. 4.3.

The code will go on to generate a series of mock observational images from the kinematic

cube. The observed flux, LOS velocity and LOS velocity dispersion is mapped by collapsing the

cube down each spaxel. Flux maps are constructed by summing the flux contribution along each

spaxel across the various velocities; LOS velocity images are constructed by taking weighted

averages of the voxel bins along each spaxel; the LOS dispersion maps are weighted standard

deviations of the same voxel distributions along each spaxel. One such example of the images

output using this method is shown in Fig. 4.4.
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FIGURE 4.4. Using SIMSPIN, we generate mock IFU images by collapsing the cube in Fig.
4.3 along the velocity-axis. Here we show the Sd model inclined to 70± blurred with a Moffat
PSF FWHM = 1” to mimic seeing effects.

∏R is then calculated via,

(4.7) ∏R =
Pnb

i=1 FiRi|Vi|
Pnb

i=1 FiRi

q
V

2
i
+æ2

i

,

where Fi is the observed flux, Ri is the circularised radial position from the centre, Vi is the LOS

velocity and æi is the LOS velocity dispersion per bin, i, and summed across the total number of

bins, nb, within measurement radius, Reff (Emsellem et al., 2011). Reff is calculated by fitting

isophotal ellipses to a flux image generated at the same projected angle but a higher resolution

than the IFU image as described in section 4.2.1 - under the assumption that an observer would

determine such parameters from a corresponding optical image.

SIMSPIN, also allows us to investigate the effects of observational limitations on the measure-

ment of ∏R :

1. Inclination effects - Projection and distance effects have been measured simply by observing

each model across a range of inclinations from 0± (face-on) to 90± (edge-on) at 5± increments

and at a series of redshift distances within the SAMI range 0.04 < z < 0.1. These redshifts

were sampled at ¢z = 0.01 increments. A series of 665 kinematic cubes were generated in

total.

2. Measurement radius effects - We calculate ∏R within a range of measurement radii. From

Fig. 4.2, it is clear that the spin parameter will change with radius quite significantly for

late type and lenticular galaxies. We would like to see how the uncertainty in ∏R propagates

due to differences in the measurement radius that is used. Over time, the favoured method

of determining the effective radius of a galaxy has changed from circular to elliptical
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apertures (Kelvin et al., 2012), and even more recently via methods of iterative dilation

(Robotham et al., 2017). Differences across these methods result in variations in the quoted

Reff. In this work, we have considered a range of different radii, from 0.5 - 1.5 Reff, at

increments of 0.1 Reff. This gives us a further 950 observations to work with across 19

inclinations and 10 additional radii.

3. Spatial blurring effects - “Beam smearing” is an inherent problem in Integral Field Units

(IFUs) which results in a distortion of the inner rotational velocity curve that is key to

measuring ∏R (Cecil et al., 2016). Combined with other observational effects, such as

atmospheric seeing, we tend to see artificially high levels of LOS velocity dispersion for the

central regions of galaxies. We expect this to reduce the measured value of ∏R , as dispersion

appears to be more dominant. These spatial blurring conditions have been modelled in the

mock observations by convolving each spatial plane of the data cube with a Moffat point

spread function (PSF) at a selection of FWHM values between 0 - 4”, separated by 0.5”

increments. These observations are again made across a range of inclinations from 0± to

90± resulting in a further 760 kinematic cubes.

Each of these observation parameters have been tested individually to quantify their impact

on the measurement of ∏R . We can then examine how well the Graham et al. (2018) empirical

correction works for an entirely independent set of simulations. This is the secondary aim for the

paper: to understand how well we can reverse the effects of observational limitations.

4.3 Results

Using SIMSPIN, we have made 2375 mock observations of the 5 galaxy models in total. The

results of these investigations are summarised in Fig. 4.5. The parameter space occupied by the

synthetic data points is shown in light blue circles. Real observations from ATLAS3D (Emsellem

et al., 2011) and SAMI (van de Sande et al., 2017b) are plotted in dark green for comparison. The

grey boundary lines distinguish between the galaxies that are classed as slow and fast rotators

(Emsellem et al., 2007, 2011; Cappellari, 2016) 3. The magenta lines are a prediction from Binney

(2005) for the trend you would expect to see for oblate galaxies of different intrinsic ellipticity

(0 < ≤intr < 0.95) and anisotropy (Ø) when measured edge-on. Having calculated the edge-on

values of ∏R , we can then predict the values we would expect at a range of projected inclinations

3Emsellem et al. (2007) defined a SR such that ∏R < 0.1, but in 2011 updated this definition to take into account
the larger ATLAS3D data set such that a SR satisfies ∏R < 0.31£p

≤, where ≤ is the ellipticity of the observed system.
More recently, Cappellari (2016) argued that non-regular SRs are better categorised by ∏R < 0.08+≤0/4, where ≤0 < 0.4,
thereby reducing the risk of missing FRs that are very round.
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FIGURE 4.5. Parameter space (∏R-≤) of all mock observations made in this experiment, as
shown in light blue, in comparison to SAMI (van de Sande et al., 2017b) and ATLAS3D

data (Emsellem et al., 2011) in dark green. The grey lines show the SR/FR boundaries
suggested by Emsellem et al. in 2011 (long dashed line), and Cappellari in 2016 (solid line).
The magenta line shows the edge-on view for oblate galaxies with anisotropy described
by, Ø = 0.7£ ≤ while the magenta dashed line shows the same relationship for Ø = 0 (see
Cappellari et al. 2007), and black dotted lines show the inclination dependence of galaxies
with intrinsic ellipticities, ≤intr = 0.35, 0.45, 0.55, 0.65, 0.75, 0.85. See text for further details.
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(0°90±) using,

(4.8) ∏R(i)= C(i)
∏90

Rq
1+∏90

R

2(C2(i)°1)
,

where C(i) = sin(i)/
p

1°Øcos2(i) and ∏90
R

is the edge-on value of the observed spin parameter

(Cappellari et al., 2007; Emsellem et al., 2007). Here we show the two common extremes of

anisotropy, Ø= 0 (dashed magenta line) and = 0.7≤intr (solid magenta line). Using Eq. 4.8, we plot

the black dotted lines in Fig. 4.5 for galaxies with intrinsic ellipticities ≤intr = 0.35, 0.45, 0.55,

0.65, 0.75, 0.85.

The area occupied by the true and mock observations overlap very well, specifically in the FR

regime. A few galaxies do fall outside our probed region, but this is to be expected. The N-body

models that have been measured throughout this work are very simplistic. We have created a

series of isolated ergodic bulges and axis-symmetric disks in equilibrium with no gas component.

The small number of inaccessible observational examples that sit to the left of our measurements

are very round, fast rotators with spiral arms and bars - features which do not appear in this

model catalogue due to the specified mass and velocity conditions. The other region we do not

sample well is the lower left of the SR regime. Observationally, this region tends to be occupied

by non-regular rotators and galaxies with kinematically decoupled cores, which we do not explore

in this work.

Another obvious difference between the measurement of ∏R in this work and van de Sande

et al.’s work is the definition of radius used in Eq. 4.7. For the SAMI galaxies in this comparison,

the measurement of radius, Ri, is defined as the “semi-major axis of the ellipse on which spaxel i

lies”, as opposed to the circularised radius used by Emsellem et al. in his original work in 2007

and 2011 for the ATLAS3D observations. The purpose of using this elliptical definition of the

radius is to remove the inclination dependence of ∏R . van de Sande et al. (2017a) show that,

for rounder galaxies where ≤ < 0.4, there is very little difference between the spin measured

using each radii measure; it becomes more important for the flattened galaxies, though the

median difference between circularly measured and intrinsic radii is ¢∏R ª 0.04. As we are

interested in exploring the effects of projection on the value that is recovered when paired with

other limitations, we have chosen to stick with the circularised radius but draw attention to the

fact that the definition of Ri in Eq. 4.7 may vary across different surveys.

4.3.1 Projection effects

To begin, we made mock observations of each galaxy model across a range of inclinations and

projected distances. At this stage, no further observational limitations were included in order to

provide a benchmark control by which to compare and to ensure that our analysis performs as
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FIGURE 4.6. The ∏R measurement for each galaxy at a range of projected distances from z =
0.04 - 0.1. Each point represents a single mock observation of the model. The spin parameter
inherent to the simulation, ∏0

R
(Reff)(Reff), as in Table 4.1, is shown as the black bordered

simulation points. The grey SR/FR boundaries and magenta lines are the same as shown in
Fig. 4.5.

expected. This corresponds to a subset of 665 observations of the 5 galaxies. In each case, we use

equation 4.7 to calculate ∏R within an effective radius.

We found the results of this experiment on the disk galaxies quite surprising. The effect

of moving a galaxy further and further away from the observer is that each spaxel in the IFU

cube covers a larger portion of the galaxy. This reduced resolution was thought to have a similar

effect to increasing the level of spatial blurring; hence, it was expected that ∏R would decrease

with distance. Instead, we actually see a very slight positive correlation on average across all

inclinations between the observed spin parameter and redshift distance. Increasing the distance

from the observer, and hence the spaxel size relative to the galaxy, does not blur the central

velocity dispersion in the same way that spatial smearing does. The growth of the spatial pixel

means that slightly more disk flux contributes to the edge pixels within Rmaj
eff . For the disk
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galaxies, we find that between z = 0.04 and 0.1, up to 1% more disk particles fall within the

effective radius of the galaxy. This means that additional rotational components are contributing

to the measurement, causing the measurement of ∏R to rise a very small amount, of order ª 0.01

per Rfov/Rmaj
eff .

Fig. 4.6 shows the results of this test within the observer plane, ∏R vs. ellipticity, ≤. The

observed points follow the shape we would expect with inclination (Jesseit et al., 2009; Emsellem

et al., 2011). The effects of distance are evident in the models that contain disk components, as

shown by the scatter of mock observations. The level of this effect is negligible - small enough to

fall within other observational errors - and so will not effect the measurement of ∏R . However, it

is interesting to note that this is not the negative correlation one might expect.

4.3.2 Measurement Radius

We briefly consider the impact of measurement radius and its impact on the ≤-∏R parameter

space in Fig. 4.7. Here we varied the radius within which ∏R was measured at regular increments

of ¢Reff = 0.1 from 0.5 - 1.5 Reff. All other variables remain fixed. The ellipticity at each radius

was calculated by specifying that more or less flux be contained within a given isophote. All

pixels within that isophote were then used to find the ellipticity as described in section 4.2.1.

We projected each galaxy from the catalogue through the full range of inclinations, but kept the

redshift distance set at z = 0.06 giving a sample of 1045 mock observations.

Fig. 4.7 shows that the overlap between the disk models can be significant, and arises because

an underestimate of a galaxy’s Reff causes its ∏R to overlap with the ∏R from an overestimated

Reff of a galaxy with a slightly larger bulge. This is consistent with recent work (e.g. van de Sande

et al., 2017b).

4.3.3 Spatial blurring

The final step was to mimic the effects of beam smearing and atmospheric seeing conditions

by introducing spatial blurring to the mock IFU cubes. Each galaxy was projected through the

various inclinations, but fixed at a redshift distance of z = 0.06. Following the production of the

kinematic IFU data cube, each spatial plane is convolved with a Moffat PSF with FWHM from

0 - 4" at increments of 0.5". Flux, LOS velocity and LOS velocity dispersion images are then

constructed as described in section 4.2.2. ∏R is measured from these images within 1 Reff giving

a further 760 observations to examine. Note that the effective radius of each model is measured

from the un-blurred image as we assume that, for real observations, this would not be taken from

the IFU data but from higher resolution optical counterparts.
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FIGURE 4.7. Demonstrating the spread in the ≤-∏R relationship that is caused by varying
the measurement radius. Each galaxy has been observed at z = 0.06, through inclinations
of 0°90± and ∏R measured within a range of radii. ∏0

R
(Reff)(Reff) values calculated per

simulation are shown as black bordered points. The grey SR/FR boundaries and magenta
lines are the same as shown in Fig. 4.5.

Applying a Moffat convolution kernel blurs the flux image and smooths out velocity gradients,

similar to the effects of spatial blurring seen in real astronomical data. This has the expected

result of increasing regions of artificial dispersion causing the recovered value of ∏R to fall as

seeing conditions grow worse. Across all inclinations, we see that there is a negative correlation

between the size of the PSF and ∏R , as plotted in Fig. 4.8. Here we have quantified the level of

blurring by the fraction æPSF/Rmaj, where æPSF
4 is the standard deviation of the blurring Moffat

kernel and Reff is the semi-major component of the galaxy’s effective radius. The level of blurring

with respect to the radius within which the spin parameter is measured is important to readily

make comparisons of galaxies observed using different telescopes across different nights with

varied seeing conditions.

4æ= FWHM / 2
p

2ln2
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FIGURE 4.8. The relationship between beam smearing and ∏R shown for 3 different projected
inclinations, (a) 30±, (b) 60± and (c) 90±. Each galaxy is observed at a redshift distance of z =
0.06 and ∏R measured within 1 Reff.

This negative correlation is inclination and morphology dependent. As the galaxy approaches

edge on projections (90±), the gradient of this relationship is the most severe, with a more

linear drop off for galaxies with larger disks. At seeing conditions typical of SAMI observations

(ª 0.3°0.4 æPSF/Rmaj), ∏R decreases by as much as ª 0.05°0.2 across the range of galaxy types

in comparison to the value measured if there was no spatial blurring. This is consistent with the

uncertainty quoted by van de Sande et al. (2017a) in which it was proposed from repeat SAMI

observations that adverse seeing conditions could lower measurements of ∏R by 0.05°0.1; our

study shows that this bias could be slightly larger for very disky galaxies. Similarly, we agree

with the work of Greene et al. (2018) in which two corrections were suggested based on the spin

parameter measured. Fig. 4.8 demonstrates that the impact of seeing is not uniform with galaxy

type. Greene et al. suggest two corrections in which slower galaxies are adjusted by 0.075 and

faster are adjusted by 0.125. Again, these values fall within our range, but we suggest that the

bias could be larger for faster rotators. When compared to similar plots made for MANGA’s JAM

models in Appendix C of Graham et al. (2018), Fig 4.8 has a very similar distribution.

In Fig. 4.9, we see the effect of beam smearing and seeing on an observer plane where ∏R is

plotted against the ellipticity, ≤. This has the greatest impact on distinguishing the galaxies with

large bulges (S0/Sa/Sb). We see that an Sa galaxy with & 2” seeing can become confused with an S0

galaxy observed in near perfect conditions; the same can be said for the Sa/Sb comparison. While

our models are simplistic and do not describe the whole range of possible galaxy morphologies,

we can still conclude from this overlap that, when left uncorrected, atmospheric seeing can make
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FIGURE 4.9. Demonstrating the spread in the ≤-∏R relationship that is caused by varying
seeing conditions. Each galaxy has been observed at z = 0.06, through inclinations of 0°90±

and ∏R measured within 1 Reff. ∏0
R

(Reff)(Reff) values calculated per simulation are shown
as black bordered points. The grey SR/FR boundaries and magenta lines are the same as
shown in Fig. 4.5.

interpreting a specific morphology from the kinematics alone difficult. Distinguishing between

the fastest and slowest FR is obviously a simple task as there is no overlap between the S0 and

Sd examples within this wide range of seeing conditions. However, this effect is an important

one to bear in mind when making specific conclusions about galaxy comparisons based on this

kinematic tracer alone and highlights the need for corrections such as those presented in Graham

et al. (2018).

4.4 Discussion

So far, we have considered a range of factors that contribute to uncertainties in measurements of

∏R . We now investigate the extent to which these uncertainties can be modelled and removed
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from measurements, focusing on the empirical correction recently proposed by Graham et al.

(2018). In section 4.4.1, we investigate how effective this correction is for our models - N-body

realisations, distinct from the JAM-derived models used in Graham et al. (2018) - with the goal

of suggesting an effective way to reduce observational limitations on ∏R measurements.

We also examine how the theoretical spin parameters, as measured in a numerical simulation,

should be compared most appropriately with the observed spin parameter, ∏R . When modelling

a galaxy’s ∏R , the assumption is that the “true” ∏R is the one that is recovered in the limit of

perfect seeing conditions, but it is vitally important to understand how this “true” ∏R maps to the

“intrinsic” theoretical spin parameter, of the kind measured in a numerical simulation. In section

4.4.2, we examine the difference between various definitions of the “intrinsic” spin parameter

and its observational counterpart.

4.4.1 Observational bias

Recently Graham et al. (2018) presented an empirical formula for correcting ∏R to account for

the effects of seeing with respect to the semi-major axis of the effective radius. This was derived

from a series of 1080 simulations created using the JAM method (Cappellari, 2008). We have a

further 1425 observations of simulated galaxy models that have been generated using an entirely

different method, and so it is interesting to test how effective this formula is for an independent

data set. Their proposed equation contains a term to account for the width of the PSF and a term

to account for the differences in galaxy morphologies:

(4.9) ∏obs
R

=∏corr
R

gM2

√
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R
maj
eff
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is a generalised form of the Moffat function and
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is an empirical relationship to account for morphological type via observed Sersic indices.

We measure the Sersic indices of our models using the Bayesian galaxy fitting tool, ProFit

(Robotham et al., 2017). Isophotal ellipses are extracted from a high resolution flux image of

each galaxy model and a single component Sersic profile is fitted to the surface brightness profile

produced. These values are shown in Table 4.1 and span a reasonable range from 0.9. n . 3.
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FIGURE 4.10. Comparing the absolute (left panels) and relative (right panels) differences
between the modelled observationally perfect ∏R measurements (i.e. no blurring due to
seeing), ∏mod

R
, and those observed, ∏obs

R
. The upper panels show ∏obs

R
°∏mod

R
, demonstrating

the overall effect of increasing the blurring on the observed measurement; the lower panels
show ∏corr

R
°∏mod

R
, demonstrating the effect when the observed values are corrected using

Eq. 4.9.

Following the same method as section 4.3.3, we have projected our galaxies at z = 0.06 but

increased the level of blurring from 0 - 7” in this case such that we can investigate a similar

range in æPSF/Rmaj as Graham et al. (2018). The correction has then been applied to our synthetic

observations using Eq. 4.9 to solve for ∏corr
R

.

In Fig. 4.10, we present the results of this correction on our data. In the left lower panel we

plot the absolute difference between the modelled, observationally perfect value of ∏R (∏mod
R

) and

the value observed following correction (∏corr
R

) across a range of seeing conditions described by the

fraction æPSF/Rmaj. We show the absolute difference between ∏mod
R

and the un-corrected observed

value (∏obs
R

) in the left upper panel as reference to demonstrate the improvement achieved by

using this correction. This is shown for each galaxy morphology inclined to 30±, 60± and 90±. Prior

to correction, we can see that the observed value is always an under-estimate, though the amount
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by which this value is reduced is dependent on the galaxy morphology (with a minor dependence

on the observed inclination). The absolute difference between the modelled and observed value

generally increases with disk dominance at each seeing increment. As demonstrated by the spread

of the points about the zero line in the lower panel, we see a reduction in the absolute uncertainty

across all models following correction. The systematic differences between morphological types

have been mostly removed. The error on the corrected values is greatly reduced from ¢∏R . 0.2

to . 0.07 at the typical SAMI seeing of ª 0.3°0.4 æPSF/Rmaj.

If instead we consider the relative differences as shown on the right, using the log difference

log10(∏obs
R

)°log10(∏mod
R

), we find that this relationship between uncertainty and disk dominance

is inverted. While the absolute difference between the measured and inherent properties may

be largest for the diskiest galaxies, relatively the uncertainty associated with a more bulge

dominated system could be as large as the inherent value itself. Hence, it is very important to

consider applying these kinds of corrections across both slow and fast rotator regimes. We see that

in the corrected plane, irrespective of whether we consider the absolute or relative uncertainty,

this morphological dependence is removed.

Overall, this shows that the correction presented by Graham et al. (2018) is largely successful

for an entirely independent set of models. We do see that this is dependent on inclination and agree

that this correction will be most effective when applied to galaxies inclined to intermediate angles

i ª 50. Given this result, we suggest that this correction is applied to data across all morphological

types, especially in comparisons where seeing conditions vary considerably between observations.

4.4.2 Definition bias

Aside from the effects of the atmosphere on our observations, there is also the issue of definition

bias that makes it difficult to compare spin parameters across real and simulated data sets. Often

the “true” spin parameter is taken to be the one that would be observationally measured if seeing

conditions were perfect (for example, Graham et al. 2018, Greene et al. 2018, van de Sande et al.

2017b, D’Eugenio et al. 2013), while in simulations the Bullock parameter is used (Teklu et al.,

2015; Rodriguez-Gomez et al., 2017; Zjupa & Springel, 2017; Stewart et al., 2017). This study has

shown that the effects of projection, distance, seeing and measurement radius will impact the

recovered value of ∏R , but even in ideal conditions this value may not be a direct proxy for the

spin of a galaxy that a theorist would measure within a cosmological simulation.

Because we have the 3D model of the galaxy at our disposal, we can explore the inherent

property of the system that ∏R is actually measuring. We describe the intrinsic property of the

system to be the value of the stellar Bullock spin parameter ∏0 that would be recovered from a

simulation, as in Teklu et al. (2015). In order to make the comparison between observation and
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FIGURE 4.11. Comparing the absolute (left panels) and relative (right panels) differences
between the observed and corrected values of ∏R with the ∏0

R
(Reff) value inherent to each

simulation at a range of æPSF/Rmaj values for three different projections at 30± (crosses), 60±

(triangles) and 90± (circles). On the left, ¢∏(1)
R

is the difference between the observed value
from the value proposed by Emsellem et al. (2007) where ∏0

R
ª 3/

p
2∏0 while ¢∏(2)

R
is the

same difference but taken from the observed value that has been corrected for seeing using
Graham et al.’s (2018) correction.

simulation, we must account for the fact that usually ∏0 is evaluated at r200, rather than Reff. In

Fig 4.2 and Table 4.1, we demonstrate that the latter values are an order of magnitude larger in

general. As shown in appendix 4.6, we also must account for observational projection effects by

the scaling ∏0 ª
p

2/3∏R .

Fig. 4.11 shows ¢∏R , the absolute (left) and relative differences (right) between the observed

∏R value and the stellar Bullock parameter evaluated at Reff and scaled with Emsellem et al.

(2007)’s correction. We show the observed value before (above) and after (below) the correction

presented by Graham et al. (2018). ¢∏R is shown with respect to the level of blurring, æPSF/Rmaj.

As, before, we have observed each galaxy at a redshift of z = 0.06 up to a PSF of 7” in order to

consider a wider impact of typical seeing conditions. We show the trends for each galaxy model

inclined to 30±,60± and 90± as crosses, triangles and circles respectively.
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The purpose of this comparison has been to provide a reference between the commonly

defined theoretical spin parameter and ∏R . Having adjusted the observed ∏R using the correction

provided by Graham et al. (2018), Fig. 4.11 demonstrates the offsets you may expect between the

observed and the stellar Bullock spin parameter. While Graham et al.’s correction was originally

designed to reduce the difference between the observationally perfect value and those effected by

seeing, it clearly does a good job at straightening the ∏0
R

(Reff) relation across all seeing conditions.

However, there is still quite a significant uncertainty due to the effects of inclination. Our inherent

measure of spin takes into account the 3D distribution of particles in our model, but it is not

possible to recover this from the projected, observable ∏R . Overall, we find that ∏R does a fair

job of tracking the inherent value proposed by Emsellem et al. (2007), ∏0
R

(Reff), especially at

intermediate inclinations. However, the spread across the ¢∏(2)
R

space is as high as ±0.2.

This analysis makes clear that care must be taken when comparing a Bullock et al. (2001) ∏0

measured from a simulated galaxy and the observationally deduced ∏R . As our results show, ∏R

provides a reasonable approximation to ∏0 evaluated for the galactic stellar component within 1

Reff and scaled by Emsellem et al.’s 3/
p

2; this is arguably the most attractive approach because

it is straightforward to compute directly from simulation particle data. Perhaps more subtly, Fig.

4.11 also demonstrates that at fixed inclinations there are still variations in the absolute and

relative ¢∏R offsets due to morpohology. This indicates that ∏R does not map equally to spin

for different galaxy types, which has potential implications for the quantification of dynamical

scaling relations from IFS data. For example, a slope for the observed mass-angular momentum-

spin plane inconsistent with theoretical predictions may not necessarily imply a disagreement

between real and simulated galaxies, or viceversa (e.g., Cortese et al., 2016). Constructing mock

IFS observations, deducing ∏R from these maps and comparing to observations therefore provides

a far more accurate yet more expensive solution.

4.5 Conclusions

The goal of this paper has been to understand the relationship between the observational spin

parameter, ∏R , and theoretical Bullock et al. (2001) spin parameter, ∏0, which is one of the most

widely used definitions in numerical simulations. Using N-body models of galaxies and mock IFS

observations of these data, we have measured ∏R as an observer would - incorporating the effects

of, for example, beam smearing and seeing - and demonstrated that the empirical correction

proposed by Graham et al. (2018) is an effective approach to removing these biases. We have

also shown that ∏R provides a good approximation to the intrinsic theoretical spin parameter

of a galaxy, provided observational biases are corrected for. Measured directly from simulation

data, ∏0 evaluated for the galactic stellar component within 1 Reff and scaled by Emsellem et al.’s
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3/
p

2 provides a good approximation to the observed ∏R ; mock IFS observations provide greater

accuracy, albeit at greater computational cost and complexity of analysis.

We have found, in agreement with several previous studies, that there is a strong negative

correlation between ∏R and seeing conditions (D’Eugenio et al., 2013; van de Sande et al., 2017a;

Greene et al., 2018; Graham et al., 2018). We find that at seeing conditions typical of SAMI

observations (ª 0.3°0.4 æPSF/Rmaj), ∏R may decreases by as much as ª 0.05°0.2, though this

reduction is not consistent across all galaxy types. Dispersion dominated systems are affected by

seeing to a much lesser degree if we consider the absolute difference between the blurred and

un-blurred values. The necessary correction grows with disk dominance.

Finally, we have evaluated the success of Graham et al.’s (2018) empirical correction to

account for observational bias. Using our independent set of N-body models, we confirm that this

formula reduces the effects of seeing from ¢∏R . 0.2 to . 0.07. There remains a slight inclination

dependence however, such that the correction works best for galaxies inclined at intermediate

angles, i ª 50±. We conclude that this correction should be applied to observational data prior

to further comparisons in order to significantly reduce the observational limitations. We have

also discussed that, following this correction, the observed ∏R may be compared to the theoretical

definition of the Bullock spin parameter, ∏0. While often it is assumed that the “true” spin

parameter is the one measured in perfect seeing conditions, and this empirical correction has been

designed to assume as much, we show that ∏R is offset from the commonly used theoretical Bullock

parameter. We demonstrate that using Emsellem et al.’s (2007) linear correction to account for

projection effects reduces this offset successfully. However, when corrected for seeing, ∏corr
R

is still

offset from the inherent ∏0
R

(Reff) specific to the stellar mass measured within a radius Reff by as

much as ¢ª±0.2 and this offset is not equal for fixed inclination across different morphologies.

For the most appropriate comparison without relying on forward modelling techniques, we

suggest using the scaled ∏0 value, ∏0
R

(Reff)(Reff), with respect to the corrected observations, ∏corr
R

measured at intermediate inclinations.

4.6 Appendix A: Galactic angular momentum and ∏R

In Appendix A of Emsellem et al.’s 2007 paper, the authors demonstrate the method by which

they have derived an observational spin parameter from the Peebles definition, Eq. 4.2. A similar

derivation can be followed if, instead, you begin with the Bullock version of the spin parameter,
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as in Eq. 4.3. First, the equation can be rearranged,

∏0 = J
p

2MVcR
,(4.12)

= J
p

2MR
p

GM/R
,(4.13)

= (J/M)
p

2R
p

GM

.(4.14)

This form is similar to equation A2 in appendix A of Emsellem et al. (2007). Following their

method of accounting for projection and mass-to-light conversions, we also use ∑r, ∑J , ∑V and

∑s to incorporate observational effects on the radius, angular momentum, and the V
2 and æ2

velocity moments.

This leaves us with the following expressions:

J/M = ∑J hR|V |i ,(4.15)
p

GM =
q
∑R hR(∑V V 2 +∑Sæ2)i ,(4.16)

p
2R =

p
2∑R hRi ,(4.17)

which then substituting into Eq. 4.14 results in a spin parameter,

∏0 ª ∑J hR|V |i
p

2∑R hRi
p
∑R hR(∑V V 2 +∑Sæ2)i

,(4.18)

ª ∑J

∑R

p
2

hR|V |i
hR

p
∑V V 2 +∑Sæ2)i

.(4.19)

Finally, we use the second-order velocity moment V
2+æ2, where ∑V = 1 and ∑S = 1, such that

we arrive at the same definition of ∏R as Emsellem et al.:

(4.20) ∏R = hR|V |i
hR

p
V 2 +æ2)i

.

Substituting normal values for the angular momentum and radial conversion factors, ∑J = 2

and ∑R = 3 respectively, we arrive at ∏0 ª
p

2/3∏R .
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5
CORRECTING KINEMATIC PARAMETERS

Future IFS surveys are set to collect the stellar and gas kinematics of thousands of

galaxies across a wide redshift range. The majority of the instruments that will make

these measurements will experience the effects of seeing to varying degrees from night

to night. This will result in an in-homogenous data-set, as we have shown that seeing conditions

will negatively impact the kinematic measurements recovered. With these large surveys, we hope

to make statements about how the morphologies we observe have built and evolved over time, but

the effects of seeing and beam smearing will cause significant bias. While a correction does exist

within the literature (Graham et al., 2018), it is only applicable within a narrow set of criteria.

Ideally, such corrections should be applicable to a full data-set.

In this chapter, we design a new set of corrections for the kinematic parameters, ∏R and V /æ.

We demonstrate that the relationship between these kinematic parameters is also dependent

on observational conditions and that conversion between the two is non-trivial. We examine

the success of these corrections on a large sample of models (25 galaxies observed 73,625 times

at various inclinations and seeing conditions) and show that they are successful for a sample

representative of the variety of systems that may be observed within the next generation of IFS

surveys.

The remainder of this chapter has been submitted for publication in Monthly Notices of the

Royal Astronomical Society (MNRAS) in February 2020.
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RECOVERING ∏R AND V /æ FROM SEEING-DOMINATED IFS DATA

Abstract

Observers are subject to a series of limitations when measuring galaxy kinematics, such

as variable seeing conditions and aperture size. These effects can be reduced using empirical

corrections, but these equations are usually applicable within a restrictive set of boundary

conditions (e.g. inclinations within a given range) which can lead to biases when trying

to compare measurements made across a full kinematic survey. In this work, we present

new corrections for two widely used kinematic parameters, ∏R and V /æ, that are applicable

across a broad range of galaxy shapes, measurement radii and projected inclination. We

take a series of mock observations of N-body galaxy models and use these to quantify the

relationship between the observed kinematic parameters, structural properties and different

seeing conditions. Derived corrections are then tested using the full catalogue of galaxies,

including hydro-dynamic models from the EAGLE simulation. We find that ∏R is more easily

corrected than V /æ, with relative deviations of 0.02 and 0.06 dex respectively. The relationship

between ∏R and V /æ, as described by the parameter ∑, also has a minor dependence on seeing

conditions. Our correction is most effective for regularly-rotating systems, yet the kinematic

parameters of all galaxies – fast, slow and irregularly rotating systems – are recovered with

no systematic offset and 16th and 84th percentiles 0.000+0.028
°0.033 dex and °0.058+0.017

°0.302 dex for

∏R and V /æ respectively. These corrections will be particularly useful for stellar kinematic

measurements in current and future integral field spectroscopic (IFS) surveys of galaxies.

5.1 Introduction

Stellar kinematics are a key component in unlocking the mysteries of galactic formation and

evolution (de Zeeuw & Franx, 1991; Cappellari, 2016). Prior to the millennium, morphology was

often categorised by the light distribution alone. Using this approach, early-type elliptical systems

appear smooth and structure-less, “red and dead” (Binney & Merrifield, 1998). When kinematics

are incorporated, this arm of Hubble’s tuning fork segments into many more branches. Using

long-slit spectroscopy, it was shown that elliptical galaxies have a slow rotational component

(Illingworth, 1977; Bertola et al., 1989; Binney, 1978) and flattened ellipticals rotate more quickly

(Davies et al., 1983). Using integral field spectroscopy, the variety of different kinematic states

only increased, from those with regular rotation at a various speeds to irregular systems with

features like decoupled cores and embedded disks (Emsellem et al., 2007, 2011; Cappellari et al.,

2007).
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SAURON (Bacon et al., 2001; de Zeeuw et al., 2002) and ATLAS3D (Cappellari et al., 2011a)

were the first two-dimensional, spatially-resolved, kinematic surveys to begin unravelling the

kinematic morphology-density relationship, investigating this variety of kinematic structure and

building a picture of how these structures have grown and evolved over time. They used two

kinematic parameters to classify the kinematic-morphology of each system observed, ∏R and V /æ.

Both quantities are used to understand the importance of random versus ordered motions in

a galaxy. The observable spin parameter ∏R was designed by Emsellem et al. (2007) to better

distinguish internal kinematic structure due to the radial dependence that takes full advantage

of the 2D kinematic information. This ∏R parameter is defined,

(5.1) ∏R =
Pnp

i=1 FiRi|Vi|
Pnp

i=1 FiRi

q
V

2
i
+æ2

i

.

The quantity V /æ, which measures the relative importance of rotation to dispersion, can be

described by the definition put forward by Binney (2005) and Cappellari et al. (2007),

(5.2) V /æ=

vuut
Pnp

i=1 FiV
2
iPnp

i=1 Fiæ
2
i

,

where Fi is the observed flux, Ri is the circularised radial position, Vi is the line-of-sight

(LOS) velocity and æi is the LOS velocity dispersion, all quantified per image pixel, i, and summed

across the total number of pixels, np, within some measurement radius.

The spin parameter, ∏R , is commonly used to divide galaxies into kinematic classes. Galaxies

with low ∏R and high ∏R , as measured within the boundary containing half the total light (i.e.

the half-light isophote), were labelled by Emsellem et al. (2007, 2011) as slow rotators (SRs)

and fast rotators (FRs) respectively. Cappellari (2016) formalised these divisions within the spin

versus ellipticity plane, using the formula,

(5.3) ∏Re ∑ 0.08+≤e/4, where ≤e < 0.4;

where ≤e is the ellipticity of the half-light isophote, Reff, within which ∏R e is calculated. SRs

satisfy this criterion and hence sit in the lower left hand corner of the ∏R-≤ diagram with round,

low ellipticities and often with irregular kinematic morphologies. The majority of galaxies appear

as FRs, however, which occupy the rest of the parameter space. With these definitions, kinematic

classes can be mapped out and trends between their distribution and other galaxy properties

linked.

Multi-object, integral field spectroscopy (IFS) surveys such as the SAMI survey (Sydney-AAO

Multi-object Integral field spectrograph; Croom et al., 2012; Bryant et al., 2015) and MANGA

(Mapping Nearby Galaxies at Apache Point; Bundy et al., 2015; Blanton et al., 2017) are beginning
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to explore the nuances of kinematic morphology, with ª 3,000 (z < 0.12) and ª 10,000 (z < 0.15)

galaxies respectively. These surveys have drawn links between the distribution of kinematic

structures, stellar mass, local environment and age (Emsellem et al., 2011; Cappellari et al.,

2011b, 2013; Bois et al., 2011; Veale et al., 2017; van de Sande et al., 2018). These relationships

have also been probed in cosmological simulations (Jesseit et al., 2009; Lagos et al., 2018b; van de

Sande et al., 2019; Rosito et al., 2019). However, the dominant driver for transforming galaxies

is still unclear; does the environment of a galaxy have any effect on the occurrence of different

kinematic morphologies, or is galaxy mass a more important factor? Does the significance of these

dependencies evolve across cosmic time? (Penoyre et al., 2017; Brough et al., 2017; Greene et al.,

2018; Lagos et al., 2018a,b).

Future observing runs and surveys will build the census of galaxies we need to answer these

questions. Kinematics will be measured out to larger and larger radii across broader redshift

ranges with superb resolution. For example, the secondary MANGA sample (Wake et al., 2017)

will observe ª3300 galaxies at z < 0.15 out to 2.5 Reff. With the next-generation of instruments,

such as HECTOR (Bryant et al., 2016), the number of observations measured out to 2 Reff is set

to increase dramatically; the MAGPI survey1 will observe ª180 galaxies out at 0.25 < z < 0.35 out

to 2-3 Reff using MUSE.

It has been demonstrated by a variety of groups, however, that our kinematic measurements

are negatively affected by atmospheric seeing conditions (D’Eugenio et al., 2013; van de Sande

et al., 2017a,b; Graham et al., 2018; Greene et al., 2018; Harborne et al., 2019). The LOS

velocity measurement is artificially decreased and LOS velocity dispersion increased due to beam

smearing, causing measured values of ∏R and V /æ to decrease. When comparing measurements

made at a variety of seeing conditions, as is often the case for surveys, it is unclear if the observed

relationships are simply an artefact of observing conditions, or whether stronger trends would be

observed if the measurements were corrected.

In Graham et al. (2018) (hereafter G18), an empirical formula was presented that corrected

measurements of ∏R made within an effective radius, Reff, for regular FRs. In Harborne et al.

(2019), it was demonstrated that this correction works well for an independent set of isolated

N-body galaxies of a variety of morphologies. While the G18 correction is very successful for

FR galaxies with Sérsic indices between 0.5 < n < 6.5, it was not tested outside of this range.

Furthermore, a similar correction is not available for V /æ and conversion from one to the other is

not trivial if the relationship between the two is also dependent on seeing (Emsellem et al., 2007;

Cortese et al., 2019).

Given the importance of the kinematic morphology-density relation in understanding galactic

formation and evolution, it is important that we can apply corrections to all systems in a kinematic

1http://magpisurvey.org/
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survey. The main goal of this paper is to design a seeing correction for ∏R and V /æ that are

applicable across a broad range of galaxy shapes, measurement radii and projected inclination.

Furthermore, we aim to test the accuracy of this correction and investigate whether possible

systematic biases arise in the corrected sample. In Section 5.2, we introduce our simulations

and our methodology for observing these models. We present our fitting procedure and derived

correction in §5.3. The results of applying this correction can be seen in §5.4 for fast, slow and

irregular rotators. We also discuss the effect of seeing on the relationship between ∏R and V /æ.

Overall conclusions can be found in §5.5. Throughout this work, we assume a Lambda-cold dark

matter (§CDM) cosmology with ≠m = 0.308,≠§ = 0.692 and H0 = 67.8.

5.2 Method

Here we describe how we have constructed the data set used to derive and validate our corrections.

This is divided into three parts: first, we explain the design of the galaxy catalogue; next, we

outline how the full catalogue of galaxies has been constructed; finally, we describe how we have

generated the synthetic IFS data-cubes, observed galaxy properties such as the effective radius

(Reff) and ellipticity (≤), and measured the kinematics ∏R and V /æ for all models.

5.2.1 Designing the catalogue

The majority of galaxies in the Universe appear to be regular, FRs (Graham et al., 2019; van de

Sande et al., 2017a; Cappellari et al., 2011b). The SAMI survey contains ª 10% SR following

aperture correction (van de Sande et al., 2017a), ATLAS3D (selected for early type galaxies)

contains ª 4°11% (Emsellem et al., 2011), and MaNGA contains ª 1°7% (Graham et al., 2019).

Even within high-mass, high-luminosity galaxy samples, these percentages remain small, with

CALIFA (Calar Alto Legacy Integral Field Area; Sanchez et al., 2012) containing 28% for stellar

masses above 1011 MØ (Falcón-Barroso et al., 2019). SR fractions only become high in the most

massive regimes around 1012 MØ where the value was shown to go up to ª 90% by the MASSIVE

survey (Veale et al., 2017). For this reason, it seems sensible to optimise our correction to work

best for the regular FR class.

SRs are defined using the criteria in Cappellari (2016), as shown in Equation 5.3. In the

alternative case that an observation is greater than this criterion for round isophotes (≤e < 0.4),

or flatter than ≤e = 0.4, the system is classed as an FR.2 For measurements of ∏R made at greater

or smaller radii than Reff, the system still retains the classification made at Reff.

2The boundary of ≤e = 0.4 is based on observations made by ATLAS3D that all disk-less SR are rounder than
≤e = 0.4. This has been further supported by SAMI (Fogarty et al., 2015) and CALIFA observations (Falcón-Barroso
et al., 2017).
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Using N-body simulations, we can generate a wide variety of visual morphologies (i.e. E-S0 to

Sd systems) with regularly-rotating velocity structures. These systems sit in equilibrium and

describe the “perfect” isolated regular-rotator case. We have generated a sample of 18 models,

shown in Table 5.1, spanning the visual morphology parameter space. Of this sample, we expect

the S0-Sd galaxies to sit within the FR regime. The three E-S0 galaxies sit closer to the SR/FR

division.

We aim to apply our corrections to the full range of galaxies observed in a survey. This will

include systems which have irregular kinematic morphologies, such as 2-æ galaxies (where two

dispersion maxima are seen near the centre of the galaxy in the two-dimensional LOS velocity and

dispersion maps). Similarly, real galaxies in the universe may not be fully relaxed, equilibrium

structures with regular velocity fields.

To validate our corrections for the variety of kinematic classes, we have selected a further

seven galaxies from the cosmological, hydro-dynamical simulation, EAGLE (Schaye et al., 2015;

Crain et al., 2015; McAlpine et al., 2016). These galaxies are shown in Table 5.2. While they

have been selected because they are reasonably isolated systems at the present day, these

systems have grown from cosmological initial conditions via mergers and accretions, as well as

experiencing interactions. This provides us with a complementary sample of simulated galaxies

whose kinematics are shaped by cosmologically realistic assembly histories.

This gives us a full catalogue of 25 model galaxies. Because we have the full three-dimensional

model, we can rotate and project each of these systems at a variety of different angles and measure

the kinematics within various apertures. Each galaxy is observed multiple times in order to build

up a comprehensive picture of the kinematic parameter space.

5.2.2 The simulations

5.2.2.1 Isolated N-body models

The initial conditions for each of the 18 N-body galaxy models have been constructed using

GALIC (Yurin & Springel, 2014) and evolved for 10 Gyr using a modified version of GADGET-2

(Springel et al., 2005a).

GALIC uses elements of made-to-measure (Syer & Tremaine, 1996; Dehnen, 2009) and

Schwarzschild’s techniques (Schwarzschild, 1979) to construct a bound system of particles that

satisfy a stationary solution to the collision-less Boltzmann equation. Each model is initialised

with three components: a dark matter halo distribution, a stellar bulge and a stellar disk. The
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TABLE 5.1. Outlining the properties of each idealised isolated galaxy model created for
use in this investigation. All models in this Table have been constructed using GALIC and
evolved for 10 Gyr using GADGET-2, are composed of 2.5£106 particles and have a total
stellar mass of 1£1010 MØ. We show images of these galaxies in Appendix 5.8.

Model B/T
Concen-
tration,

c

Bulge Scale
Length,
A (kpc)

Disk Scale
Length,
h (kpc)

Sérsic Index,
n

1 62.149 9.279 5.01
E-S0 0.8 1 31.075 9.279 6.42

1 12.430 9.279 7.99

1 12.430 9.279 2.81
S0 0.6 10 3.451 5.640 3.97

50 0.972 2.914 5.36

1 12.430 9.279 2.16
Sa 0.4 10 3.451 5.640 2.99

50 0.972 2.914 4.07

1 12.430 9.279 1.75
Sb 0.25 10 3.451 5.640 2.28

50 0.972 2.914 2.94

1 12.430 9.279 1.24
Sc 0.05 10 3.451 5.640 1.26

50 0.972 2.914 1.46

1 12.430 9.279 1.19
Sd 0.025 10 3.451 5.640 1.11

50 0.972 2.914 1.22

TABLE 5.2. Outlining the properties of the EAGLE galaxies included in this work. All galaxies
are taken from the publicly available RefL0100N1054 simulation run. We show images of
these galaxies in Appendix 5.8.

Galaxy ID
Group/

Subgroup
Number

Stellar
R1/2, kpc

Sérsic
Index

Stellar Mass,
1010 MØ

Stellar
Particle
Number

Kinematic
Classification

9267523 1387/0 2.33 6.93 1.20 10028 Low Rotation
10048611 1883/0 3.72 15.10 1.41 10994 Odd
10770392 2461/0 2.33 7.48 1.63 12789 2-æ
14202037 141/0 5.78 4.69 15.6 112382 FR
17199679 30/1 3.61 4.78 14.3 101484 FR
18223768 119/1 4.01 2.49 14.5 107591 FR
18294880 946/0 3.27 7.78 2.83 23948 Prolate
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dark matter halo, Ωdm(r), and stellar bulge, Ωb(r), structures are described by a Hernquist profile:

Ωdm(r)= Mdm

2º
adm

r(r+adm)3 ,(5.4)

Ωb(r)= Mb

2º
ab

r(r+ab)3 ,(5.5)

where, for each component i, Mi describes the total mass, ai the scale radius (which is a

function of the chosen concentration), and r the spherical radius defined with respect to the centre

of mass. Stellar disks are generated with exponential profiles and an axis-symmetric velocity

structure:

(5.6) Ωd(R, z)= Md

4ºz0h2 sech2
µ

z

z0

∂
exp

µ
°R

h

∂
,

where R is the radius within the plane of the disk, z is the height off the plane, h is the

scale length and z0 is the scale height. In each case, the stellar component of the galaxy model

contains 2.5£106 particles each with a mass of 4£103 MØ, corresponding to a total stellar mass

of 1£1010 MØ. The proportion of mass in the bulge and disk is determined by the bulge-to-total

mass ratio (B/T). We have examined a variety of different B/T and concentrations, as shown in

Table 5.1. Disks retain a smooth structure, with no spiral arms or features forming at this mass.

We associate each particle with a luminosity based on a mass-to-light ratio of 1®Ø.

We ensure that these models are kinematically equilibrated and numerically stable by

evolving the particle positions for 10 Gyr using a modified version of GADGET-2. We have

removed the particles that describe the dark matter component from the simulation and replaced

them with an analytic form of the underlying dark matter potential. This ensures that the disk is

stable against numerical artefacts caused by mass differences between stellar and dark matter

particles (Ludlow et al., 2019); it also allows us to generate relatively high resolution models

of regularly-rotating systems at low computational cost. The validity of this method has been

evaluated in Harborne et al. (2019) and we direct the reader to this paper for further discussion.

5.2.2.2 EAGLE hydro-dynamical models

EAGLE is a suite of cosmological hydro-dynamical simulations designed to investigate the for-

mation and evolution of galaxies. We have used seven galaxies from the publicly available

RefL0100N1504 simulation run; this simulation box is a cubic volume with a side length of 100

co-moving Mpc, with initial baryonic particle masses of mg = 1.81£106 MØ, and maximum

gravitational softening lengths of ≤prop = 0.70 physical kpc.

Of the galaxies chosen, the three FRs are from a selection of systems with high spin para-

meters (∏R > 0.6) as identified by Lagos et al. (2018b). The remaining galaxies, GalaxyIDs =
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10770392 (2-æ), 10048611 (odd), 9267523 (low rotation) and 18294880 (prolate), have been se-

lected for analysis from a subsequent database of 217 galaxies identified within the RefL0100N1504

box for having irregular or SR kinematic morphologies (Lagos et al., in prep). All of these galaxies

have a stellar mass above 1£1010 MØ, and contain at least 10,000 particles to describe this stellar

component. This conservative limit has been selected to ensure that the numerical noise in these

systems is low; this limit is higher than the convergence limit found for EAGLE systems in Lagos

et al. (2017). We examine the mock r-band cutout images to ensure systems are isolated and not

interacting with other systems at z = 0.

In EAGLE, each stellar particle is initialized with a stellar mass described by the Chabrier

(2003) initial mass function; metallicities are inherited from the parent gas particle and ages

are recorded from formation to current snapshot time. To convert these stellar properties into

an observed flux, we follow the method outlined in Trayford et al. (2015). Using the GALEXEV

synthesis models (Bruzual & Charlot, 2003) for simple stellar populations, we generate a spectral

energy distribution (SED) and associated flux for each stellar particle. For this sample, we have

used PROSPECT (Robotham et al., 2020) to generate SEDs by logarithmic-ally interpolating the

GALEXEV models (which provide a discrete set of ages and metallicities, ranging from t = 105 -

2£1010 yr and from Z§ = 10°4 °0.05, respectively). We find that, of the galaxies chosen, 1-10% of

the metallicities lie outside of the extremities of the BC03 range, and so we extrapolate in these

cases, as in Trayford et al. (2015).

Beyond this point, we follow the same process for both the isolated N-body galaxies and the

hydro-dynamical EAGLE sample.

5.2.3 The observations

We have taken a series of mock observations of the 25 galaxies shown in Table 5.1 and Table

5.2 using the R-package SIMSPIN (Harborne et al., submitted). This code takes N-body/SPH

models of galaxies and constructs kinematic data-cubes like those produced in an IFS observation.

This code is registered with the Astrophysics Source Code Library (Harborne, 2019) and can be

downloaded directly from GitHub3. Using this framework, we have explored a large parameter

space that includes kinematic measurements made at a variety of seeing conditions, projected

inclinations and measurement radii.

5.2.3.1 Quantifying observational properties

Initially, we need to define the effective radius, Sérsic index and ellipticity for each galaxy in the

catalogue. Observationally, this would be done using ancillary data from larger optical surveys

3https://github.com/kateharborne/SimSpin
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rather than from the kinematic cubes produced with an IFS. Hence, we make a series of high

resolution flux maps in which we place each galaxy at a sufficient distance that the aperture

size encompasses the entire face-on projected galaxy. Pixels are set to 0.05” equivalent to the

resolving power of the Hubble space telescope. We have done the same for the EAGLE galaxies,

but given the particle resolution, we instead mimic the resolution of KiDS images with pixels set

to 0.2”. We then use PROFIT (Robotham et al., 2017) to divide each galaxy image into a series

of iso-photal ellipses by rank ordering the pixels and segmenting these into equally-spaced flux

quantiles.

For each galaxy, we have determined the Sérsic index by generating a surface brightness

profile and fitting a single-component Sérsic function to the distribution. The best fitting solution

is found by regression, minimising the sum of square residuals. We highlight here the difficulty

of fitting a two component system with a single component Sérsic profile; especially as the

models become increasingly concentrated, it is common to over-predict inner values and under-

predict outer tails of the measured distribution. However, in order to practically compare with

observations, we need to follow a comparable methodology. We fit a range of Sérsic indices for all

25 galaxies from n ª 1 to 15.

We use the surface brightness profile and the isophotal ellipses produced by PROFIT to

measure the effective radius and determine the ellipticity of the region. The effective radius, Reff,

is taken to be the outer semi-major axis of the elliptical isophote containing 50% of the total flux.

Taking all pixels interior to this radius, we compute the ellipticity by diagonalising the inertia

tensor to give the axial ratio, q, where ellipticity is defined, ≤= (1° q).

We measure ∏R and V /æ at a variety of measurement radii and so compute the ellipticity at

incremental factors of Reff (Rfac
eff values including 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2 and 2.5). Across this broad range

of radii, the ellipticity of the isophotes does change and so the ellipticity of our measurement

area must also vary. Following the method above, we take all pixels contained within the outer

radius of an isophote containing incrementally larger portions of the total flux (at 11 divisions

from 25% to 75%) and compute q as a function of radius. Because this is discretised by the flux

portions examined, to determine the axial ratio at specific radii we fit a polynomial to the radial

q-distribution and interpolate to predict ellipticity at each position.

5.2.3.2 Measuring observable kinematics

We have make two sets of kinematic measurements throughout this experiment: ∏R and V /æ

(Equations 5.1 and 5.2). With the cubes output from SIMSPIN, we calculate these kinematic

parameters for each observation.

We generate IFS data cubes at the resolution of the SAMI. Stellar kinematics have been

measured in this survey using both the blue and red spectra, but because most absorption
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features are present at blue wavelengths, we use these specifications for creating our mock IFS

cubes. SAMI has a 580V grating mounted on the blue arm of the AAOmega, giving a resolution

of R ª 1800 (Scott et al., 2018) and covering a wavelength range of 3700°5700Å. Kinematic cubes

have a spatial pixel size of 0.5” and a velocity pixel size of 1.04Å (Green et al., 2018). The line

spread function for spectra extracted from the blue arm of the spectrograph is well approximated

by a Gaussian with full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of 2.65Å (van de Sande et al., 2017b).

For each galaxy, we generate images at 19 equally-spaced inclinations from 0°90± (i.e. from

face-on to edge-on, respectively). At each inclination, we have applied 31 equally-spaced degrees of

seeing, increasing the FWHM of the Gaussian PSF from 0°1500 (where æPSF =FWHMPSF/2.355).

At each level of blurring, the measurement ellipse is held constant, as measured from our well

sampled images explained in Section 5.2.3.1. Finally, we have considered a range of measurement

radii, taking our kinematic measurements of ∏R and V /æ within 5 factors of the effective radius

from 0.5°2.5 Reff. For each of these radius factors, the ellipticity of the corresponding isophote at

this new distance has been modified and the kinematic value calculated within this new ellipse.

Throughout these observations, we keep the spatial sampling within the measurement ellipse

consistent. The spatial sampling and aperture size have a strong impact on the measurement

of kinematics, as shown by van de Sande et al. (2017a). To make sure that our values are

comparable (and that any measured differences are not due to the effects of spatial sampling),

we have projected each galaxy at a distance such that the semi-major axis of the measurement

ellipse is equivalent to the same number of pixels (e.g. 14 px within the 15px aperture radius).

This gives us 2945 measurements of ∏R and V /æ for each galaxy: 73,625 observations of each

kinematic measure in total. The distribution of ∏R measured in each of these is shown in Figure

5.1, in comparison to the distribution of kinematics from the SAMI DR2 (Scott et al., 2018).

We have classified these observations individually as FRs or SRs based on the criterion in

Equation 5.3. Because Emsellem et al. (2007) and Cappellari (2016) defined this equation based

on the measured kinematics within 1 Reff, we have used the classifications from the Rfac
eff = 1

sample to label the observations made at other apertures (i.e. the kinematic class is defined using

the ∏R measurement at Rfac
eff = 1 but assigned to all measurement radii for a specific galaxy at a

given inclination).

On the left, we show each observation with the labeled kinematic class based on the true

kinematics; on the right, we show all observations with kinematic class based on the observed

kinematics. This highlights one of the main concerns of seeing on the measurement of kinemat-

ics. Initially, when classifying observations made of the N-body systems at perfect seeing, 3%

are classified as SR. However, following the addition of atmospheric blurring, this percentage

increases to 17%. Observations of inherently FR systems are pushed into the SR category due

to the additional dispersion of the atmosphere. Fractions such as these form the basis of many
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FIGURE 5.1. Demonstrating the distribution of ∏R observations and their FR/SR classifica-
tion made for the simulations in Table 5.1 (centre) and Table 5.2 (below). On the left, we
show the all observations with classification based on their “true” classification; on the right,
we show classifications set by the observed ∏R . FRs are shown in blue and SRs as red. Each
galaxy observation is classified by the equivalent observation at Reff (Cappellari, 2016), and
hence in the cases where kinematics are measured at Rfac

eff = 2.5, ∏R values may be quite
high. The percentage of SR for the total distribution in each case is shown as “fSR” in the
upper right corner. A comparison to the SAMI galaxies is made (above), where we show
the distribution of measurements within SAMI DR2 and where the fSR fraction has been
calculated as for the SIMSPIN galaxies.
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works on kinematic morphology-density evolution (D’Eugenio et al., 2013; Houghton et al., 2013;

Scott et al., 2014; van de Sande et al., 2017a; Lagos et al., 2018b; Graham et al., 2019), and this

confirms the need for the seeing correction derived in this work. Note that the N-body catalogue

was not designed to reproduce realistic kinematic-morphology. We show how this fraction changes

from true to observed and finally following correction in order to justify the application of this

work to real data.

Having generated 73,625 measurements of both ∏R and V /æ in a variety of observational

conditions, we can now map the parameter space with æPSF/Rmaj, fit a model in order to correct

for these effects and then test the correction on a wide variety of different galaxy models and

projection conditions.

5.3 Modelling the correction

From our catalogue of 73,625 observations, we only use the S0-Sd models from Table 5.1 to model

the correction. This allows us to design a correction that works best for the majority of galaxies,

as discussed in Section 5.2.1. We focus on the isolated regular rotators that fall well within the

FR regime, which reduces our sample to 44,175 observations and leaves the rest of the catalogue

for verification.

First, we define the “true” value for each kinematic measure. As in G18, the common assump-

tion is that the intrinsic “true” ∏R value corresponds to a measurement made in perfect seeing

conditions. In this work, we extend this definition: ∏R
true and V /ætrue are defined to be the

value measured within a fixed measurement radius at a fixed inclination when seeing
conditions are perfect. We parameterise the seeing conditions by the ratio of the semi-major

axis of the measurement ellipse, Rmaj relative to the æ of the PSF (i.e. for perfect seeing, æPSF/Rmaj

= 0). Hence, the relative difference between the observed and true values is defined:

¢∏R = log10(∏obs
R

)° log10(∏true
R

) ,(5.7)

¢V /æ= log10(V /æobs)° log10(V /ætrue) .(5.8)

We describe our parameter space using these definitions, considering how ¢∏R and ¢V /æ

change with æPSF/Rmaj. Because inclination is difficult to parameterise in observations without

modelling (i.e. Taranu et al., 2017), we use the observed ellipticity of the galaxy at each inclination

as a proxy. To mathematically describe the behaviour of kinematics with seeing, we make the

following assumptions:

1. That the parameter space for regular rotators (æPSF/Rmaj versus ¢∏R or ¢V /æ) can be fully

described using galaxy shape, as defined by Sérsic index and ellipticity, and measurement

radius.
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2. In the case where a galaxy is unresolved (i.e. when æPSF/Rmaj > 1), no attempts would be

made to correct kinematic measurements.

3. Equally, when seeing conditions are perfect (i.e. æPSF/Rmaj = 0), no correction would be

applied.

4. We cannot reliably quantify the kinematics of face-on galaxies. Furthermore, kinematically

there is a degeneracy between an FR system observed at a more “face-on” inclination and

an elliptical SR at any inclination. In this sample, we have removed tracks for observations

where ∏R or V /æ are less than 0.05, and in cases were the observed ellipticity, ≤ is less than

0.05 in order to account for this.

5. Properties such as ellipticity and effective radius have been calculated accurately from high

resolution data and, if required, corrected independently. We do not address the effects

of observation on the recovery of these properties. See works by Cortese et al. (2016);

Weijmans et al. (2014); Jesseit et al. (2009); Padilla & Strauss (2008); Krajnovic et al.

(2006); etc. for further discussion of this topic.

Following these assumptions, we are left with a sample of 35,499 observations of ∏R and

35,567 observations of V /æ from which we can derive corrections. We test the validity of the first

assumption by examining the relationship between æPSF/Rmaj and ¢. Figure 5.2 shows a selection

of æPSF/Rmaj versus ¢∏R and ¢V /æ tracks for measurements made within 1 Reff on the left hand

side; very similar trends can be seen for the other Rfac
eff values considered, as shown in the panels

to the right. Each one of these tracks demonstrates how the kinematic measurement changes as

seeing conditions worsen, combining the 31 observations at 0 ∑ æPSF/Rmaj < 1 into a single track.

Within both kinematic properties, we see that all tracks generally describe a classic “S-curve”

sigmoid function. In Figure 5.2, we have colour-coded tracks by their Sérsic index. There is

significant scatter in the exact parameterisation due to the shape, ellipticity and measurement

radius of the galaxy being observed. Similar effects were observed in G18. The dependence on

Sérsic index appears to be inverted for V /æ (in comparison to ∏R). This is an interesting feature

that may be due to the fact that ∏R is dependent on the velocity measurement in both the

numerator and the denominator of Equation 5.1, effectively cancelling out some of the effects

of seeing. We also see the gradient of each distribution scales with measurement radius. There

may be further factors that contribute to the scatter in this plane, but these properties fairly

represent the dominant sources of uncertainty that can be quantified observationally.

Hence, we can describe the behaviour of any track using two functions; one function that de-

scribes the sigmoid shape caused by seeing and a second that describes how different parameters
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FIGURE 5.2. Demonstrating a selection of regular rotator kinematic tracks with increasingly
poor seeing conditions as compared to the distribution of observations in the SAMI survey
DR2. Colour indicates galaxy shape according to Sérsic index. Here we can see that the
relationship is well described by a power law, but the spread in this power law has strong
dependencies on galaxy projection and shape. Similar trends are seen for Rfac

eff = 0.5,1.5,2,
and 2.5, as shown on the right.

influence the scatter in the residual, i.e.

¢∏R ª f

µ
æPSF

Rmaj

∂
+ f (≤,n,Rfac

eff ),(5.9)

¢V /æª f

µ
æPSF

Rmaj

∂
+ f (≤,n,Rfac

eff ).(5.10)

First, we consider the sigmoid equation that describes the trend between the kinematics and

æPSF/Rmaj. We fit each track with a sigmoid function, given by:

f

µ
æPSF

Rmaj

∂
= Æ

1+exp
h
Ø

≥
æPSF
Rmaj

¥∞
+±

i + c.(5.11)

In order to facilitate our third assumption (that no correction is applied when seeing con-

ditions are perfect), we set c = °Æ/(1+exp[±]). This provides additional constraints on the fit.

By minimising the sum of square residuals, we optimise the fit of this function to each track in
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our sample (consisting of 1167 and 1166 tracks for ¢∏R and ¢V /æ respectively) and take the

mean value of Æ, Ø, ∞, and ± in order to describe the average track shape. In doing so, we find the

following best fitting models describe the general shape:

f

µ
æPSF

Rmaj

∂¢∏R

= 7.48

1+exp[4.08
≥
æPSF
Rmaj

¥1.60
+2.89]

°0.39(5.12)

f

µ
æPSF

Rmaj

∂¢V /æ
= 7.55

1+exp[4.42
≥
æPSF
Rmaj

¥1.55
+2.73]

°0.46(5.13)

Once the initial sigmoid has been subtracted, the residuals that remain in both ¢∏R and ¢V /æ

are a flared distribution about zero with standard deviation of 0.05 and 0.08 dex respectively.

Returning to our assumptions, we suggested that the scatter in the tracks is dependent on the

observational parameters of galaxy shape, ellipticity and measurement radius. In the lower

panels of Figure 5.3, we investigate the remaining scatter, where the residuals have each been

divided by some factor of the seeing conditions and coloured by the values used to parameterise

galaxy shape. This divisor facilitates our assumption that the correction goes to zero at the

appropriate bounds. In doing so, we find that the observational parameters appear much more

linear, as the flare about zero has been removed, and can more efficiently be described using a

hyper-plane.

We use HYPER.FIT to fit the remaining scatter. This is an R-package developed by Robotham

& Obreschkow (2015) that recovers the best-fitting linear model by maximising the general

likelihood function, assuming that some N-dimensional data set can be described by a (N °1)-

dimensional plane with intrinsic scatter. Examining the data in Figure 5.3, and plotting the data

in three dimensions, as in Figure 5.4, it seems an reasonable assumption that we can describe

this distribution using a plane.

There are a very large number of possible fitting routines contained within the HYPER.FIT

package. Systematically, we checked all available algorithms and settled on the method that

minimises the intrinsic scatter in the solution. In all cases, the hit-and-run (HAR) algorithm

(Garthwaite et al., 2010) produced the lowest values of intrinsic scatter.

f (≤,n,Rfac
eff )¢∏R = [0.10£≤]+ [°0.22£ log10(n)]

+[°0.12£Rfac
eff ]+0.22, (æ= 0.048),

(5.14)

f (≤,n,Rfac
eff )¢V /æ = [°0.10£≤]+ [0.024£ log10(n)]

+[°0.056£Rfac
eff ]+0.12, (æ= 0.047).

(5.15)

Subtracting these final trends from the residuals in Figure 5.3, we find that the dependencies

with shape are majorly removed, as shown in Figure 5.5. These distributions have mean of zero
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FIGURE 5.3. (Top row) Demonstrating the effect of subtracting the æPSF/Rmaj dependence
from the tracks for ¢∏R (left) and ¢V /æ (right). (Lower three rows) Examining how residual
tracks are influenced by observational effects of ellipticity, Sérsic index and measurement
radius. The predominant source of scatter appears to differ for ∏R and V /æ; the former seems
strongly correlated with Sérsic index and the latter more dependent on ellipticity.

FIGURE 5.4. Demonstrating the HYPER.FIT plane fitted to the scatter in the residual of ¢∏R .
As this is a four-dimensional data set, we show the scatter in 3D with colour representing
the final parameter. In this case, each colour represents each Rfac

eff . When presented in this
fashion, it is clearly appropriate to fit a hyper-plane to describe the data.
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FIGURE 5.5. Examining how final residual tracks for ¢∏R (left) and ¢V /æ (right) are in-
fluenced by observational effects of ellipticity, Sérsic index and measurement radius once
the scatter has been accounted for with HYPER.FIT. We have greatly reduced the dependen-
cies for this range of observational constraints (≤,n,Rfac

eff ), though some minor scatter still
remains.

before and after correction, but the standard deviation for these corrected tracks is 0.02 and

0.06 dex (improved from æ= 0.05 and 0.08) for ¢∏R and ¢V /æ respectively. We show a relative

comparison of these distributions before and after the HYPER.FIT correction in Figure 5.6.

Substituting in these hyper-plane expressions into Equations 5.9 and 5.10, we have con-

structed the full corrections for ¢∏R and ¢V /æ.
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FIGURE 5.6. Demonstrating the relative residuals in ¢∏R and ¢V /æ before and after the
HYPER.FIT correction is applied. When we take galaxy shape into account using HYPER.FIT,
we find a more balanced distribution about zero. The residals for ∏R are smaller as compared
to V /æ, which shows that we correct ∏R with more success.

(5.16) ¢∏corr
R

= f

µ
æPSF

Rmaj

∂
+

µ
æPSF

Rmaj

∂
£ f (≤,n,Rfac

eff ),

where,

f

µ
æPSF

Rmaj

∂¢∏R

= 7.48

1+exp[4.08
≥
æPSF
Rmaj

¥1.60
+2.89]

°0.39,

f (≤,n,Rfac
eff )¢∏R = [0.10£≤]+ [°0.22£ log10(n)]

+[°0.12£Rfac
eff ]+0.22.

(5.17) ¢V /æcorr = f

µ
æPSF

Rmaj

∂
+3

µ
æPSF

Rmaj

∂
£ f (≤,n,Rfac

eff ),

where,

f

µ
æPSF

Rmaj

∂¢V /æ
= 7.55

1+exp[4.42
≥
æPSF
Rmaj

¥1.55
+2.73]

°0.46,

f (≤,n,Rfac
eff )¢V /æ = [°0.10£≤]+ [0.024£ log10(n)]

+[°0.056£Rfac
eff ]+0.12.

In order to arrive at the ∏corr
R

and V /æcorr values, we also need to invert equations 5.16 and
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5.17. This is shown in Equation 5.18 for completeness. To ease the conversion of measured to

corrected values, we also present a simple Python code for public use available on GitHub4.

∏corr
R

= 10
£
log10(∏obs

R
)°¢∏corr

R

§
,

V /æcorr = 10[log10(V /æobs)°¢V /æcorr].(5.18)

5.4 Results

Having derived these corrections using the 15 S0-Sd galaxies from our N-body catalogue, we

test how effective our correction is for all galaxies in the catalogue. In this section, we begin

by examining how effective this correction is on the full N-body catalogue, breaking these

observations down into the FR and SR classes as given by Equation 5.3. As a separate test,

we investigate how well the correction works for galaxies from the EAGLE simulation, using

divisions of FR, SR and a further class of irregular systems. Finally, we use our extensive data

set to examine how the ∏R and V /æ kinematic parameters are related and whether this has any

dependence on seeing conditions.

5.4.1 N-body catalogue results

We begin with a sample of 53,010 observations of ∏R and V /æ for the 18 galaxies in Table 5.1.

We remove any values for which ∏R or V /æ is less than 0.05, as well as any where the ellipticity

is less than 0.05 (as explained in Section 5.3). This leaves us with a total sample of 41,202 and

41,325 observations for ∏R and V /æ respectively, including the three E-S0 regular rotators.

We divide our observations into FRs and SRs using the criteria of Cappellari (2016), as

shown in Equation 5.3. As described in Section 5.2.3.2, these classifications are based on the

measurements of ∏R made at Rfac
eff = 1. This gives a sample of 34,039 FR and 7,163 SR observations.

Figure 5.7 demonstrates the effect of applying corrections to both ∏R (left) and V /æ (right) of

the N-body models in Table 5.1. For FR observations (above), this gives 1317 individual tracks for

both ∏R and V /æ. As shown on the left, not only does our correction remove the negative trend

with seeing for uncorrected ∏R , it also significantly reduces the scatter of the distribution. This is

because we have included the observed ellipticity which effectively accounts for inclination in our

correction; the PSF is always circular and so the effects of seeing are dependent on the projected

inclination of the galaxy (for more details, see appendix C in G18). The scatter is also reduced for

V /æ on the right, but to a lesser extent.

4http://github.com/kateharborne/kinematic_corrections
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FIGURE 5.7. Demonstrating the success of the correction for regular FRs (above) and for
SRs (below). The panels on the left show the observed ¢∏R values prior to correction (red),
G18’s empirical correction within the bounds described in G18 (orange), G18’s correction
but for data outside the bounds (n > 6.5 or Reff 6= 1) (yellow), and the HYPER.FIT correction
derived through this work (green). We show the same distribution but for ¢V /æ in the panels
on the right.

We note here that, when plotted as tracks, some of the tracks will move from being FR to SR as

the seeing grows worse causing some to appear incomplete. It is important to divide these tracks

in this way, as an observation of a regularly-rotating FR made in poor seeing may be observed as

a SR (Graham et al., 2019). We need to ensure that these systems can also be corrected.

In the lower panels of Figure 5.7, we consider the SR observations of the N-body models. We

show 383 individual tracks for both ∏R and V /æ. Of these, 49 observations remain within the SR

regime across the full track length. Many more tracks begin at æPSF/Rmaj > 0 in this plot, where

the increased level of seeing has caused an intrinsically FR observation to drop below the criteria

and appear as a SR. Nonetheless, we still bring all values back towards true while also reducing

the scatter. A possible reason for this correction being effective for both FRs and SRs is that we

have considered the effects of seeing in a relative parameter space. In this space the track shape

is similar for both slow and fast rotation, as long as that rotation is regular.
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FIGURE 5.8. Histograms demonstrating the distributions of the corrected kinematics, ¢∏R

(left) and ¢V /æ (right), for all 41,202/41,325 observations. (Above) The green bars show
¢∏corr

R
and ¢V /æcorr; the orange bar in the right panel show the residuals following G18’s

correction. (Below) Breaking down the same sample into FRs and SRs in blue and red
respectively. Dashed lines indicate the median and the æ values describe the standard
deviation of each distribution.

For the plots considering ∏R , we compare the correction presented in this work to G18. In

some respects, this comparison is unfair as the G18 correction was designed for FR measurements

made within a single effective radius and for Sérsic indices between 0.5 < n < 6.5; hence, the

distinction is made between those observations that meet the conditions and those that do not

by colour coding Reff 6= 1 and n > 6.5 in yellow and valid G18 corrections in orange. This places

emphasis on the fact that including a factor that fully parameterises galaxy shape is important if

we wish to reduce the scatter in the ¢∏R-æPSF/Rmaj space.

The distribution of corrected values for the full sample of 41,202/41,325 observations are

shown in Figure 5.8. The following statistics are presented as the median of each distribution

with the 16th and 84th percentiles below and above respectively (∫84th
16th). On average, the effect

of seeing conditions is to reduce the values of ¢∏obs
R

ª°0.245°0.051
°0.388 and ¢V /æobs ª°0.310°0.071

°0.463.

By applying the correction presented in this work, these values become ¢∏corr
R

ª 0.000+0.017
°0.016 and

¢V /æcorr ª 0.000+0.038
°0.056. The key result is that we bring the median of the distribution back to

zero, within ¢∏R and ¢V /æ ª 1£10°3 dex. This is well below the statistical median uncertainty

of ∏R and V /æ in surveys (van de Sande et al., 2017a). We also significantly reduce the spread

of the distribution in applying this correction. However, in comparing æ for ¢∏corr
R

(æ= 0.02 dex)
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and ¢V /æcorr(æ= 0.06 dex), as shown in Figure 5.8, we see that ∏R is more effectively corrected

than V /æ. We believe that this is due to the fact that the seeing conditions impact the value

of LOS velocity more than the dispersion; as ∏R has factors of velocity in both the numerator

and the denominator, these effects are partially cancelled out, unlike in V /æ. The skew of each

distribution demonstrates that we tend to under-correct our values. In comparison, the G18

correction has a more significant skew towards over-correction, where ¢∏G18
R

ª 0.006+0.129
°0.040.

In the lower panel of Figure 5.8, we break down the distributions into samples of SRs and FRs

in red and blue respectively. If we consider the effect of seeing on the rotator types independently,

we find that ¢∏obs
R

ª°0.230°0.038
°0.374 for FRs and ¢∏obs

R
ª°0.330°0.209

°0.433 for SRs. Similarly, ¢V /æobs

ª°0.292°0.054
°0.462 for FRs and ¢V /æobs ª°0.362°0.228

°0.463 for SRs. For both kinematic measurements,

we see that FRs are relatively affected by seeing a lesser amount than SRs, as concluded in

Harborne et al. (2019) because the median values are much larger in the SRs. However, following

correction, we bring all values back towards zero successfully. On average, these corrected values

have a distribution described by ¢∏corr
R

ª 0.000+0.015
°0.016 and ¢V /æcorr ª 0.000+0.036

°0.053 for the FRs;

for the SRs, these values are ¢∏corr
R

ª °0.001+0.027
°0.020 and ¢V /æcorr ª 0.000+0.045

°0.065. The difference

between the spread for the corrected FR and SR is very small, but the skews are opposite, with

SRs more over-corrected on average than the FRs. However, while the effect of seeing on the SRs

is relatively larger, the corrected position in real space is close to true due to the fact that these

values are by definition smaller.

Kinematic measures are often presented as a function of ellipticity, where SRs and FRs can be

distinguished. Figure 5.9 demonstrates the effect of applying our correction to six galaxies from

our sample in this spin-ellipticity plane for measurements made within 1 Reff. On the left we

demonstrate the observations made at a variety of seeing conditions up to the limit of æPSF/Rmaj

= 0.6, similar to the cuts made for observations in SAMI (van de Sande et al., 2017a). As the

conditions get poorer, we see that the measurements are shifted down towards the slow rotator

regime. Following correction, these tails are significantly reduced for both ∏R and V /æ.

Using the corrected panels in the centre of Figure 5.9, we can see a few of the deficiencies of

equations 5.16 and 5.17. For ∏R
corr, we see residual seeing effects present in the highly inclined

systems. A similar effect is seen in the corrected V /æcorr, though this is secondary to the fact that

the lowest Sérsic index galaxy shown, n = 1.22, has a large residual in comparison to the others.

This is important to bear in mind when applying the V /æ correction. We have not fully described

all of the scatter within the æPSF/Rmaj vs. V /æ parameter space, leaving a residual that can be

seen in the higher V /æ values. This residual Sérsic dependency is far less of an issue for ∏R .

If we consider only valid observations (i.e. ∏R and ≤> 0.05) classified by their true kinematics,

we found that 2.8% of the full sample of 41,202 observations are intrinsic SR (as shown in Figure

5.1). Redoing our classification of FRs and SRs using the measured and corrected ∏R , 2.7% fall
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FIGURE 5.9. Showing the kinematic measurements for six galaxies made within 1 Reff in
the spin-ellipticity plane at a variety of seeing conditions up to æPSF/Rmaj = 0.6. ∏R (top)
and V /æ (bottom) are shown with respect to ellipticity, ≤. The first column demonstrates
the observed data. The centre column shows the same data following the application of the
corrections in Equations 5.16 and 5.17. The final plot in the last column shows the data
with the G18 correction applied. Colour denotes the Sérsic index of the galaxy and opacity
indicates the level of blurring applied. The magneta lines in all panels show the theoretical
relation between spin and ellipticity for edge on galaxies, assuming ±ª 0.7≤ (see Cappellari
et al. (2007) for more details). The dotted black lines in the top row show the FR/SR criteria
from Cappellari (2016).

into the SR regime (corrected from a fraction of 17%). This brings us much closer to the 2.8% of

the original, perfect-seeing classifications. We correct 99.9% (all but 61 observations) back to their

true classification. These remaining mismatched observations are nearly all SR that have been

observed to have spin parameters close to the ∏R = 0.05 cut-off. These observations tend to occupy

the 0.5 < æPSF/Rmaj < 1 range, and have observed ellipticities, ≤ < 0.2. The residuals between

the true parameter and the corrected values are less than 0.05, but even this level of difference

causes the incorrect galaxy classification to be assigned. Overall, however, this difference is very

small. We show the distributions of mismatched kinematic class observations in Figure 5.10. By

comparison, the G18 correction reduces this fraction to 1.7%.
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FIGURE 5.10. Histograms demonstrating the observations with mismatched kinematic
classes following correction (61/489) by this work and G18 respectively, where we consider
the true kinematic class to be that one defined based on the true ∏R values measured within
1 Reff, as explained in Section 5.2.3.2.

5.4.2 EAGLE galaxy results

The correction presented in this work has been derived using a set of N-body regularly-rotating

models. It is important to verify that this correction is valid also for an independent set of galaxies

with different assembly histories. Furthermore, while the majority of galaxies appear as FRs,

as discussed in Section 5.2, it is important to understand the effect this correction has on the

full data set i.e. including the irregular rotators. We have selected three FR and four SR galaxies

that exhibit slow or irregular rotation from the EAGLE simulation for this test, as outlined in

Table 5.2, and present their analysis below.

We begin with 20,615 observations of the EAGLE galaxies listed in Table 5.2. When we

remove any observations using the cuts explained in Section 5.3 (≤ and ∏R or V /æ < 0.05), this

reduces the sample size to 15090 observations. Using the criteria in Equation 5.3, we divide

the sample of regularly rotating EAGLE observations into 9722/10100 FRs and 2440/2497 SRs

for ∏R and V /æ respectively. We also have two galaxies that have been identified as having

irregular kinematic morphology (i.e. GalaxyIDs = 10770392 (2-æ) and 10048611 (odd)) which

are analysed separately.

Plotting these in Figure 5.11, we have 448 FR æPSF/Rmaj tracks and 102 SR tracks, of which 8

observations are fully SR across all seeing conditions. At first glance, this set of galaxies shows a
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FIGURE 5.11. Considering the effect of seeing on the kinematics of the EAGLE galaxies
demonstrating the FR sample (top), the SR sample (centre) and the two irregular examples
(bottom). The lines are coloured as in Figure 5.7. We have shown tracks of systems with
higher particle resolution in the opaque, thicker lines. Transparent, darker lines show tracks
for the low particle resolution systems. The 2-æ and odd galaxies shown below also have
low particle resolution. The success of the correction seems to show strong dependence on
resolution.
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broader range of scatter in both the observed and corrected track shapes than the N-body set

shown in Figure 5.7.

The largest discrepancy between the N-body and EAGLE samples that may cause these effects

is the particle resolution of each simulation. The three regular FRs have an order of magnitude

fewer particles than the full N-body catalogue of galaxies (NEAGLE ª 1£105 vs. NN-body = 2.5£106).

The four galaxies chosen for their SR and irregular properties have an order of magnitude fewer

particles again (Nª 1£104). From Ludlow et al. (2019), we know that for galaxies with low

particle numbers, two-body particle scattering will affect the size and very likely the velocity

dispersion profile of a galaxy, causing the disks to have larger scale heights than expected. This

will also be affected by the intrinsic softening size and the temperature floor within EAGLE.

While we have selected a conservative particle limit based on convergence tests in Lagos et al.

(2017), this value may need to be even larger for generating mock observations using tools such

as SIMSPIN. We know that the softening in the simulation alone (0.70 physical kpc) is equivalent

to a level of blurring which contributes on top of the effects we have added, meaning that the

value we have taken as ¢∏true
R

is more like observations of the N-body systems made at æPSF/Rmaj

> 0. This will lead to an increased level of scatter in our corrected kinematics as we are applying

this formula without accounting for the added seeing contribution.

The particle resolution is also very important to the final track shape that is observed,

as highlighted in Figure 5.11. In the top and centre panels, we have highlighted the higher

resolution models in a darker, thicker colour than the low resolution set. The irregular tracks

shown in the lower panels are also of low resolution particle models. Noticeably, the tracks for

the low resolution models follow a different shape to the higher resolution models, appearing

to reduce rapidly at very small seeing effects and plateau to a maximum ¢ earlier in the track.

The convolution of any size PSF with the sparser particle numbers will make it much easier for

atmospheric effects to blur out any rotation. This also manifests in the shape of the track for the

smaller apertures (Reff-factor = 0.5) which, by definition, contain less than half the total number

of particles in the model. We see that these tracks show a greater departure from the expected

“S”-shaped track, even for the FR selected simulations with 1£105 particles.

Because these low resolution models have the highest particle numbers available from the SR

sample extracted from the EAGLE RefL0100N1504 box, we cannot fully evaluate how effective

this correction is for irregular systems. Nevertheless, we show the 35 æPSF/Rmaj tracks for 395/503

observations of ∏R and V /æ respectively in the lower panels of Figure 5.11 for completeness.

Interestingly, we see that using the criteria in Equation 5.3, there are several of the observations

of the irregular galaxies that would have been classified as FRs at low seeing (as can be seen

by tracks beginning between 0< æPSF/Rmaj < 1 in Figure 5.11). This may suggest that looking

for irregular systems within the SR category may not be sufficient. In the future, we would like
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FIGURE 5.12. Histograms demonstrating the observations with mismatched kinematic
classes following correction (1494/990) by this work and G18 respectively for the EAGLE
galaxies, where we consider the true kinematic class to be that one defined based on the true
∏R values measured within 1 Reff, as explained in Section 5.2.3.2.

to test this on our own cosmological zoom models of irregular systems built at a much higher

particle resolution, but this is beyond the scope of this paper.

We consider the average statistics of the distributions using the median and 16th and 84th

percentiles below and above respectively. For the FR observations, ¢∏obs
R

ª°0.275°0.055
°0.413 reduces

to ¢∏corr
R

ª°0.013+0.091
°0.127; SR observations, ¢∏obs

R
ª°0.370°0.181

°0.517 reduces to ¢∏corr
R

ª°0.027+0.079
°0.239;

and for the irregular galaxies, ¢∏obs
R

ª°0.500°0.263
°0.651 reduces to ¢∏corr

R
ª°0.208°0.055

°0.442. The overall

effect of the correction does move the kinematic measurement up and closer to true, but does not

do much to reduce the spread. Values are also often skewed towards under correction; this is

understandable if we consider that the effect of particle softening in EAGLE effectively moves

what we have taken as the intrinsic value along the track towards æPSF/Rmaj > 0. However, even

in the worst case of the irregular systems, we reduce the effects of seeing by a factor of 2. For the

majority of the regularly rotating systems drawn from EAGLE, we are reducing the effects by a

factor of 4.

By applying our correction to this data set, the SR fraction is reduced from 19% to 11% (where

the fraction for the intrinsic data is 1%). In this case, the G18 correction reduces the SR fraction

to 7%. In Figure 5.12, we consider the observations that have been labelled incorrectly following

correction. We find that the distributions for this work and G18 are fairly similar to one another.
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From Figure 5.8, we know that the G18 correction tends to over-correct systems pushing them

further toward the FR regime. Given that all mismatched observations have been labeled as SRs

after correction implies that neither our correction nor G18 is pushing these observations far

enough, but that G18 goes further, as can also be seen in the residual histogram in the upper

right panel of Figure 5.12. While we incorrectly categorise more observations as SR, we are

getting the corrected ∏R values much closer to true than G18, which has a tail of observations

that are strongly over-corrected.

Overall, this independent test confirms that this correction is applicable to a broad number of

regularly-rotating galaxies. The issue of particle resolution makes it difficult to conclude how

effective this correction is for irregularly-rotating systems. However, for the systems shown in

Figure 5.11, we see that the net effect is to move them closer to true.

It seems reasonable to assume that the æPSF/Rmaj track shape with seeing is different for a

galaxy with embedded, irregular kinematic features. However, if the impact of seeing is large

enough to have washed out these features, we expect to move the kinematics along a similar

track, given that the tracks for FRs and SRs are similar. In applying this correction to irregulars,

at least in the cases shown in Figure 5.11, the result is moving the value towards the correct

value.

5.4.3 Application to real data

Having shown that these corrections are applicable to a whole range of different simulated data

sets, it seems prudent to explore the effect of this correction on real observations. Here, we

apply our corrections to SAMI DR2 observations (Scott et al., 2018). Following the methodology

of van de Sande et al. (2017b, 2019), we begin by applying the standard quality cuts to the

sample. We further remove galaxies with ≤, ∏R or V /æ < 0.05 and æPSF/Rmaj > 1, in line with

our empirical correction requirements. This leaves us with 635 observations from DR2. We find,

using the FR/SR criteria of Cappellari (2016) in Equation 5.3 that this sample contains 9% SR.

Using Equations 5.16 and 5.17, we calculate the corrected kinematic values, ∏R and V /æ, and

re-calculating the SR fraction, we find that this has dropped to 6%.

In Figure 5.13, we show these observations before and after correction in the spin-ellipticity

plane. The grey empty points show the original observed kinematic parameter, while the full,

coloured points show the value after correction. Each pair of points is joined by a line to show how

far that single observation has moved following correction. The sizes of these lines vary across

the parameter space, which we have shown in this work is dependent on a combination of galaxy

shape, ellipticity, measurement radius and seeing conditions.

The range of colours in this figure demonstrates that such corrections are important for
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FIGURE 5.13. Showing the effect of applying our corrections to the SAMI DR2 data. (Above)
The ∏R-≤ plane, with magenta and dash lines as in Figure 5.9, and (below) the V /æ-≤ plane
for the range of data that meets the quality criteria cuts described in the text and in
van de Sande et al. (2017b, 2019). Grey empty points demonstrate observed kinematics
and full coloured points show their corrected kinematic values. Lines connect each point to
demonstrate how far each point has moved. The colours show the level of seeing at which
each observation was made. In the upper left hand corner, we show how the SR fraction has
changed in the sample before and after correction.
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comparing survey data. While the predominant æPSF/Rmaj value is ª 0.3, this value varies from

0.08°0.82. The length of lines connecting uncorrected and corrected points does not scale linearly

with æPSF/Rmaj, so simple adjustments made using the seeing conditions or measured kinematic

value alone are not sufficient to make consistent comparisons. This justifies the requirement in

the community for the corrections presented in this work.

5.4.4 The relationship between kinematic parameters

Finally, we use our idealised data set, as shown in Table 5.1, to examine how seeing conditions

and measurement radius affect the relationship between ∏R and V /æ. In Emsellem et al. (2007),

they introduce a simple approximation that allows conversion from one kinematic parameter to

the other:

(5.19) ∏R º ∑ (V /æ)
q

1+∑2 (V /æ)2
.

This ∑-parameter has been calculated and compared across different surveys (SAURON ª 1.1

(Emsellem et al., 2007), ATLAS3D ª 1.06 (van de Sande et al. 2017a, Emsellem et al. 2011 found a

value of ∑ª 1.1 originally with mixed aperture sizes), SAMI ª 0.97 (van de Sande et al., 2017a)),

but the value and the level of scatter in the plotted distribution is not consistent. The SAMI

distribution of ∏R vs. V /æ is a much tighter distribution than that seen in ATLAS3D, for example.5

In van de Sande et al. (2017a), they demonstrate that the scatter in the distribution is affected

by systematics such as the difference in spatial resolution and seeing conditions. ATLAS3D has a

much higher resolution, such that complex internal dynamical features are not washed out by

atmospheric blurring. It follows that there is a larger scatter in the ∑-relation for this survey, as

∏R is designed to better distinguish internal kinematic structures than V /æ (Emsellem et al.,

2007, 2011).

In Cortese et al. (2019), it was suggested that conversion between ∏R and V /æ may not be

trivial if ∑ has a strong dependence on the size of the PSF. We can use our data set to investigate

this. We measure ∑ in our idealised data set using regression, minimising the sum of least squares

for the uncorrected values of ∏R and V /æ. We use the uncorrected values because we want to

examine how ∑ is affected by seeing. The error on this fitted value can be found by,

(5.20) æ̂=
s

Q

n° p
,

where Q is the remaining sum of the square residuals from the best fit ∑ value, n is the number

of observations in the data set, and p is the number of parameters being fit (i.e. p = 1 for the
5The SAMI value is also smaller due to the different definition of ∏R that is used in this survey. For more details

on this difference, see Appendix 5.6.
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FIGURE 5.14. Demonstrating the relationship between ∏R and V /æ. We have fitted Equation
5.19 to our observations. The coloured points show the N-body observations, with colour
highlighting the measurement radius; grey points represent all EAGLE observations. The
two inbuilt panels on the left demonstrate the ∑ values fitted to the whole sample binned by
Reff or PSF (left and right respectively). The trends of ∑ with PSF within each measurement
radius group are shown on the right. Errors shown are the standard deviation of the residual
sum of least square deviations. The arrow annotations in the upper left corner and along the
distribution explain the trends shown on the right. All three arrows have the same gradient.

one parameter, ∑). In the case of the full 41,231 observations, ∑= 1.05±0.016. This is shown in

Figure 5.14 by the black curve.

Our idealised observations have been generated using the same resolution as the SAMI survey

and so we cannot investigate the effect of spatial resolution with this data alone. Furthermore, we

have only considered regular rotators in this analysis. When we add our sample of observations

from EAGLE to the distribution, we find they do add to the overall scatter of the distribution as

shown by the grey points in Figure 5.14. When fitting ∑ to the full idealised plus EAGLE data

set, we find that the value decreases slightly, but with larger scatter, to ∑= 1.04±0.018. This is

shown by the grey curve in Figure 5.14. This indicates that ∑ value may also see variations due

to the number of irregular systems in the data-set.

We then bin our idealised data set of 41,202 observations by the five Reff-factors and by seeing
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conditions, with bin widths of ¢ æPSF/Rmaj = 0.1. For each bin, we fit Equation 5.19. The inbuilt

panels on the left demonstrate the trends of ∑ with these variables independently.

As in van de Sande et al. (2017a), we find that there is a slight effect due to seeing, ¢∑ª±0.02,

though there is a stronger dependence on aperture size, where we see a positive correlation with

measurement radius. Looking at the seeing conditions within each measurement radius bin,

we see that the correlations with seeing conditions change with the measurement radius being

considered. These trends are shown in Figure 5.14 on the right.

The gradient change can be understood by considering the trends seen in Figure 5.2. We know

that, overall, the effect of seeing on V /æ is slightly greater than that of ∏R . We also know this

effect is consistent across Rfac
eff , but on average we measure higher values of ∏R and V /æ at larger

measurement radii. At the lower spin end of the parameter space, a more rapid change in V /æ is

going to scatter points towards higher ∑. Moving points in a similar direction at higher spin, the

effect causes ∑ to be pulled down. This is illustrated by the annotations in Figure 5.14, where

each arrow has exactly the same gradient. The absolute change in ∑ seen in Figure 5.14 is very

small, with the maximum variation ¢∑ª±0.02 in all figures on the right-hand side. This may

be due to the fact that there is opposing trends with Sérsic index and ellipticity for ∏R and V /æ

that we see in Figure 5.3. The potential variation in the gradient change with æPSF/Rmaj at each

Rfac
eff is important. If a given survey contains a larger portion of one Reff-factor than another, the

average fit to the full data set will be biased. This also confirms the results of van de Sande et al.

(2017a), in so much as reiterating the need for such aperture corrections.

5.5 Discussion and conclusions

In this work, we have investigated how seeing conditions affect kinematic measurements of

simulated galaxies across a range of morphologies. We find that atmospheric blurring causes

the number of SRs inferred to be artificially increased relative to its intrinsic value, which can

cause problems when trying to infer trends in the kinematic morphology-density relation. In our

sample of regular rotators, the effects of seeing cause the fraction of SR to increase from 3% to

17%.

This has led us to design a new empirical correction, which can be applied to reduce these

effects. For our full sample of regular rotators, we see that the SR fraction for corrected values

is returned to 3%, and the corresponding spread of the distribution is ¢∏corr
R

ª°0.000+0.030
°0.024 dex

and ¢V /æcorr ª°0.002+0.036
°0.037 dex. While our irregular sample has issues relating to the resolution

of the models considered, we have demonstrated that this formula brings observed values of

¢∏corr
R

back to within ª °0.208°0.055
°0.442 dex for the irregular systems. We expect this offset to be

due to the galaxy models rather than the ability of the correction and hence these values should
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improve with a better test sample, such as cosmological zoom simulations with higher particle

resolution. We advise caution when using models with “low” (N ª 105) particle numbers for

kinematic measurements.

Our formulae successfully corrects the ∏R and V /æ measurements of both fast and slow

rotators, but still has the following limitations:

1. We have designed this correction based on a range of fast regular-rotators with Sérsic

indices from 1 < n < 5.5. We also require that ∏R , V /æ and ellipticity values are larger

than 0.05. We have then shown that this correction is valid for a large variety of regular

rotators with n ∑ 8, whether those observations are classed SRs or FRs. Confirming the

effectiveness of these formulae outside of this range, or for systems that show irregular

kinematic morphology, is beyond the scope of this paper.

2. We have made the assumption that the Sérsic index, projected inclination and seeing PSF

have been accurately measured and do not propagate errors in these parameters through

our equation.

3. We have also assumed that the scatter in the parameter space is fully described by shape,

inclination, seeing conditions and measurement radius.

With respect to (i), this is an unfortunate limitation of all kinematic corrections. For systems

in which the kinematically distinct features are washed out by seeing or resolution, we cannot

hope to recover them using an empirical correction. Similarly, finite numerical resolution - an

issue for the EAGLE sample of simulated galaxies - cannot be corrected for. Nevertheless, we have

shown that such a correction is reasonably effective for a small sample of slow regularly-rotating

systems and that the effect on the EAGLE irregulars is to move them closer to their true value.

Therefore, we believe Equations 5.16 and 5.17 could be very useful for correcting all data in a

statistical sense. Furthermore, we have shown that in the relative parameter space, the tracks for

regular FRs and SRs are similar and so this correction works in both cases. We see the average

effect of seeing reduced from ¢∏obs
R

ª °0.241°0.040
°0.382 to ¢∏corr

R
ª °0.001+0.029

°0.021 for FRs and ¢∏obs
R

ª°0.337°0.203
°0.454 to ¢∏corr

R
ª°0.002+0.036

°0.037 for SRs; equivalently, ¢V /æobs ª°0.306°0.061
°0.472 to ¢V /æcorr

ª°0.003+0.033
°0.077 for FRs and ¢V /æobs ª°0.372°0.230

°0.497 to ¢V /æcorr ª°0.013+0.040
°0.110 for SRs.

In making the assumption that other galaxy properties can be accurately calculated, we have

ignored a significant factor of uncertainty that will result in scatter in the corrected kinematics.

As discussed in Graham et al. (2018), effective radii are difficult to measure in a consistent and

accurate manner and the error in æPSF, depending on the survey, is ª 10% (Law et al., 2016;

Allen et al., 2015). We have not accounted for signal-to-noise in this work, and suggest that this

addition may add to the uncertainty. Furthermore, Sérsic indices have a minimum uncertainty
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that can be inflated by resolution, improper modelling of the sky, or PSF, and we found assigning

a single component value to two component models was difficult. The combination of all of these

issues makes the error in the corrected kinematics impossible to quantify accurately. Hence, we

encourage conservative estimates of the corrected values.

Finally, we believe that the latter assumption (iii) - that scatter within the parameter space

can be fully described using the factors we have considered - been shown to be valid throughout

Section 5.3, especially for ∏R . However, we have also established that the magnitude of ∏R is

decreased much less by seeing conditions than V /æ and that it is much easier to account for these

effects through the use of our correction (where the standard deviation for ¢∏corr
R

ª 0.02 versus

¢V/æcorr ª 0.06). We have noticed a shift in the SAMI community towards using V /æ over ∏R in

recent years (van de Sande et al., 2019; Cortese et al., 2019), but put forward the suggestion that

∏R (Emsellem et al., 2007, 2011) is more statistically robust and comparable across different

surveys once corrected.

Future surveys will gain large number statistics of kinematic observations. We present these

formulae as a way to correct the distribution of ∏R and V /æ in a manner that is not biased

towards specific shapes or seeing conditions. Making such comparisons on an even footing is

vitally important to advances within the field of galaxy evolution.

5.6 Appendix A: For ∏R measured using elliptical radii

When measuring the observable spin parameter, ∏R , the radial parameter associated with a

spaxel, Ri, in Equation 5.1 can be considered as the radius of a circle that passes through the

relevant spaxel. Alternatively, the radius can be defined as the semi-major axis of an ellipse that

would pass through the spaxel. This is the common method used within the SAMI team (e.g.

Cortese et al., 2016; van de Sande et al., 2017b).

Hence, following the methods described in Section 5.3, we derived a second correction, this

time using the ∏R measured using the elliptical radii measure. This alternative correction is

shown in Equation 5.21. As before, we found that the HAR algorithm produces the lowest value

of intrinsic scatter æ(¢∏≤
R
= 0.04905). The resulting equation is very similar to Equation 5.16, but

with a logarithmic dependence on ellipticity. In Figure 5.15, we show the effect of this correction

on measurements of ∏≤
R

.
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FIGURE 5.15. As in Figure 5.7 for FR measurements of ∏≤
R

(above), and for SR observations
(below). We show this for the elliptically measured spin parameter ∏R

≤. Red lines show
the trends before correction, orange lines demonstrate following the application of the G18
correction within the bounds of its design, yellow lines show G18’s correction for all other
data and green lines show the effect of applying the corrections presented in this work.

(5.21) ¢∏corr
≤°R

= f

µ
æPSF

Rmaj

∂
+

µ
æPSF

Rmaj

∂
£ f (≤,n,Rfac

eff ),

where,

f

µ
æPSF

Rmaj

∂¢∏≤
R

= 7.49

1+ e
[4.01

µ
æPSF
Rmaj

∂1.57
+2.84]

°0.41,

f (≤,n,Rfac
eff )¢∏

≤
R = [0.02£ log10(≤)]

°[0.19£ log10(n)]

°[0.13£Rfac
eff ]

+0.28.

Given the two versions of this correction, we further tested how well the ∏R version (Equation
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FLUX

FIGURE 5.16. Showing the distributions of corrected values of ¢∏≤
R

when using Equation
5.21 (green) vs. Equation 5.16 (red). While the means of each histogram both lie close to zero,
the red histogram is skewed much more than the green towards under-corrected values.

5.16) performed when using it to correct ∏≤
R

, rather than Equation 5.21. The results of this

investigation are shown in Figure 5.16. While both corrections will bring measurements back

towards the true value, when using Equation 5.16 on ∏≤
R

, values will tend to be under-corrected.

Plotting the ∏≤
R

measurements against V /æ, as in Section 5.4.4, we find that we recover

smaller values of ∑ª 0.91°0.95 (in line with van de Sande et al. (2017a) below unity). The effects

of seeing on this definition of ∑ show similar trends to Figure 5.14, but are less severe, especially

at Reff where the distribution with seeing is almost flat. This seems to be because the increasing

seeing moves you along the curve, rather than off the curve.

5.7 Appendix B: Comparing N-body and hydro-dynamical

treatments for flux

Throughout this work, we have used N-body systems to derive our correction. These models have

been observed using SIMSPIN where the mass of each particle has been converted into a relative

flux using a mass-to-light ratio. For the EAGLE systems, we have followed the prescription laid out

in Trayford et al. (2015), and used SED modelling to calculate the flux of each particle according

to the age and metallicity.

To verify that this difference does not cause an impact on the measured results. Here, we

took one of the high resolution FR galaxies, GalaxyID = 14202037, and observed it through

SIMSPIN using the mass-to-light prescription used on the N-body systems. We have taken 5758
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CHAPTER 5. CORRECTING KINEMATIC PARAMETERS

FIGURE 5.17. The tracks of ¢∏R and ¢V /æ for observations of the EAGLE galaxy GalaxyID

= 14202037 made using the two treatments of flux within SIMSPIN. The mass-to-light
treatment used for the N-body galaxies is shown in the dashed lines while the full SED
modelling used for the hydro-dynamical galaxies is shown in the solid lines. Red tracks show
the uncorrected measurements and green show tracks following the correction presented in
this paper.

∏R observations at the same range of seeing conditions, inclination and measurement radii as

the original sample. We have then plotted these alongside the equivalent hydro-dynamical SED

measurements.

There is very little difference between the two treatments, as can be seen in Figure 5.17.

The following statistics are presented as the median of each distribution with the 16th and 84th

percentiles below and above respectively (∫84th
16th). The residual values are ¢∏corr

R
ª°0.011+0.080

°0.057

and ¢∏corr
R

ª 0.012+0.030
°0.089 for the SED and mass-to-light treatments respectively. Overall, this

difference is within the standard error such that the analysis made for the EAGLE systems in

Section 5.4.2 are valid.
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5.8 Appendix C: Cut-out kinematic images of model galaxies

Here we present the kinematic maps generated for all of the galaxies examined in this paper. In

Figure 5.18, we show SAMI-like images for the c = 1 model from each morphological type in the

N-body catalogue, Figure 5.19 shows the c = 10 models and Figure 5.19 shows the c = 50 models

as shown in Table 5.1. The elliptical systems are then shown in Figure 5.21.

In Figure 5.22, we demonstrate the SAMI-like images created using SIMSPIN for three FR

galaxies in the EAGLE sample, and in Figure 5.23 we show the remaining four SRs. The “odd”

system is shown in the second row.

These images have all been produced with a PSF = 0.8” and each galaxy is projected at an

inclination of 60 degrees.
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FIGURE 5.18. Cut-out images of the c = 1 N-body galaxies observed using SIMSPIN.
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FIGURE 5.19. Cut-out images of the c = 10 N-body galaxies observed using SIMSPIN.
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FIGURE 5.20. Cut-out images of the c = 50 N-body galaxies observed using SIMSPIN.
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FIGURE 5.21. Cut-out images of the elliptical N-body galaxies observed using SIMSPIN.
Rows (a), (b) and (c) correspond to the first, second and third rows of E0 galaxies in Table 5.1
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FIGURE 5.22. Cut-out images of the FR EAGLE galaxies observed using SIMSPIN.
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FIGURE 5.23. Cut-out images of the SR EAGLE galaxies observed using SIMSPIN.
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SUMMARY

In this thesis, we have introduced a method of comparing the internal stellar kinematics

of galaxies as measured in simulations and observations. In the past, such comparisons

have commonly been made using bulk physical properties. While the construction of

synthetic kinematic maps is becoming increasingly popular, no consistent, publicly-available

methodology existed. The software presented in this work, SIMSPIN, is therefore useful to both

the observational and theoretical astronomy communities. For observers, we can use this tool to

make comparisons that enable us to overcome common observational limitations; for theorists, it

will allow us to improve the implementation of small scale processes that occur below the spatial

resolution of our models. Rather than calibrating these processes using global properties, these

detailed kinematic parameters provide a more nuanced understanding of the sub-grid physics.

We have used SIMSPIN to investigate how definitions of spin vary between theory and

observation. We have demonstrated that corrections for observed kinematics are necessary

when seeing conditions vary; and further, that spatial resolution - of both particle data and the

observing telescope - have an effect on the spin that is recovered. Finally, we have used the

simulator’s advantage of knowing the full three-dimensional structure of our models to design

two empirical formulae that correct for the effects of seeing on the measurement of observable

spin.

In this summary, we review each chapter in turn in order to demonstrate that this body

of work presents a significant and original contribution to the field of galaxy formation and

evolution. We then address several areas in which further work is required, both in terms of the

work presented in this thesis and within the wider context.
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Here, we begin by summarising each chapter in turn:

• In Chapter 2, we demonstrated the method by which we have built our isolated N-body

galaxy models. The discussion addresses the difficulty of determining initial particle veloci-

ties such that the model satisfies a stable solution to the collisionless Boltzmann equation.

Throughout this thesis, we have used GALIC (Yurin & Springel, 2014) to achieve this in

an iterative fashion. We further examined the effects that resolution parameters have

on the kinematic stability of our models. Two simple tests were performed in which the

gravitational softening and mass ratios between particles was varied between two extremes,

in order to make any unphysical, numerical artefacts obvious. The major outcome of this

chapter is the decision to use an analytic potential in order to enforce stable vertical disk

structures in our models. Removing the underlying live dark matter halo throughout the

evolution of the stellar components removes the chance for energy exchange between the

dark matter and stellar particles which would cause an unphysical spread in the scale

height of the stellar disk. This methodology was particularly important to establish for the

work in subsequent chapters.

• Chapter 3 presents the software package, SIMSPIN, built and designed over the course of

this PhD. SIMSPIN allows a simulated galaxy - N-body or hydro-dynamical - to be “observed”

as if by an integral field spectrograph. The IFS kinematic data cubes can be output to

FITS format, or used to generate synthetic kinematic maps from which the parameters ∏R

and V /æ can be measured within a specified radius. Observational effects such as seeing

conditions, projected inclination and aperture size can be adjusted and the impact of these

properties on the recovered kinematics can be quantified. This software has been written

in R and is fully public and open-source. We give examples of how the code can be used by

exploring the relationship between the numerical resolution of the model and the observed

kinematics. In this chapter we also demonstrate that spatial resolution of the observed

kinematic map plays a role in the kinematic value that is recovered.

• The purpose of Chapter 4 is to examine the relationship between the definitions of stellar

spin commonly used observationally (∏R) and theoretically (∏0). We determined that, if

measuring ∏0 at the effective radius Reff, a scaling of
p

3/2 gave a value comparable to the

observed ∏R measured within the same radius. This enables more consistent comparisons

of bulk physical properties, at least as an initial test before constructing mock observations.

We also explore the effects of observational limitations in this chapter, confirming that for

late-type disk galaxies, there are strong positive correlations between ∏R and measurement

radius and strongly negative correlations between ∏R and the level of seeing. We show that
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the negative effects of seeing can be reduced using the empirical correction presented in

Graham et al. (2018).

• Finally, in Chapter 5 we go about designing our own empirical correction for both commonly

used kinematic parameters, ∏R and V /æ. We build a catalogue of galaxies, both slow and

fast rotating systems, using the methodology outlined in Chapter 2. We also take several

galaxies from the hydro-dynamical simulation, EAGLE, to provide a sample that had

experienced more realistic formation histories. We make synthetic kinematic maps of these

systems across a range of seeing conditions and projected inclinations using SIMSPIN, and

measure ∏R and V /æ within a variety of radii. We map out the parameter space to determine

that the effect of seeing on the observed kinematics is dependent on all of these observing

conditions, but can be mathematically described using a sigmoid function and a hyper-

plane. Using the HYPER.FIT code of Robotham & Obreschkow (2015), we determine the

best-fit relationship between seeing, observed galaxy shape (as parameterised by ellipticity

and Sérsic index) and measurement radius. We then verify that these equations can be

applied successfully to a wide variety of kinematic morphologies, with the intention that our

empirical correction could be applied to the full distribution of observations made in an IFS

survey, irrespective of the kinematic class of the system. Such corrections are particularly

important because we have shown that seeing conditions have different effects on different

kinematic morphologies. This must be accounted for in surveys if we wish to make concrete

statements about the kinematic-morphology density relation, and the apparent dichotomy

between slow and fast rotators.

All of these chapters are connected by two themes: (1) the need for consistent and reliable

comparisons between theory and observation and (2) the effect that observational limitations,

such as seeing conditions, have on the recovery of stellar kinematics in the form of ∏R and V /æ.

Points for discussion

As with all scientific endeavours, there is always more scope to extend these analyses. Here we

describe some elements of this work that could be extended and improved upon (which we intend

to do in future work).

On the topic of consistent comparisons between theory and observations, SIMSPIN does an

adequate job at presenting high-resolution particle simulations in the format of a mock-kinematic

map. These synthetic maps are comparable to the observed kinematic maps made via IFS

instruments such as SAMI, and can be used to measure galaxy spin in a consistent way between

observation and simulation. However, ideally this code would produce a data cube analogous
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to the observational kinematic data cubes (with spectra along the z-axis rather than velocity)

that could be processed using observational pipelines. This would vastly improve the like-for-like

comparison, instead of comparing two similar images produced in different ways.

This task is not trivial, however, because it would require the generation of appropriate

spectra for each population of particles, incorporating their line-of-sight velocities. For a hydro-

dynamical simulation, this could be done using radiative transfer codes, like SUNRISE (Jonsson,

2006; Jonsson et al., 2010), in which the effect of dust on the spectra could be properly modelled.

In this work, we have used PROSPECT (Robotham et al., 2020) to generate a spectrum for each

stellar particle of the EAGLE galaxies observed, but we have not incorporated the effects of dust

in this analysis. Further, we do not construct our cube with these spectra; instead, we just use

them to assign luminosity to each cell in the data cube. N-body models, on the other hand, do not

have ages or metallicities associated with the particles. While this could be done arbitrarily, it

was more prudent to design a method that simply produced kinematic maps based on existing

particle properties for the comparisons and science discussed in this thesis. However, in the

future, we intend to extend the SIMSPIN code to produce (x,y,∏) cubes, as opposed to the current

(x,y,v) cubes, ensuring that the effects of dust can be incorporated using a full radiative transfer

plugin for SimSpin. This is already under development.

Of course, the scope and reach of this tool is also important. It is currently written in R and is

publicly available online. These aspects are important for integration with other R-packages such

as PROSPECT and for the opportunity to collaborate with others throughout the development.

However, in order to improve the reach and use of this tool to other observational IFS survey

teams, multi-language support will be necessary. Many astronomers (at the time of writing) use

Python for analysis, and it seems prudent to provide some kind of wrapper or equivalent version

for this coding language.

In our analysis of observational limitations, we have neglected the effects of different stellar

populations on the kinematics that are recovered. It is well established that bulges at the centres

of galaxies tend to contain older, dimmer stars, while the disk is likely to be dominated by a

younger, brighter population. Throughout our analysis, in our N-body models we have assumed

all particles have the same mass-to-light ratio. It is an obvious extension to this work to assess

how much of an effect the distribution of different stellar populations has on the kinematic

parameter recovered.

Throughout the generation of synthetic images, we have also neglected the effects of signal-

to-noise. It is expected that, in studying how seeing impacts the recovered kinematics, the

signal-to-noise will have a small restoring effect; the value of ∏R or V /æ will not be reduced

quite as much as by seeing conditions alone. However, we expect this effect to be small and by

neglecting this term within the empirical corrections developed in Chapter 5, we present the
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cleanest possible form to the community. Nevertheless, the effect of signal-to-noise would be

straight-forward to incorporate to stellar spectra, and we intend to incorporate this at the stage

that we can generate more realistic (x,y,∏) cubes. Further, the variable distribution of signal-to-

noise (which is telescope specific) could be implemented for even more consistent comparisons.

Opportunities for extensions to this work

Over the course of this PhD, several things have become apparent and we take this opportunity

to discuss topics beyond the scope of this thesis.

The revolutionary development from long-slit to integral field spectroscopy has given the

astronomical community the opportunity to characterise the kinematic morphology of systems in

great detail. However, in some respects, these exquisite kinematic maps are often reduced to a

single kinematic number (either ∏R or V /æ) for analysis. It is understood that such processes are

required when dealing with thousands and thousands of observations. Physically examining so

many images is unfeasible and quantities are much more readily comparable than qualitative

classes. Furthermore, for studying the fast-rotator/slow-rotator division, using some rule to

divide a sample into a smaller number of maps is obviously advantageous. However, as our IFS

instruments observe systems out to larger and larger radii, with higher spatial resolution and

signal-to-noise, it seems a shame to classify systems based only on the kinematics measured

within one effective radius, Reff.

An alternative, quantitative method could be to consider spin-ellipticity tracks (e.g. Graham

et al., 2017; Bellstedt et al., 2017; Rawlings et al., 2020). Radial tracks are interesting as they

take full advantage of the spectroscopic data, rather than reducing kinematics to a single number.

The ellipticity and observed spin, ∏R , are recorded at increasing radii and a track is joined up in ≤

versus ∏R space. The shape and direction of these tracks give to information about the kinematic

morphology of the observed system, where both properties could be described numerically by a

curvature measurement.

While the measured spin of a system is negatively effected by the atmosphere, the effect

on the spin-ellipticity track may be limited to a predictable translation within the plane - with

little impact on the track’s direction or shape. This may make this method more robust for

both comparisons of kinematic-morphology within a survey, but also between observation and

simulation, reducing the need for corrections. Of course, this idea requires investigation, but

seems like an interesting possible methodology that finds a compromise between quantitative

and qualitative analysis.

Such a scheme may also be useful for finding a more rigorous division between slow and fast

rotator classes. The current empirical formula have been modified several times over the course
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of IFS surveys gaining more and more data (e.g. Emsellem et al., 2007, 2011; Cappellari, 2016).

A difficulty has been disentangling complex irregular systems such as counter rotating cores

from purely dispersion dominated systems, due to the fact that they lie in similar regions on the

spin-ellipticity diagram. However, using a track, these specific kinematic morphologies should

become far more obvious. In such a classification scheme, the information is also not limited

to measurements made within Reff, which seems sensible with the aperture sizes of the next

generation of IFS surveys on the horizon.

Finally, we have shown that the spatial resolution of cosmological hydro-dynamical simula-

tions plays an important role when making mock observations of these systems. Currently, it

is difficult to trust the “observed” kinematics of EAGLE galaxies, for example, as demonstrated

in Chapter 5. We examined the effects of particle resolution on the kinematic parameters that

are observed in Chapter 3, and found there is a similar relationship between N particles and

∏R as the relationship between æPSF/Rmaj and ∏R examined in Chapter 5. As can be seen in

Figure 3.7, such a correction would be dependent on galaxy shape, as well as particle number.

It seems a natural extension of these projects to follow a similar procedure for simulations as

for observations, and develop an empirical equation for particle resolution equivalent to those

equations for seeing in Chapter 5.

As the spatial resolution of cosmological simulations increases, with the planned extensions,

SIMSPIN will become a useful tool for fine tuning the sub-grid physics in these models to reproduce

observable kinematics. Given that internal physical processes, such as stellar and black hole

feedback, are imprinted in the kinematics of galaxies, this will give astronomers a useful tool to

uncover the details of galaxy evolution.

Overall, we believe that this work presents a significant addition to the field of extra-galactic

astronomy. While several limitations of our analysis have been noted, these are now avenues

for further work. Furthermore, the possible extensions highlighted here expand the scope for

detailed analysis of the kinematic-morphology density relation and sub-grid physics recipes

within simulations.
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OBSERVATIONAL PROPERTIES OF THE HERNQUIST PROFILE

When initially building the SIMSPIN code, we went through several checks to ensure

that the code was producing realistic kinematic images of our simulated models. These

checks uncovered several bugs in the code. For example, when the velocities of each

particle were binned without convolution, we ended up with star-like patterns in our stellar

velocity maps due to the coarse sampling of the bins. In the case of the SAMI instrument, the

velocity resolution of 1.04Å corresponds to a velocity bin size of 65 km/s. We had sorted particles

into bins this large and set the velocity of any particles contained at that central bin velocity. An

example of this is shown in Figure A.1. This was resolved using the method presented in Chapter

3, §3.2.2 - by modelling the velocity of each particle as a Gaussian centred on the known velocity

of the simulated particle with a width corresponding to the line-spread function associated with

the mock observation telescope.

In this process, we also found that some kinematic maps had a minimum in the dispersion at

the centre of the system, specifically when observing galaxy bulges without any seeing conditions

applied, as shown in Figure A.2 for the three S0 galaxies used in Chapter 5. Initially, we believed

this to be another bug as we intuitively expected the centre of the system to show a dispersion

maximum. However, no solution could be found in the code. As an alternative, we decided to do

some maths to understand how the line-of-sight velocity dispersion should behave for our models

as a function of radius.

This can be done using the Jeans equation (Jeans et al., 1902), as in Chapter 2 §2.1.2 for

the isotropic (Ø= 0) spherical Hernquist bulge density function. The solution in that case for the
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FIGURE A.1. Illustrating why it is necessary to convolve the velocities of each particle
with a Gaussian line-spread-function. Without this, individual particles fully occupy the
velocity bins and cause stratification in velocity space due to the velocity resolution of IFS
instruments. We amended this by smoothing the velocity of each particle.

FIGURE A.2. Demonstrating the minimum in dispersion maps seen for bulge dominated
galaxies in the N-body catalogue used in Chapter 5. In these maps, we have only plotted the
bulge component of the S0 galaxies in order to demonstrate that this minimum is due to the
isotropic (Ø= 0) Hernquist structure of the bulge.

velocity dispersion was:
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In order to project this along the line-of-sight, this second-order moment is projected on the

plane of the sky. Following the method of Baes & Dejonghe (2002), we find:
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FIGURE A.3. Demonstrating the radial distribution of the line-of-sight velocity dispersion
for a Hernquist bulge profile. We demonstrate the isotropic case (as denoted Ø= 0, as well as
the two limit cases where Ø= 0.5 (where the tangential and radial dispersions are equal) and
Ø=°1 (where orbits are purely circular). Interestingly, results of Schwartzschild modelling
the SAURON systems have implied that many observations of galaxies lie closer to the
Øª 0.5 (Cappellari et al., 2007).

and,

X (r)=

8
<

:
(1° r

2)°1/2 arcsech(r) for 0∑ r < 1,

(r2 °1)°1/2 arcsec(r) for 1 < r < 1.

We have plotted this as a function of radius in Figure A.3. Here, it is evident that there is a

down-turn in the line-of-sight velocity dispersion at small radii, near the centre of a Hernquist

isotropic (Ø= 0) bulge. The minimum at the centres of our maps in Figure A.2 are not a flaw in

the code, but a physical outcome of using the Hernquist distribution to describe the shape of the

bulge in our galaxy models (Hernquist, 1990; Binney & Merrifield, 1998).

Of course, this is the isotropic case. Using GALIC, we can also produce galaxies with constant

anisotropy which causes variations in the shape of this function. We have further plotted these

radial distributions for the limiting cases of Ø values in Figure A.3. These correspond to the cases

in which the tangential and radial dispersion are equal (Ø= 1
2 ) and where all orbits are circular

(Ø=°1).
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